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is an abstract of the business
Probate Court for Waldo county De-

term, l‘*of»:
ot Barak A. Hatch, late of Morrill,
third and final account of adminis-

presented.

of Sarah Staples, late of Belfast,
i's second and final account of ad-

;

.it

ion

presented.

of Malcolm McLeod, late of Isles»dmiui>trator’& second and fiual aceseuted.
of Andrew ,1. Mudgett, late of
m. administrator’s first account, towith his private claim, presented.
of Abner C. Green, late of Troy,
orator’s first and final account pre«>f Nathaniel N. Lewis, late of Winllarriet P. Lewis appointed execuof Edward Bridges, late of Liberty,

Bridges appointed

S.

executor,

of Silas 1*. Gammans, late of Belibert Gammans appointed adminise

of Charles G. Tyler, late of Fraukv ill
presented.
.v.1 of Samuel J. Dean, late of Lincolnill presented.
of Jennie Woodard, late of Troy;
11 for the appointment of administraesented.
of Sarah Staples, late of Belfast;
presented by trustee that his ap•oit may be confirmed.
of James II. Lancaster, late of
petition presented for license to
estate.
of Albert B. Hutchins, late of Beltitiou presented to sell real estate.
ie
of Charles W. Loid, late of
petition presented to determine
•unt of collateral inheritance tax.
of Eastman Clark, late of l’rost it ion presented for license to sell
te

-ate.

Margaret L. and
Hudson; petition presented for
sell real estate
>*f Joseph K. Barker, late of Troy;
for allowance presented.
of Rebecca E Dodge, late of Islesharles E. Dodge, appointed adniinof Harriet E.,

A
t<>

Li
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i. Probate Court—for Commander
Maine G.
R .30,000 Fire in Eastport.
The Penobscot Closed to Navigation.
Obituary..Transfers in Real Estate..
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Notes..Miss Kitridge in Bangor..T. W.
Bowden of Bucksport Killed.. News of
the Granges. Mt. Desert Correspondence
Disasters on the Great Lakes..
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*»f Albert W Stevens, minor, of
Andrew J. Stevens, appointed
an.

of Idda II., .Jessie F., and MertYeaton, Knox: Wilson 1*. Went-

lppointed guardian,
of William R., l’aphnel A. and
Leavitt, minors, of Belfast; Jennie
tt, appointed guardian
of Kate M. I’ettee, of Brooks;
banged to Kate M. Elwell.
o! Thomas I\ Logan, late of Belharles A. Logan appointed adminis;th will annexed.
i Webster Hopkins, late of WinJoshua S. Hopkins appointed ex-

ago, he and his wife, a former church organist of Charlestown, had made their home

t

band passed to the other life 18
years ago,
since which time she had lived
upon the
old farm and had the management of affairs
until failiug health compelled her to
give
up the care to her daughter, who lias cared
tor her the past five years, fcjhe is survived
b> three children—Airs. Florence Wentworth, who lives at the old homestead,
John B. Busher of Montville, and Mark E.
Busher, who lives on the next farm south
of the old home. The funeral was
largely
attended by friends from Freedom,
Knox,
Montville and Palermo, and words of comfort were spoken to the bereaved
family by
Rev. II. W. Abbott of Palermo.

Mr. Lucius Pitcher of N'orthport. She was
married to Rufus P. Hills Jan. 21, 1852, and
to them three children were born—Rufus
1’. Jr., of Belfast, Emerson J. of Belmont
and Herbert E., who died in infancy. In
early life Mrs. Hills united with the Methodist Episcopal church and thereafter lived

Lilia

Rockport, to Osgood
Woodbury, Northport; land and buildings
in Northport,

Lucius II. Duncan, Rockland, to Rockland-Rockport Lime Co., Rockland ; land in

consistent and faithful Christian life.
She was a good mother and a faithful wife.
She possessed a remarkable calm and
sweet disposition.
Her home was peaceful and attractive always.
Until a few
days before her death she was able to attend to all the duties of the household. Her
last hours were peaceful, even triumphant.
The funeral services were held at her late
home, Rev. J. W. Hatch, her pastor,

Northport.

a

a

Of her it is
good woman

A. Condon,

ings in Belfast.
Hiram F. Farrow, Belmont, to Evelyn
Ames, Boston laud in Islesboro.
Winnie W. Green, Troy, to Helen Libby,
Waterville; laud and buildings in Troy.
Melinda F Goodwin, Burnham, to Chas.
Wentworth, Waterville; land in Burnham.
Evauder E. llarding. Unity, to George W.
Nickless, do. land and buildings in Unity.
Henry G. and Isaac S. Hills, Northport,
to l’earl E. Hills, do.; land and
buildings in

truthfully said

Northport.

Lydia C. Mudgett, widow of the late Pol.
Henry Mudgett, died Dec. 18th at her home
in Albion, aged 89 years. She had enjoyed

Herbert K. Holmes, Searsmont, to Ephraim M. Richards, Morrill; laud in Searsmont.
Helen M. Libby, Waterville, to Winnie
Green, Troy ; land and buildings in Troy.
J. M. Larrabee, Jackson, to Jackson
Creamery Co., Jackson land and buildings
in Jackson.
William 11. Moody Liberty, to C. L. Abbott, Palermo; land in Palermo.
Samuel A. Newry, Winterport, to Aubert
N. Hurd, do.: land audbuildings in Winter-

the best of

health until her last illness.
She leaves two daughters, Mrs. George £.
Johnson of this city and Mrs. Maria English of Evanston, 111. ; and four sons, Darius G. of Albion, with whom she had made
her home since the death of her husband,
Ilenrj L., who is in business in Boston,
and Decatur and Webster who are in California. Mrs. Johnson went to Albion four
weeks ago to assist in caring for her mother
and was with her when she died. The funeral will be held This, Thursday, morning

port.
George W. N’ickless, Unity, to Dominieus
R. McGray, Unity, land in Unity.
William F. Pray, Pittsfield, to Frank
Bryant, do. land in Burnham.
Albert 11 Rose, Brooks, to Nancy* J.
Rose, et a!., do.; laud and building's in

figures for the last five
certainly encouraging. The University of Maine has played 18 games with
other colleges of which it has won 13, tied
The foot ball

j
1

one,

are

and lost four.

points scored is

208

The total number of

against 61 by opponents.

G. E. Hayward, ’07, manager of the base
ball team, is in correspondence with the
managers of the Hates, liowdoin and Colby
teams, and it is hoped that a conference of
these managers may be held soon in Waiei-

in Aibiou,

River

Grange, Liberty,

will have

Christmas tree and entertainment at
Crockett’s hall, Saturday uight, Dec. 2nd.
The report of the State Secretary shows
that Waldo county has 28
granges with a
a

total membership of 2,928
the last report.

a

At

held in the
at East Xorthport on Sunday, Dec.
24th, at 10.30 a. in., by the pastor, Rev. G. G.
Winslow.
Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.
Services will be held at the Wood school
house at 2 p. m.

Chapel

harvest

reoent meeting of Northern Light
Grauge, W'interport, It was voted to donate
the use of the hall to the Waldo
County'
Veteran Association for their next meeting,
to be held
Thursday, Jan. 4.

sociable for the benefit of the Congregational church in North Belfast was given
at the home of Fred W. Brown,
Esq., Wednesday evening, Dec. 13th. Refreshments
were served and a very pleasant
evening
A

All members of Harvest Moon Grange,

Thorndike, are cordially invited by Mr. and
Mrs. Percy W. Crosby to attend their 10th

spent.

wedding anniversary at their home on the
evening of Dec. 27th. If stormy, the first
fair night following.

The guest of lioner at the Congregational
Club last week was President Fellows of
the University of Maine and after the
supper he delivered a very able and interesting
address.
Superintendent Ellis spoke on
the needs of the Belfast schools.

Among the first of the Patrons to arrive
in tlie city
Monday were several from
Stockton Springs and vicinity who came to
Bangor for the first time by rail and seemed
to enjoy it. The car
connecting with the
Northern Maine Seaport train from that
way was well filled on reaching Bangor.—

Presiding Elder Rev. F. L. Ilayward
will occupy the Methodist pulpit next Sunday morning at 10.45. There will be special
Christmas music.
Bible school at noon;
Junior league at 3 p. m. At 7.15 p. m. a
special Christmas program, largely musical,
will be rendered. Christmas tree
Monday

Bangor Commercial.

a

Day,”

was

ill the city

i. M. Cottrell is in Kockiaud building a
yawl boat for C. F. Kickuel).
are held at.).
Mr. and Mrs. W iliam II. Quimby arrived
F. Kernald's, No. 57 Cedar street,
every
Saturday
evening to spend the holidays In
Sunday morning at 11 o’clock, and WednesBelfast.
day eveuing at 7.30, to which all are cordiJohn Cunningham of Franklin arrived
ally welcome.
.to visi: his uncle, Mr. W. II
yesterday
Religious services will be

a

The drama, “Three Glasses

1). W. Dodge of Freedom
on business.

Monday

Christian Science services

Comet Grange, Swanville, had a good attendance last Saturday night and a good
a

PERSONAL.

come.

loss of 14 since

program. It was voted to have
feast next Saturday uight.

churches.

There will be meetings in the Mission
hall, 59 High street, every Saturday, Sunday and Wednesday evening at 7.30, and
Bible study Sunday at 2 p. m. All are wel-

was

very successfully given by local amateurs
in Equity Grange hall
evening,

evening.
Services with music and addresses
ap-

for and elected.
There will be a Christtree at the Grange Hall Monday evening, Deo. 23th. Prof. R. A. Conant with his
troop of musicians will give an entertainment at Grange Hall after Christmas.

the Universalist church next
Sunday,
2.50 p. m., there will be a Christmas service, as follows:
At

mas

j

ville, when a discussion concerning the
umpires for the spring games will take

place.

The lecture given in Alumni hall last
Brooks.
Thursday evening was of such a nature
Charles S Robinson, Camden, to Laura and so much enjoyed that enough cannot be
M. Battle, do.; land and buildings in Cam- i
said concerning it. It was given by Henry
den.
Arthur P. sleeper, Camden, to Charles i Turner Bailey of North Scituate, .'lass.,
who chose for his subject “structural
Mnrphey, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Arthur P. sleeper,
amden, to Isa M. j designs,” instead of the “straight lined," !
Adams, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
engineering subject which several expected [
Arthur P Sleeper, Camden, to Frank J.
Mr. Bailey entertained,
to hear discussed.
Wiley, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Lizzie Walker, Beilast, to A. W. Staples, and instructed his listeners with a lecture
j
do.; land in Troy
of quite a different nature. He laid par- !
ticular stress upon and aptly illustrated
Winter Fishing at Eucksport.
what he termed “the free and adequate
The w inter fishing from the Bueksport- embodiment of the idea.” Being able to
Verona bridge has begun in earnest, there draw quickly and well he made his talk
being four nets now set from the bridge. more
interesting bj black board drawings,
Hiram K. Danforth and Richard Whitmore
have two nets on the, Verona side of the and toward the last of the lecture he embridge and Alpheus Delano and Roy W. ployed stereopticon views. It is not enough
Delano two nets on the Bucksport side.
to say that Mr. Bailey’s lecture was a sucThe nets were pulled about eleven o’clock
Everybody was delightcess, it was more.
on Wednesday night, Dec. 13th, the catch
beiDg a fairly good one. The smelts are ed, both by his manner and the substance of
to
run
in
the
beginning
large numbers and
The next lecture of the
his remarks.
price remains the same. Herring are funning in quite large numbers and flounders course will be given January 18th. The
are caught in the greatest numbers outlie
speaker is 1’rof. Henry L. Chapman of
night tide, it is a sight well worth the Buwdoin college, amt his subject “Robert
walk down to the bridge to see the men
M. e. c.
pull in the nets sagging with the weigh of Burns.”
the slippeiy fish, glistening in the moonlight,
Miss KITTRIDGE IN BANGOR.

j
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tended.

years

Georges

a

Arnold.

Horace Chenery who is passing the winin Boston, spsnt a few days here the
past week.
ter

Mrs. Howard L

day from several
Massachusetts.

v

Whitten returned Satureeks’ visit with friends in

Dr. S. W. Johns)n was in W'aterville last
week the guest of Mrs. Charles II. Johnson
his brother’s widow.
Dr. G. F. I.(uiiliard, after several days
confinement to the house by illness,was able
to be out last Friday.
I’rof. M. V. Bai l er of the Kicker Classical Institute*, IIoul on, is spending the holidays with Miss Maude K. Barker.

George 1 hmnas, who is employed in the
sail loft of the U. S navy yard, Portsmouth,
N. II., is visiting relatives in this
city.
President Fellows of the University of
Maine was the guest while in Belfast last
week of Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement.
Miss Alice, daughter
of
Mr. Frank
Whitten, arrived Thursday from Kents
Hill to spend her vacation witli her parents.
Miss Mildred Mason is at home from her

propriate to the season will be held in the
Baptist church, fligh street, as follows: school in Presque Isle for a two weeks’ vaf..lt.... ,1
Sunday, Dec. 24th, at 10.45 a. m., preaching cation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs HowGeorges River Grange, Liberty, lias elect- by the pastor, Rev. E. S. I’hilbrook; sub- ard Mason.
ed officers for the ensuing year as follows: ject, The Gift of the
In a note, received from Miss
Heart; aud at 7.S0 p.
Mary JackWorthy Master, Charles L. Atkinson ; Over- m. upon The Message of Forgiveness; Sun- son, Woodland, Calif., she sends “Christseer, Clay borne Wellington; Steward, Grov- day school at noon; men’s
meeting at 3.30 mas and INew Year’s greetings from Calier Cox; Chaplain, Mrs.
Ruby Holt; Lectur- p. m. and Christiau F.ndeavor service at fornia to Maine.’’
er, Mrs. Blanche Cram; Treasurer, A. I. 6.30. Special music will
be rendered byMiss Edith Sfcrout .spent a few days in
Skidmore; Secretary, Mrs. C. M. Ayer; Mrs. E. P. Frost, assisted
by a chorus Bangor this week, and saw Julia Marlowe
Asst. Steward, Henry C. Paul; L. A. S., choir, with Mrs.
W. B. Fletcher as organist. and Sothern at the
Baugor Opera House
Ella Greeley ; Gate Keeper, Delbert Har- Pnkiio ;
Monday evening.
mon; Ceres, Mrs. C. L. Atkinson; Pomona,
Rev. Rufus K. Harlow died Dee. 14th
Miss Maude E. Barker spent a few days last
Mrs. Eva Bennett;Flora, Miss Helen Hurd.
while on a visit to Barrington, R. I. He was week with
friends in Bangor, attending perSebasticook Grange, Burnham, elected 71 years old. After the
resignation of Rev. formances of “White Sheep ami Black” and
officers for the ensuing year last SaturdayWooster Parker as pastor of the North “The First
Crusade.”
evening as follows : Master, F. A. Baehel- church, in 1870, Mr. Harlow occupied the
Miss
M. Kittridge and Miss MarAnne
der ; Overseer, S. A. Dodge; Steward, Leon pulpit for a
year and was then succeeded
Reynolds; Assistant Steward, Ora Tilton; by Rev. J. A. Ross. Mr. Harlow was a guerite 1). Pilsbury attended the first assembly at the University of Maine Friday
Chaplain, May Twitehell; Treasurer, H. 0. graduate of Amherst and
Bangor Theologi- evening, returning
Saturday.
Parkman: Secretary, Clara Parkman ; Gate cal
Seminary and went from Belfast to
In the U. S. District Court at Portland
Keeper, Joseph Reynolds, Lecturer, Jennie Medway, Mass. He was
pastor there from
Cunningham; Lady Assistant Steward, 1872 to 1807, when he retired and had since last week petition of bankruptcy wa. tiled
Vida Parkman ; Ceres, Almina M. Kimball; travelled for
by Frank L. Brown of China, and Geo. B
his health.
Rev. David I,
Bunnells of Benton was granted a disPomona, Dell Twitehell; Flora, May Wilson, pastor of the North
Church, anBraley; Chorister, Grace Blaisdell. At nounced tire death of Mr. Harlow at the charge.
this meeting three candidates were balloted
Miss Lizzie Forbes of Maitland, N.
morning service last Sunday.
who

the American game of foot ball, as now
played, is, in its aggregate effect, detrimental.” This subject, which lately has
been causing so much of criticism and comment, will, if agreed upon, form an interesting basis for discussion, and the debate,
which will be beid at Orono sometime during the spring, will doubtless be largely at-

Sarah Foster, Freedom, to Lottie A. Ross,
Newton ; land in Freedom.
Sarah J Flanders, Howard, R. I., to
George W. Ryder, Belfast: laud and build-

the

Sun Grange, Knox, will have
Christmas tree Christmas night

Dec. 12th. The east has been published n
The Journal.
Between the acts Herbert
Kimball gave some clever Dutch recitations
and after the entertainment a clam stew
was served. A dance with music by Key es’

The question for the Maine vs. Bates debate has been chosen by the Maine boys
and will be submitted to Bates for approval
sometime in the near future. The subject
selected is the following: “Resolved, That

Winterport.

Rising

Tuesday

The regular meeting of the Agricultural
Club was held Tuesday evening in Holmes’
hall.
Three interesting and instructive
papers were read. The subjects and speakers were the following: “Fruit-growing,”
T. If. Reynolds,’06, of Eastport; “Agronomy,” W. F. Schoppe, ’07, of West Auburn;
“Animal Housing,” E. A. Stanford, '06, of
Lovell Cente.

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Dec. 18, 1906:
William W. Anderson, Newburyport, to
Fred A. Carter, Montville land and buildings in Montville.
Charles F Bessey, Brooks, to Mehitable
Young, do.; land in Brooks.
Ward A. Benner, Brewer, to George W.
Frisbee, Belfast, land in Belfast.
Joseph II. and J. Leon Carleton, Winterport, to Amos F. Carleton, Belfast; land in

Mary Hills was bom in Xorthport, Maine,
May 11, 1825 and died in Belfast Dec. 5th,
1P05. She was the daughter of Job and
Mary (Patterson) Pitcher and the eldest of
four children, of whom two survive her,
Mrs. Lucy Farrow of Helmont, Me., and

“She was

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

with Mrs. Harkins. William 8. McGowan
born in Gardiner, Me., Dec. 26, 1826.
The first of the University Assemblies
His father was a native of Ireland and came
Dec. 15th, in
to this country in 1820. His mother, who was held Saturday evening,
This assembly was no
was
Miss Witberly of Nortliport, Me., the gymnasium.
traced her descent directly from John less pleasing in its nature than were the
Alden. The family; came to Boston in 1837, three
held last year. During the first of
but went almost immediately to Lowell,
where in time William was graduated from the evening a reception was held, the comthe high school. The family returned to mittee being composed of Dr. and Mrs. PelBoston in 1842 and lived on Columbia street.
Mrs. Parker and Mrs. Oakes of Saco,
William 8. entered the service of the Metro- lows,
politan steamship company in September, matrons, respectively, of the Sigma Alpha
1865, then the Neptune outside line, between Epsilou and Alpha Tau Omega houses, and
Boston and New York, where he remained Mr. W. H. Burke, ’06, of West Kennebunk.
until his retirement.
June 10, 1901, Mr.
and Mrs. McGowan observed the 50th anni- The dancing began at nine o’clock and was
versary of their marriage at the Hotel actively enjoyed by many couples, while
Brunswick. Mr. McGowan is survived by many other persons assembled in the gala wife, daughter and two sons.
One of the
lery to “look on” and admire the skill of
sons is William Stephen, Jr., general manthe decorators, who had certainly well
ager of the Portland iron and steel company
at Portland, Me., and the other is Joseph
proven their worth. The “gym” was gay
F
McGowan.
Another daughter, Mary with banners and
bunting, and there were
Ellen, was, previous to her death nine years
many so-called “cosy corners” which sevago. organist at the Redemptorist mission
church in Rox bury.— Boston Globe.
eral couples who did not “sehottisohe,” and
some who did, made use of.
The music
The many friends of Mr William Newcomb of W interport will be grieved to was of the best, for it was given by the Unlearn of his death, which occurred Dec. 14th iversity of Maine orchestra, and although
at 3 p. in., at the home of his granddaughthe players often looked wistfully at the
ter, Mrs. Ernest Colson, as a result of a
shock.
He arose at the usual time that dancers they did their work well. Several
morning and had nearly completed dressing of the Freshmen young ladies were kept
when he was stricken with a stroke of
busy at the punch table between the dances
paralysis which rendered him senseless, in and
they did their duty with “next year” in
which condition he w as found a few seconds
later by his wife,
lie was immediately mind. Every bod, reported the best kind
cared for and a phy sician summoned but he of a tune and it is
hoped, as well as expectnever regained consciousness and at 3 p.
ed, that the next assembly, which will take
m. he passed
away. The funeral was held
place upon Feb. 9th, will be as much of a
Sunday.
success as was the first.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

devoted Christian wife and mother. In tin
w ar of the Hebei I ion
she sent her husba nc
and four of her sons to fight for the
tiag she
loved. Truly the war news must have beer
of the greatest interest to her. Her bus

officiating.

D. Of M. NOTES.

was

Mrs. Adaline
Busher, one of the oldes
residents of Freedom, was laid
to rest ii
the Smithton
cemetery Dec. 9th. Mrs
Busher was 88 years, 8 months
and 20 day
old. She was bom and has
always lived ii
Freedom on the farm
adjoining her father'i ;
old homestead.
She was Miss Adelin,
Penney and was one of a family of sixleei
children, only one of whom is now living
Hiley Penney, who lives in the old Pennei
homestead adjoining the Busher farm
where his sister had lived
since hei
marriage more than fiO years ago. Early ii
life Mrs. Busher united with the Al.
E
church and through her long life had been

■

—

..
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OBITUARY.

Edwin E. Rhoades, who died in Newark,
X. J., Friday, Dec. 1, was born in Northport, Maine, Nov. 11, 1848, the son of
.'iiimic .w. mn.-i* liUK in
(Elwell) Rhoades,
I Cornelius and Eurania
Kills appointed administrator.
lie was married to Lizzie Gurney of Rock"t Ruby Randall, Montville; Clara
born to them,
were
children
and
two
ville,
.11 appointed guardian,
Fred G., who died several years ago, and
i Emma Freeman, lateof LincolnJoseph K who now resides in Rockland.
■i Uackliffe appointed executrix,
In 1888, Mr. Rhoades married Mary R.
of Alfred Jack, late of Monroe; 11Miaw of Glencove, by whom he is survived,
il real estate issued.
and commenced to reside there, at the cor■f
Emily Ella Fish, minor, of Paler- ner of Commercial and Warrentou streets.
■ rdlan’s
petition for license to sell Mr. Rhoades was a quarry man by occupaite granted
tion and in August, 1889, while at work in
!e nf Murrell .1. and Lois Hutchins,
one of the Rockland quarries he was badly
Belfast, guardian’s petition for liinjured by the explosion of a premature
to sell real estate granted,
losing the sight of both eyes, the
n- n( Robert A.
Heal, late of Lineoln- blast,
lower portion of his left arm, nearly to the
nse to seli reai estate granted.
ot his right hand.
hi-of l lark 1). Runnells, late of Troy ; elbow, and one linger
He endured this terrible infliction with
distribution issued.
in time
of Alexander Young, lateof Frank- much fortitude and patience.and
was able to do many things about the house
ler of distribution issued.
and get about with the aid of a cane. Mr.
d .lames 11, Staples, late of Stockwas converted at the age of 10 and
for allowance pre- Rhoades
ings; petition
was a member of the Free Will Baptist
known as the
now
>f Emma 1> N. Colcord, late of church at Rockland,
Littlefield Memorial church, being one of
t: petition lor probate of will prethe trustees at the time of his death. He
was identified with the Glencove Sunday
School, having been its assistant superintendent. He lmd a good and strong voice
(.OMMANDER MAINE G. A. R.
and sang gospel hymns with much spirit,
earnestness and expression, frequently
W alls of Yinalliaven a Candidate,
SECRET SOCIETIES.
leading the congregation in a prayer meetregular meeting of Lafayette Car- ing with a verse of an appropriate hymn
Mr. Rhoades
ol Vimiihaven Dec. 9th, it was and often rendering solos.
Palestine Commaudery, K. T., elected the
usly voted to again present the did some evangelistic work and was very
its distinguished comrade, Frcd- successful in that line.
He was well in- following officers Dee. 13th: E. C., M. E.
Walls, as a candidate for depart- formed and an interesting conversationalist, Brown : Gen., Rev. A. A. Smith; Capt. Gen.,
nmauder. J. 1’ Armburst, T. G. a kind and interested neighbor and friend, Hal R, Eaton :
Prelate, Rev. Harry Lutz; S.
ml George s. Carver were appoint- a zealous and working < hristian, and a
W., Ralph H Howes : J. W., Charles O’Coumittee to prepare and send a circuremembered
be
will
and
long
citizen,
good
his ; nell; Treas., F R. Woodcock ; Recorder, G.
l’osts in this department. George
by many friends for his kind words,
Hi is commander of Lafayette Cargenial and pleasant disposition, his patience 1. Keating.
ami E. 11. Lyford is adjutant. The in affliction and his earnest and active
which wili be sent to the Posts is Christian work.
The annual meetings of the Scottish Rite
Nearly three years ago
-i to the point, as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Rhoades moved to Rockland Mason of Rockland were held Tuesday
lake this means of again presenting from Glencove and a few months ago went
in- of Frederick s. W alls as a candiMr. Rhoades is survived, evening, Dec. 12th, and officers elected. Ia
to Newark, N. J.
department commander and solicit in addition to his widow and son, by two Rockland Lodge of Perfection, fourteenth
the cordial support of the comrades brothers, Stinson and Frank Rhoades of
degree, W. J. Dorman of Belfast was
nit the .State. Knowing him as well
Northport and two sisters, Mrs. flattie flail
J. W., and in Rockland Council,
do, we believe he is well qualified to of Rockland and Mrs. Evelyn Gregory of eleeted
Princes of Jerusalem, sixteenth degree,
fiice and that the interest and wel- Glencove.
the Department will not suffer in
Mr. Dorman was elected M. of C.
-Is. Thauking you for past support
minis, uieu
Jane F., wife 01 Hairy v\
peaking your assistance and eo-op- December nth, after a very brief illness and
Newspaper Notes.
we are
I'
under peculiarly distressing circumstances,
the
ctfnlly yours in F. C. & L-,
The initial number of the Ashland Gaat their home, 118 Sandwich street, and
-I. P. Armburst,
sympathy of the community in general lias zette was published last week. This latest
T. G. Libby,
been extended to the bereaved ones. Mrs. addition to Maine journalism, located in the
S.
Carver,
George
Burns was the daughter of Edwin J. ami great and growing county of Aroostook, has
Committee.
of this town and our best wishes lor a
Mary E. (Patv) Carpenter
long and prosperous
had a large circle of acquaintances. She : life.
and her
,a> of a bright, lovable nature,
1 he enterprising Morning Sentinel issued
$30,000 Fire in Eastport.
cheerful disposition endeared her to all
l
who had the pleasure of her acquaintance. | ist week a 21-page edition, handsomely ilI)ec.
14.
The
and
U'oin, Me,
pier
\[ter completing her schooling she was en- lustrated, setting forth the large industries
sheds of the Washington County
in A. s. Burbank’s store as a sales of Waterville. It is a splendid advertisegaged
■id
lieie, with a large quantity of clerk, and Is a well remembered figure in i ment for that busy city and a credit to the
were burned, tonight.
The ioss is her
quaint Pilgrim costume, as Priscilla. Sentinel as well.
d at $30,two and is fully covered by Later she was engaged in the. Plymouth
nice.
The lire is supposed to have Public Library and left that to become the
The Penobscot Closed to Navigation
itised by an overheated stove in the wife of Harry \V. Burns, son of Alfred s.
t tile sheds.
When the dames were Burns of this town and an employe in the
Bang on, Dec 15
The cold wave wh ch
•■•eii they were
in possession of the office of the Plymouth Cordage Co.
They struck this section last night sent
he
■uilding and the lire department w as were married Oct. 18, 1904, amid much mercury down to the lowest point of ;lie
to save the property.
In the sheds
on the part of their friends
fun
so
far
winter
and
closed the Penobscot
pleasurable
.‘■00 oases of sardines, 2,000 cases of
and relatives, and made their home at 118 river to navigation for the season. Ther■ g,
2,ooo empty barrels, and other Sandwich stieet. Their domestic life was mometers about the city this morning regisawaiting delivery to steamers.
of the happiest description, and only the tered from 10 to 18 degrees below’ zero,
previous evening she had entertained a while at Veazie power station it was 24
'M y.
Tlie steamer Penobscot of the
party of friends with music and had ap- below.
in the best of health, which Kastern Steamship Company cleared Thursheir annual meeting,Star in the West parently been
made her sudden decease the greater shock day noon and was the last vessel to leave
F. and A. >1., elected officers for the to her friends and relatives. The funeral
port. There is a good freeze on the fields
C. E. McCauslin, took place at her late home Thursday after- of the American Ice Company this morning
ig year as follows:
1
M ; E. M. Soule, S. W.; J. C. Cook, J. noon at 2 o’clock, and was attended by a and prospects seem good for a fine ice harnumber ot those who loved her. Rev. vest on the Penobscot.
Lisle Stevens and Frank Tozier, largeW.
W.
Dornan, of the Church of the Pill4r:"ns; C. W. Koss, chaplain. A public grimage, officiated, and interment was
10,000 Pounds of Rabbits.
Violation was held on Tuesday, Lee. 12, made in Vine Hills cemetery.—Old Colony
Memorial, Plymouth, Mass.
M u connection there was a tine musical
During the month of November 10,000
About one hundred perrtalnment.
Harry W. Burns, husband of the deceas- pounds of rabbits were shipped to Boston
1
were in
An excellent ed, is a grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Silas D. from points on the Washington County
attendance.
■i'l'er was provided and the evening was
Railroad, according to a statement made by
Brown of this city, and relatives and the
Maine Central Railroad today. As the
Miss Louise A. Sibley
;“Wly enjoyed
here
extend
to
11 -edoui has been
friends
him
in
his
sympathy
average weight of a rabbit is about six
employed to teach the
™ter term of school in the Kelley dis- bereavement.
pounds it can be seen that about 1,660 of
i
these little animals were shipped out of the
Miss Grace Bartlett, who has been
sick for a long time, ig reported to be
William S'. McGowan, for nearly 40 years county via the railroad alone and it is rea"
iiig slowly... A large ice house is be- an agent of the Metropolitan steamship sonable to believe that a great many were
"lected near the railroad station to ac- company, died at the home of his daughter, killed and eaten by the Washington comity
''"iiiodate the creamery at that place_ Mrs. Edward Harkins, 79 Coolidge street, residents themselves. Others may also
M'
Hatch, the chaplain of our local G. Brookline, Mass., Dec. 12th. lie bad been have been shipped out by water but the
h
is passing the winter at the home of an invalid of late years and since his retire- quantity leaving by this means was doubtment from active business, about four years less small.
Braudson, Charles liatch.
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Voluntary, Largo,

The annual meeting of the Maine. State
Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, whose
membership in this State now numbers 50,000, was opened in Bangor Dec. 19th with
an attendance estimated at 2,500 people,
Master Obadiah Gardner of Rockland presiding. In his annual address the State
Master said : “The condition of the order in
Maine is a source of congratulation to

Scripture Heading,
Anthem, The Angels

Singing,

Lacey

Miss Dunton.

Miss Marion Wells
Solo,
Sermon, The Spirit of Christmas,
Rev. Ashley A. Smith
Hymn.
Pustlude, Fantasia,
Tours

George W. Miller, Master of Seaside
Grange, accompanied by Mrs. Miller, and
Orrin L. Wentworth, Master of Equity
Grange, are attending the state Grange in
Bangor.
Mrs. E. II. Clarey of Moore, Mont., Mrs.
Esther Ellis of Brooks and Mrs. I D
Frazier of this city were guests Friday of
Mrs. H. E. Patterson at the Revere House.
It is Mrs. Clarey’s first visit east for 2:>
years.

Last week we published a brief
of C. S. McFarland, formerly of Montville
There will be a special Christmas service and ii candidate for re-election as alderman
j
at the Onitarian church next Sunday at1 in
Somerville, Mass. This week we take
10.45 a. in. with Christmas sermon by the ! pleasure in announcing Mr. McFarland1'
pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz; subject,
re-election.
ing Gifts.” The mnshal program will be
Miss Evelyn AI. Worn., who has been in
as follows:
Brunswick with her sister, Mrs. Samuel
Voluntary,
Offertore,
Salome
Jburbish, for two months, arrived home
Anthem, The Story of the Christ Child,
Shepperd Tuesday evening aecon panied by her sisSelected.
Carol,
ter.
Air. Furbish wi. come .Saturday to
Anthem, Birthday of a King, Neidlinger
Christmas.
“All
is Hushed,
Response,
Schneeker spend
Divine Redeemer,
Solo,
Gounod
Vice President S.idnev 1! k’onnn f
..,1
Miss Sullivan.
4 of the present hoard of aldermen will
Selected.
Solo,
Mr. Pitcher.
be president of the board of low, and AiderMiss Sullivan, Mrs. Pitcher, Mr. Pitcher
man Leonard \V. ('ole of
ward :< will be
and Mr. White, choir.
Miss Fauuce,
vice president.
This was decided at a
^au tot.
caucus of the aldenneii-elect.—Somervdie.
At the annual meeting of the Baptist Mass., Journal.
church the following officers were elected:
Gov. and Mrs. Cobb left. Saturday for Si.
Clerk, Miss Maude E. Matthews; treasurer,
Louis, where the governor will deliver an
Charles H. Twombly; auditor, Ralph H.
address before the New England society of
Herrick ; superintendent of Sunday School,
St. Louis. Gov. and Mrs. Cool) wiii be abCharles E. Rhoades; assistant superintendsent two weeks and will be the guests while
A.
K.
ent,
Bailey; assessors, 0. E. Frost, in St. Louis of Gov. Cobb’s hr
\V
aher,
G. C. Kilgore, F. L. Robertson, W. B.
Cobb.
Fletcher, Charles II. Twombly. The clerk
Misses Winifred and Josephine Ihtck lelt
reported as follows: “December 8, 1904,
our church numbered 174 menioers.
In the Ilucksport Thursday on the steamer IVnob12 months since 30 have been baptized and scot en route for New York, where they
joined the church and seven have come into will visit their sisters. Miss Evelyn an-'
Miss Florence liuck, who are p: iucipal am.
our church membership by letter
; one has
been dismissed by letter, three have been instructor, respectively,
in
the public
erased
and one excluded, making our schools there.

Jiketch

Miss Dunton.

“Bring-j

Correspondence.

Southwest Harbor, Dee. 18.
Capt.
Henry Moore and son Roy, Leamuu Langaud
of
this place recently
leyLymau Stanley
chartered a large seine boat of Merrill
King. The boat had been new topped and
strengthened and given eiaht inches more
free board and with two gasolene engines
was considered a good able boat for winter
fishing. They intended to fish during the
winter. December 14th they made a tsip

some seven miles outside of Duck island
and set their trawls with two dories. During a strong nor’wester, which soon increased in force to a gale, they cut adrift
their trawls and threw most of their fish
went
of
this
M.
Anne
Miss
city
Kittridge
away and an attempt was made to come in.
to Bangor last week to appear iu the enWhen nearly in to Duck Island their gasotertainment Thursday evening iu conneclene ran short and they could go uo farther,
tion with the Universalist fair. The foland as they carried no anchor and hawser
lowing items from the Bangor dailies show with the boat, trawl anchors were used
that she made a decided hit.
with the trawl warps doubled, but with
A very pleasant feature was the first Banthe heavy wind and sea these would
gor appearance of Miss Anne M. Kittridge,
wuo in other Maine cities is known as one
suap off like pipe stems, and the boat
of the State’s most talented impersonators. was soon drifting to sea. After drifting
She possesses a charming personality, a some seven miles S. E.
from Duck Island
clear, sweet voice, and a very great amount
Add to these they decided that their only chance to save
of personal magnetism,
things much uatural talent, developed by their lives was to abandon the boat a id try
practical training and careful study, and to reach Duck Island Light Station in a
you have a reader with a future which is
The other dory hari
rich in promise. Miss Kittridge is at her thirteen foot dory.
best when personating children. “1 love broken adrift.
They finally reached the
children,” she said to a News reporter, “1 i-iand at twelve o'clock, after seven hours
try to imitate them from life—and not by row in the teeth of the
gale. It was infixed rules of art." How well she succeeds
was easily apparent to those who attended tensely cold and they were nearly exhaustThursday night. Miss Kittridge appeared ed and their bauds were somewhat frosttwice, and iu both instances was obliged to bitten. They were kindly cared for
by the
respond to a double encore. It is to be
hoped that she may be beard in Bangor light keepers. The revenue cutter Levi
again at no very distant date.-Bangor Woodbury happened to be in the harbor
News.
that night and was informed of the circumThe hit of the evening was made by Miss
stances and steamed out in search of them
Anne M. Kittridge of Belfast, one of the
most talented readers and impersonaturs and found them safe at the island. After
wlio has ever been heard in this city. She they were taken on board a search was
has a great deal of natural ability and
made for the boat and it is supposed that
shows evidences of practical training. This,
she foundered, as the water was up to the
taken together w 1th the pleasing voice anil
personal magnetism which Miss Kittridge platform when they left her. L. I). Newman
her
ill
the
front
rank
has
placed
possesses
was out at the same time in his 32-foot twin
of Maine readers.
Miss Kittridge appeared tw ice Thursday screw boat, but luckily reached Long Island
evening ami each time she was doubly en- with one engine, as he was also short of
cored. Her iirst selection was taken from
gasolene.
A Real Diary of a Real Boy and showed
Mr. Ezekiel Jackson is very sick at this
how well she is abie to impersonate children. The other selection was Major Hol- time.
man F.
Day’s Faddy whacks, and both
The glue factory is enlarging their well,
were received with a great deal of applause,
as were her encores.
Bangor people who as this is the only means they have for a
heard Miss Kittridge will look forward water supply for their boiler.
with pleasure to her next appearance in
Disasters on the Great Lakes.
this city which, it is hoped, will be at, no
Bangor Commercial.
very distant date
With the close of navigation on the great
lakes this week comes the final chapter in
T. W. Bowden of Bucksport Killed.
the history of a most disastrous season.
The value of lake vessels lost is estimated
Thomas W. Bowden, 55, a prosperous at
$4,625,000 and of cargoes about $750,000.
of
the
member
board
former
of Never before have totals reached such a
farmer and
was
selectmen of Bucksport,
instantly kill- high figure.
Seventy-nine vessels were destroyed by
ed Saturday afternoon near his home in
storm and fire. There were 740 casualties
Millville, a rural settlement. One of his of all kinds. Last year there were
only
neighbors recently bought an abandoned 430, in 1903 there were 522 and in 1902, 562.
Lake Erie led all the lakes, with 158 disschoolhouse and the people of the neighborhood had turned out with horses to asters; lake Superior was next, with 129;
move it a few hundred rods.
Everything lake Huron had 108; Detroit and St. Clair
went well, and the building was nearly up- rivers, 114; Soo passage, 65, and lake OntaMr.
when
Bowden, who rio, 48
on its new site,
was driving a yoke of oxen next to the
Segregated by causes the accidents were:
building, fell directly in front of the build- Ashore, 143, collisions, 137, disabled and
then
down
a
going doing
ing, which was
jeaking, 232, aground, 174, fire, 33, founderslight incline, and was crushed beneath it. ing, 21. Lake Superior led all the lakes in
Mr. the number of lives lost and property deAn inquest was deemed uiincessary.
Bowden had no immediate relatives.
stroyed.

are

Choir.

Choir
Pastor

Responsive Reading,
Pastor
Anthem, O Come All Ye Faithful,
Choir.
Schneeker
Prayer.
Response,
Organ

every true Patron; for, as we close the
year ending September 30, 1905, we, find
that our forward inarch for the past seven
years has been maintained during the year
jusi closed and today the grange stands
forth stronger in every respect than at any
previous time in the history of grange
work in the good old State of Maine.”
Mt. Desert

Handel

Miss Dunton.
Christmas Carol,

has been visiting her sister, Miss
Mary
Forbes, for some weeks, left Friday for
Boston to visit frieuds before returning to
her home.

..

present membership 200, 136 women, 70
men.
This is a net gain of 32.”
Services at the North church: Junior C.
E. meeting Thursday, at 3.30 p. in.; prayer
meeting Thursday at 7.30 p. in., morning
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m., Sundayschool at 12 m.; Christmas concert at 4.30 p.
111.; C. E. meeting at 5.30 p. in. Following
is the order of service for Sunday morning .Voluntary, 1’iaise ye the Lord,
Gounod

Doxology.

Invocation.
Gloria.
I Responsive reading.
Hymn, While Shepherds Watched theii
It, Storrs Willis
Flocks,
Lesson.
still
is
the
Anthem,
Night in Bethlehem,
W in. R. Spence

Prayer.

Response,

Beethoven

Offertory.
Hymn, From the Eastern Mountains,
A.

Sermon.

11. Maun

Carol, Angels from the Realm of Glory,
W. II. N'eidiinger
Prayer
Hymn, Hark, w hat meau those holy voices,

11. Smart

Benediction.

Postlude, Toccata,

Why

—

Th. Dubois

Boston Knows Beans.

ki$w

Boston ought to
beans when in a
single year the gross receipts of beans here
were more than 68,000 barrels, each barrel
These figures
containing five bushels.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred s. Walls of Vinai
haven were given a serenade and surprise
party at their home Wednesday evening,
Keeembe.r (i, by their many friends, it being
the :15th anniversary of their marriage.
They were presented with 115 bride roses
and numerous pieces of silver, showing the
esteem in w hich they are held liy the
town’s people. At the close of the serenade,
refreshments
were
served.—Kook land

high

Opinion.
Word has been received of the birch of a
to Mr. and Mrs. James l.dmund Dunning in Milan, Italy, where Mr. Dunvig js
son

1 he hoy was bom r>n
American consul.
Nov. 24th and is named James C.dmund
the
Dunning, Jr. May h<- pr-ove “a chip
The Maine newspaper iraold block."
ternity extend ((•ngiatulatmns to Air. and

Mrs. Dunning.
Mrs. Joseph Dennett was no years old
Dec. loth, and her daughter, Mrs. Clara
Gilmore, who lives with her, observed the
anniversary by inviting a few intimate
friends to their home on Miller street Mrs
Dennett received many congratulations and
tokens of esteem and friendship. With the
exception of lameness she enjoys excellent
health for (me of her age. Mrs. Gilmore
served the guests with refreshments and
the occasion was a pleasant one for all concerned.

348,660 bushels, or 10,997,120 quarts,
The Waterville Mail recently had the folweighing 21,994,240 pounds.
lowing write-up of a former resident of
The statistics are supplied by the New
Belfast:
England Grocer for the year 1904, and that
F. A. Ilarriman, the jeweler, has been in
authority adds that the demand for beaus this city for a number of years and his
in Boston is steadily increasing, and that windows are always arranged in an attrac15,000 more barrels were sold in 1904 than tive manner, and in a way which draws the

mean

1

iu 1903.
The total retail cost of the beans received
in Boston in 1904 was $6,598,272. This is a
greater sum than would buy the largest
battleship in the United States, and who
will deny that it is much better spent in
beans than battleships, when one considers
the relative results ?— Boston Globe.

attention of everyone to them.

In the store

will be found a large line of all kinds of
jewelry, watches, clocks, rings, silver
dishes, and the inside appointments are in
keeping with his windows. Mr. Ilarriman
enjoys a fine trade, and endeavors to keep
abreast with the times, and he carries all
the latest novelties.

Correspondence.

County

FREEDOM.

SKAKSMOST.

The students of Freedom Academy gave
Mrs. E. F. Duuton of Belfast was in town
Mrs. E. K. Packvery successful social at the (}. A. R.,
Saturday and Sunday
The
aid lias returned from a six weeks visit in ] tall, Thursday evening, Dee. 14th.
Criehaven.Mrs.
Dana Clement of
enior class is now rehearsing the senior
Waterville is visiting her father, Mr. .John | day, which is to be “A Fisherman’s Luck.”
Bryant_Our students are getting home t bids fair to be very good—Mr. and
for the holiday vacation. Miss Alice Sim- ills. C. It. Sampson went to Boston Saturmons of tlie Emerson School of Oratory,
lay—George E. Bryant spent Sunday at
Boston, and Harold P. Cobb of Kents Hill rome-The Congregationalists will hold
heir services in the Academy during the
arrived last week, li ving Toothaker of E.
V.
this week
emainderof the winter.
M.
^Seminary will arrivestock
of goods to
A. ■siinnions inis sold his
will
BURNHAM.
who
lliils
and
Fred
go
Irvin
Miller,
into business in the Paine store. Mr. Miller
Mr. Dennis Getchell, who recently bought
has been Mr. Simmons bead clerk for years
die Maiden farm in this place, made a trip
and 'ir. Hills was I). B. Cobb & Soli’s
clerk. Both are young men of integrity, to Aroostook county last week, returning
and are well acquainted with the tradeSaturday. John R. Adams of Oakland
D. li. Cobb A Son have a good display of
spent the past week at Mr. Getchell's—
Christmas goods, and Mrs. M. J. Poor also Paul Ames went to the
hospital last Tueshas a good line.
day to be treated for appendieitus_Mont.
Lassell has been on the sick list the past
IS LES BOKO.
week—Mrs. Susanna Pease is in very
The High school closed for the Christinas poor health_George Reynolds and Will
Twitchell have taken a job to cut 100 cords
Dec.
evening,
15th.Wednesday
holidays
Dec. loth, the Masons held a sapper and so- of wood for Alphonzo Young on the Eli
Twitchell farm
Franklin Connor has a
ciable in their new hall. About 80 were number of men cutting lumber on the
present, mostly Masons and their wives
lot—Otis Reynolds has been on
Jaquith
Miss Adelaide Hatch, teacher in the public the sick list the
past two weeks_Rev.
schools of Henderson, Maine, is at home on John Lunt
preached at the Edmunds school
vacation. Lincoln Farnsworth of Winter- house last
Sunday.
port is visiting his parents, Capt. and Mrs.
Win. Farnsworth.L. Newton Pendleton SWAN VII.LE.
is visiting hi.s brothers in Brooklyn, N. Y.
J. W. Nickerson has returned from
llis father, Capt. W. S. PendlSTon, returned
from there Dee. loth, bringing the cheering Somerville, Mass., where he has been on
news that Mrs. Pendleton, who went there
business.... Last Saturday was our first cold
for inedica' treatment in October, is improvday. It was 2 below zero. Swan Lake is
irg ;n health_Mrs. Cochie Fairfield, who
frozen over... Invitations are issued for
>
l ending the winter at Southern Pines,
S' e
for ,ier health, writes to her friends the reception dance of Mr. aud Mrs. W. J.
that -he lias been gaining of late. After Nickerson at Cunningham’s hall, Jan. 1,
loot;_Miss Celia M. Nickerson went to
iw,. .’cm stormy Sundays the third Sunday
if the month was cloudless, the sleighing Belfast lust Saturday to spend a few days
>xeellent, ami the attendance at the Baptist with .Mrs. Bessie Stevens, and later will go
to Portland to visit her sister. Miss Sylvania
i:el Free Baptist churches was large.
Nickerson_Mr. and Mrs. E. L. CunningKNOX
spent Sunday in Searsport.. E. L. Hussey
spent Sunday at his father’s, Omar Hussey,
Emerson shot a fox last Friday...
'mi;
in Waldo-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stevens
-1,
young son of Miller Richard- have returned from visiting friends and
A.
M.
health—Mrs.
in quite poor
relatives iu Massachusetts.
:
is not recovering as rapidly from
n]!
1 HOY.
I’.-fis a> her friends wish.... Mrs. Otis
•amir. after a long and severe illness, is
The T. C. K. Club enjoyed a very pleasCvto.-ut up and go about the house—
ant meeting last Friday evening at A. C.
ia-o. the wing son of F. A. Kenney, was
m u ded last Thursday at the home
Myrick’s.Xext Wednesday, December
}
'grandfather, II. F. Kenney. Mr. 20th, the Ladies’ Aid will meet with Mrs.
win dressing a hog and Master Lee
!,!
M. T. D(/dge
A hulled coni supper with
••
s i'
g near the scalding tub when
a fine literary entertainment was held at
,y.
homing the hog broke, letting the
North
the
Troy church Saturday evening,
\;n the hot water and throwing it upon
l>ec. 9tli.'1 ire marriage of Sir. Frank
right arm. He had on a flannel Walker of
Troy and Mrs. Flora Carleton
•nd sweater and when they wererev
The arm was Muloou of Detroit occurred last Thursday.
.veu the -kin came off.
That
the
best
of earth’s blessings may atas quickly as possible and every>
lie suffered tend them in the earnest wish of a host of
i<>ue to lessen the pain,
friends.
Mrs. Walker was born and
-o:> through the night. The next (lay
grew to womanhood in Troy, where she
th-* p;,:!; abated somewhat and at this writwas highly esteemed ...Miss Azubia Mybe
exas
could
the aim is doing as well
ick and Miss Erdene Fierce returned this
week to Farmington Normal school.... We
are indebted to the kindness of Mr. Loren
1,1 HI ItTV
Harding, our genial cream collector, fora
:unary school children will have
list of 50 names of those who own cream
o
this year in their room Friday
;
separators in Troy. The list includes ten
t u
u, l»ec. 22nd.Mrs. Chester V.
which were not mentioned in last week’s
y <»f Brockton, Mass., who has been
report, and they are as follows: Truman
hi ... ..u> 1 \ ill in a sanitarium in BridgeCook, Ernest Young, Mell Ferguson, Kell
Mrs. Dunckly
,s
M.is improving.
Ferguson, ,1. VY. Luce, George Ward, Clias.
amgest daughter of C. X. Stevens Waid, George I’ratt, A. Wood, John .Smith.
t!
many friends here who hope for Doubtless there are others not yet heard
\ hi
Mrs. Rufus Colby with her from.
i■;
Mrs. Ellen Cunningham, and
ni ,ghtni',
iangld--i- ii-law, Mis. Edith Morang, visited SWAXVII.I.H CKNTKli.
F. Brown recently—11. A. Moody
Mis.
Raymond Marden has a trained nurse and
a> d. iih quite a stroke of business buying
Mrs. Waldron is boardpacking apples this fall.Mrs. is gaining again
Clark has returned home from ing at the.Old Ladies’ Home in Helfast this
>u>anna
v;siting her sou, James L. Clark of Bangor,
winter... Gilbert
wife and son of
who is nmployed by the B. <Su A. 11. R. Co., Hrooks were, the Morrill,
guests of Mrs. Heals Sunand Haninl C. Clark of Waterville, who is
Laura Curtis is not gaining as fast
day....
Hinpiowd on The Waterville Morning Sen- as her many friends wish
F. White and
tinel. .‘..Miss Grace Cummings, who came wife of
Winterport were the guests of their
hnim- from Worcester on a vacation, has
11. F. White, Sunday.Clhert Moody
son,
empmunent in Medfield, Mass-Miss is hauling cord wood and lumber for Alonzo
Ruth. Knowlton, the daughter of Claude Datum this winter—Several of our
young
Km..Jon, who recently moved to Liberty
people went to Monroe Friday evening to
aftni a long residence in Michigan, is bav- attend Lewis Ritchie’s serenade
and
dance
in- v: \ gratifying success in her first atand report a good time.Llewellyu
p' at mmiuoI teaching in South Lioerty. Knowltou is employed in Frankfort....
V mo-olive and Agnes Brown visited
Nettie Maxim is at work for Mrs. Chapin at
th-ii friends, Misses Abbie and Blanche
Dodge’s Corner... .Ephraim Littlefield is
.-knev, one day recently— Mrs. L. F.
hauling cord wood to Waldo Station... Mrs.
:» and daughter Lillian visited Mrs.
},:
Webb is on the siek list_Mrs. Heal lias
Clark recently—Martin Clark not been
i- anan
feeling well for the last few weeks.
h;.- uiuight a nice looking gray horse of
There was a prayer meeting at Ansel
W
Ligio of Washington.
Ellingwood’s one evening last week_Miss
Mellissa McKeen gave her mother, Mrs.
m: \>ki out.
Heals, a surprise last Monday of a birthday
M -a Jusie Clark, who recently returned
It was her 75th birthday.
Ice
party.
m lUick sport, where she has been enicream and cake were served and a
pleasant
it; ;i millinery store, will work the
time enjoved by all
Foster Small was in
.j.
of tie* winter as dry goods clerk
it;
Hrooks Sunday visiting his sister, Mrs.
l-'iankfort Supply Co.’s Store.
Eben Miller.
nut in tin- resident- of .lames
!•••
i;v>i Friilay night, cau>ing considerWIXTKltPOliT.
in "lie of the upper rooms. It
an
Mr. and Mrs. James Freeman left Friday
v .’m ushed without more damageA,.a ;
Kiden W hidden, who moved for Hoothbay liarbor, where they will spend
M
! a
in ,i few weeks ago, report that
a lew weeks, after which they will go to
m ’he country very
much—Work
•i;.Huston fur a visit.... The grammar and pri-I
mountain quarries has been
u
at \
mary schools will not open until after
fo: >lie w niter ami all the gran■;
Christmas
as the epidemic of measles stiii
will be laid off this week... '1 he
:«■
continues. S. H. Morgan is tile latest of
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And a Radical Cure.
Sundav_Deer are very plentiful, judging
Does your head ache? Have you pains over
by the' tracks in the woods. Last week
your eyes? Is there a constant dropping in the
several came into Allen Goodwin’s orchard
throat? Is the breath offensive? These are certain symptoms of Catarrh. Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhfor apples, but a few rods from the house
al Powder will cure most stubborn cases in a
_Charles E. Thompson shipped a lot ol
marvelously short time. If you’ve had catarrh a Angora cats last Monday.
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th.
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& Co.
Dr. Agnew’n Pills are the best.
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Specifics cure by acting directly on the
sick parts without disturbing the rest of
the system.
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1 for Fevers.
2
Worms.
3
Teething.
4
Diarrhea.

No.
No.
No.

Coughs.
Neuralgia.
Headaches.

Dyspepsia.
Suppressed Periods.
Whites.

Croup.

No. 13
No. 14
No. 15

The Skin.
Rheumatism.

No. 16

Malaria.

No. 19

Catarrh.

No. 20
No. 27
No. 30

The

Whooping Cough.
Kidneys.

MERCHANT MARINE INDISPENSABLE.
(From the President’s Message.)
To the spread of our trade in peace and
the defense of our flag in war a great and
prosperous merchant marine is indispensable. We should havesiiips of our own and j
seamen of our own to convey our goods to j
neutral markets, and in case of need to reinforce our battle line. It cannot but be a j
source of regret and uneasiness to us that
j
the lines of communication with our sister
republics of South America should be
chiefly under foreign control. It is not a
good thing that American merchants and
manufacturers should have to send their j
goods and letters to South America via j
Europe, if they wish security and dispatch,
Even on the Pacific, where our ships |
have held their own better than on the At- j
lantie, our merchant flag is now threatened !
through the iibnal aid bestowed by other i
governments on their own steam lines. 11
ask your earnest consideration of the re-;
port with which the Merchant Marine Com- j
mission has followed its long and careful!

i i^hij

I

CHOCOLATE and COCOA

I

It is

B1

a

Those who make constant

j

steady health, and are the
destroy the comfort of life.

!

A

Apple Exports.

new

The apple exports for the week end- i
ing Dec. 9th were more than double 1
what they were for the same time a j

i

year ago. This year for tire week end- \
ing Dec. 9th, 80,900 barrels were ship-1
to European ports, while a year;
ped
THE MASONIC ORDER IN ISLESBORO.
ago the shipments were 39,918 barrels, i
Last week Boston was the largest ex- j
The year 1905 has been one of unrivalled
while Halifax came second,
porter,
1
of
prosperity with the masonic fraternity
Jfew York third and Portland fourth.
Isiesboro. The large and splendidly arranged hall, erected during the summer and
fall of last year, has been completed. The
large dining hall, the kitchen, the anterooms—in fact all the apartments—are well
arranged and well proportioned. The carpeting and furniture of the main hall above,
while not ornate, are of superior quality

Beglstered

Hew York.
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foul, Loathsome,

Disgusting Catarrh!
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Relief

10 Minutes

40 Doses 10 cents.

a
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multitude of little ailments which
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Book

free
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DORCHESTER, MASS.

45 HIGHEST AWARDS IN EUROPE AND AMERICA

♦

and serve the purpose well. The frescos
on the walls and ceiling are models of the
The colors are not gordecorator's art.
geous but in excellent taste and harmony.
The shading done by the artist’s brush is
so perfect that many parts seem to 'stand

For actual style==valuej
and cloth=value, good|

KlRSCHHAUNi
CLOTHES
('WARRANTED)/

in bas-relief. The masonic emblems,
representing symbolic and moral truths, are
of exceptional beauty. All bills of every
kind have been paid and there is a respectable balance in the treasury. Meetings are
held every Thursday evening,'as there is almost always “work,” and sometimes two
degrees are conferred at the same session.
Many of the members are so proficient that
the master of the lodge can callfcon them to
fill any place if an oificer.happens to be absent.
Thursday evening, Dec. 7th, the
Before the
third degree was conferred.
work began the master of the lodge, Mr. L.
X. Gilkey, requested all the officers to vacate their places; and then he called on
twelve out of the fifteen past masters
present to take the vacated positions and
confer the degree. He made the following
selections, pro tern: E. L. Sprague, W. M.;
Austin Trim, S. W,; G. A. Warren, .1. W.;
J. P. Bragg, S. 1).; A. II. Parker, .1. I).; E.
G. Bunker: S. S.; E. S. Coombs, J. S.; -1. A.
Sprague, Marshal; 0. T. Scott, 'Treasurer;
Lorenzo Pendleton, Secretary; W. F. Keller, Tyler; .1. F. Grindle, Chaplain. After
working the degree in a"nmst creditable
out

baum make==slipone
Can

be obtained

The President’s Christmas

Bougfil

Turkey.

Syracuse, N. Y., Dee. 10. For President
Roosevelt’s Christinas dinner a sixty pound
turkey will be sent from lleloit, \Vis., according to a statement made by Mrs. Mary
Maltby of Beloit, who is visiting near GeThe bird is the largest ever raised in
neva.
Rock county and measures two feet across
the back. It was raised by Herman Kellner
and is two years old. Mrs. Maltby said
that when she left Wisconsin several days
ago the turkey was still growing fatter, and
she would not be surprised if the gobbler
tipped the scales at seventy pounds when it
reached Washington.
The mission of “Early Risers” is to clear
the way and give Nature full sway. These
famous little pills rid the stomach and
bowels of all putrid matter, thus removing
the causes of headache, constipation, sallow
DeWitt’s Little Early
complexion, etc.
Risers never gripe or sicken. A safe, pleasSold
by R. 11. Moody.
ant, perfect pill.
“I guess,” said Mrs. Miggleham, “it must
be true that dreams go by contraries.”
“Why?” her husband asked. “Last night
when you were talking in your sleep you
said,‘No good. I’ve got kings full.’ Hut I
couldn’t seem to find a cent in your clothes.’
—Chicago Record-llerald.

A.

B

1909...
KtPSCHBAUM fit :a,

An Atchison woman knows how it feels
to kill two birds with one stone. She has
made six people mad by one remark.—Atchison Globe.
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ASSE1:
REPRESENTING OVEK FORTY-FIVE MILLION
Insurance, Steam Bo
Hre, Life, Accident, Plate (Hass, Tornado
Insurance and

Inspection.

and Trustees.
Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators
Correspondence solicited. Keal estate bought and sold.

Carpetings, Rugs and Curtains. I

GOAL!

I
|g

COME ONE, COME ALL.

telephone.

FRONT STREET,

•

fl

TUB Brian Stars, stocktm Sariop, Mis.

or
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Waists. Sweaters. Aprons, Wrappers, Kimonas,
Hosiery, Towels, Table Napery, Etc., also

t

rite, call
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^HOLIDAY^
DRESS and FAXCY ROODS, HDKFS.,

st ire

BLANKETS, square BLANKETS in PLXIDS and F AWN
HALTERS. WHIPS, COLLARS, BRUSHES, ETC., ETC
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HAS JUST RETURNED FROM BOSTON
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HEAVY and LIGHT DOUBLE and SINGLE HARNESSE
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MAINE STATE PRISON SLEIGHS,

Complete stock of
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HOLIDAY LEATHER

GOODS

$5.50
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UP-TO-OATE,
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have ever shotvn and at the best
values.
J. H

Or. J. Franklin Harris,
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
Wishes to inform the people of Searsport, Stock
ton Springs and vicinity, that he will be at Searsport December 27th, and every Wednesday following. My office will be with Dr. Lombard, the

Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea is simply
It goes to every part of dentist.
Permanent office at Belfast, 97 High street,
your body, bringing new blood, strength over Poor & Son’s Drug Store. Everything flrstmakes you well and
It
and new vigor.
class; satisfaction lully assured; 16 years exkeeps you well. 35 cents. R. H. Moody.
perience.
All communications directed to Home Office,
When a man begins to declare that he i Belfast, Maine.
friends
his
did
he
ever
feels as young as
begin to suspect that he doesn’t.—Cleveland
Leader.
__

Card of Thanks.

We wish to thank out neighbors and friends
tor their kind assistance and sympathy in our
late bereavement.
K. P. H ills, Sr,
»
B. P. Hills, Jr., and family.

HOWES.

Dr. E. E. BROWN
OF

"Alt

BIG STOCK,

useful.
of

Our assortment

pocket books, etc.,

N O \\

PER TOM.

Always in demand and very

iquid electricity.

Beautifying methods that injure the skin
Be beautiful
and health are dangerous.
without discomfort by taking Hollister’s
Sunshiny faces
Rocky Mountain Tea.
follow its use. 35 cents. R. H. Moody.
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In Mad Chase.

Millions rush in mad chase after health,
from one extreme of faddism to another,
when, if they would only eat good food, and
keep their bowels regular with Dr. King’s
New Life Pills, their troubles would all
pass away. Prompt relief and quick cure
25c. at
for liver and stomach trouble.
R. H. Moody’s drug store; guaranteed.

^

TAIN SMALLEY, Salesman.

.Copyright.

w

Meeting.

Thfl Kind You Have Always

Bean the

:

♦

♦

TOKXiL.

and

only of

Phenix

Next Door to

of

of which it had been a silent witness in the
long years of its tireless vigil.—Washington
Star.

♦

BELFAST. MAINE. CLARK S CORNER,

Bears the

In spite of drizzling raiiilind consequent
]
! small attendance, the Maine Association
\ of Washington, 1). C., enjoyed a most entertaining program at its recent bimonthly
session. President 0. II. Briggs presided
i and Capt. Ellis led in prayer. Mr. Briggs
I reported appropriate resolutions regarding
| the recent death of Judge .1. W. Mitchell,
which were adopted and ordered placed on
the records of the society. The program,
in charge of Mr. MeCready, was participated in by,Mrs. Reid llanna, Mrs. J. C. Lore
and Mr. L. It. Alden, who furnished excellent musical numbers, vocal and instrumental. Mr. F. C. Barber recited Longfellow’s exquisite poem, “Sandalphon,” and
twm parodies on “Hiawatha.” Miss Eva
Hurd recited the small boy’s bear story.
Her second number was the story of the
“Old Kitchen Clock,” rehearsing the scenes

t

WILLIAM A. CLARK.

Always-Bought

Maine Association

♦

▲

For Infants

Signature

on

t

♦

IA
CASTOR
and Children.
The Kind You Have

good looks,*

there are no ove
coats like our Kirsd

Bragg, and others. A little over forty were
present, which is nearly half the membership. Harmony prevails, and it is not necessary to speak of the efficiency of the master or other officers or members in promoting the interests of the fraternity.

^

and

wear

manner the above named temporary officers
left Th'eir~~seats,‘ when_the regular! hieumbents resumeditbeir places. The'masterof tiieflodge called 'upon* several of the
brethren for remarks; responded to by II.
C. Hull, G. E. Tufts, G. A. Warren, J. P.

.,
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WALTER BAKER & CO. LTD.
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WALTER BAKER & CO.’S
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The Bladder.
La Grippe.
In small bottles of pellets that fit the vest
pocket. At Druggists or mailed, 25c. each.
7X-&- Medical Guide mailed free.
Humphreys’ Med. Co.,Cor. William* John streets.

far 125

perfect food, highly nourishing, easily digested, fitted to
repair wasted strength, preserve health, and prolong life.

I

iuquiry.

®§? Crabrr

::

BANGOR,

Specialist in Diseases of the Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat,
Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
wiil be in Belfast every Monday. Office hours 10
a. m. to s p. m., and 7 to 9 p. m.
Refers to Drs. C. B. Hoit, Liberty; Adelbert
Millet!. Searsmont; D. P. Flanders, Elmer Small
33tf
nd S. W. Joh nson, Belfast.
Sc

c

o

nd- h

No. 1 Pea Goal
retailing

PRICES.

Come and see

their line of

DRAWINGS

at

by....

$5.50

CHRISTY, GIBSON, KIMBALL, FISHER
»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

We offer some great

bargains.

a n

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS.
Corner Cross and Federal Sts., Belfast.
Iy6

per ton.

Try

a

sample order.

Call and look at
HOLIDAY RIHltOXS

Belfast Fuel & Bay Co.

at

JAMES H. HO WES.

•Church of Remembrance,” A FRESHMAIUT l. OF M. Palpitation of the Heart
One of

m

ml

Most

Beautiful

World.

The

Ceme-

advanced the
campus began to take on the faint
green tint that announced the approach
of spring, and the thud, thud, of the
Relieved in 30 Minutes.
track men’s feet on the track in the
Dr. Agnew’s Heart Cure not only cures the
gym changed into a softer pad. pad, as heart, but the nerves as
well. In a trice it allays
pain, in a twinkling tit gives strength; and vigor
they got out on the cinder track on and
it works a quick and
permanent cure as by
alumni field.
magic. This remedy cures by a new process
and is an honest, harmless, wonderful
remedy
The inter-class meet was the first for weak
bearts, weak nerves, weak blood. ‘20.
event in the out-door athletic
Clty Iil U8 Store a,1(l A» A* Howes
season, & ci)d ^
and Jack was working, away with all

Correspondence of The Journal.]

xus Ayres, Nov. is,
,word “reioseta”

1905.

The

means

re-

i.ranee, and it lias been given to
nst beautiful church in all South
.■a.

and to the

,,

y,

cemetery adjacent,

built by a wealthy citiDon Carlos Guecio, as a
xenor
rial to his young and lovely
_!,u*r, who was murdered by a reShe was buried beneath
,1 lover.
igh altar of the western Taj
just where the afternoon sun
lingers of light through a marvelmined glass window, imported
Florence, representing scenes
,cr short life.
The little gem of
eh is of purest ltoman architecii
Italian marble, exquisitely
and is said to have cost about
undred thousand dollars. In the
of all good Argentinians, it inlunch

was

in

i.

energies bent toward taking a place
the mile run. You, the basket-ball
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Candy 10c

per lb.

Nuts of all Kinds.
Sreen Vegetables fresh

every week.

A. A. HOWES & CO.
jroceries, Drugs

and Medicines.
*
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Freshman score, the Juniors
claiming the first, and the Sophomores
the third. The pole vault was a long
the

it was one of the
prettiest events of the afternoon, from
the spectators’ point of view. The contestants were pretty well tired out
when the last man went over for the
last time, and the result was officially
announced as giving first to the Seniors,
second to the Juniors, and third to the
In the field events the
Freshmen.
few men
had
large
lower 'classes
enough to bring them in many points,

contest,

I
,

though

which were largely divided between
Flitting the Hi
Seniors and Juniors.
pound shot, the Juniors took all nice
points, as they also had in the discus

(Formerly occupied by F. H. Knowlton)

Millinery,
Dry and

Fancy Goods,
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Ladies’

Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy

Dr. D.

Furnishings.

Only Wise

Your
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Pianos and Sheet Music for Sale

Course

a

Misses I. L. & J M.
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J)r. D.Kennsdy's Favorite Remedy
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Rondout, N. Y.
Sold by all druggists. $1 a bottle; 6 for $5
at

^
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nnartor

in fur coats. The accessories
that this mode demands, long cull's and lingerie plastrons, are more than ever used and
sets of these in dainty handwork are especially valued presents for the holiday season.
Even fur evening dress the unlined half
sleeve is very popular and the decolletage
is rather square to correspond, and decidedly higher than has been the custom of late
Verona Clarke.
years.

f

“Queen Quality”

Gift Certificates.

In
throw.
throwing the 16-pound
I hammer a Senior took third place. The

It is a fearful fate lo have to endure tin!
terrible torture of Tiles, “i can truthfully
an
was
elites Harry Colson, of Masouville,
interesting
say,”
j running high jump
land pretty event, the record-holding hr, “that for Blind, Bleeding, Itching and
Senior carrying off first at 5 feet. 5 Protruding Tiles, Bueklen’s Arnica Salve i
! inches; a Juiiior follow ing with one inch ! is the best cure made.” Also best for cuts,
1 burns and injuries. ”5e. K. H. Moody,
| less to his credit, and a Freshman mak- druggist.
ing third at 5 feet 4 inches. First in
the running broad jump went to a
“Your little dog,” remarked Subbub
! Sophomore, with two Juniors close be“looks very odd. What did you have his
the
other
for
hind him,
contesting
tail cut off for?” “We simply had to no,
it,"replied Citiman ; “he wagged it so much,
j places. The meet was over, and first
to
of
we live in a flat, you know.”—Philadela
matter
as
and
course,
place, went,
total added up to 05 phia Press.
i the Juniors, whose
; points. Next came the Freshmen with
Rough skin and cracked hands are not
i 24, followed by the Sophomores and
only cured by DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve,
Seniors with totals of 20 and 17 re- but an occasional application will keep the
spectively. Joy oozed from every pore skin soft and smooth. Best for Eczema,
of every Freshman, and the radiant Cuts, Burns, Boils, etc. The genuine Defaces of the class members were more Witt’s Witch Hazel Salve affords immedithan the injured dignity of Sophomore- ate relief in ail forms of Blind, Bleeding,
Piles. Sold by R. II
hood could stand, and so, seizing half a Itching and Protuding
dozen of the leading spirits, they sur- Moody.
rounded them and commanded enter“Xo, my little girl, I can’t lend your mothtainment iu various forms, such as sing- er any flour or oil or butter or flat-irons or
or potatoes or anything else that she
etc.
The
men
called
lamps
upon
ing, dancing,
to furnish this little diversion took the sent you over for, but go back and tell her I
lot of trouble she can borrow.”—Balhave
a
reminder of fall hazing days in good
timore American.
part, and exerted themselves to console the afflicted losers, supreme in the
Laxative
and Tar
! knowledge that the victory of the class
Cure* all Coughs, and expels Colds from
i could not be in any way diminished.
the system by gently movie" the bowels.
:
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7
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Thorndike.
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Clinton..... 8
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3
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Waterville..908

$3.50

&
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$3.00

■
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TO BELFAST.

COLBURN’S SHOE STORE

7 OU-9 00
8 30
—

a

Waterville.

Bangor

Kodol

Dyspepsia Cure

J

what you eat. takes the strain off
of the heart, and contributes nourishment,
•trength and health to every organ of the

IT

is not true, as reported, that vve have retired
from the Undertaking branch of our business.
It is true that we have engaged

i

^W. E. JONES,
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fFlag station

Limited tickets for Boston

are

at

m-w

$5.00 from Belfast and all stath-ns on 1- u t:
NMvth
Through tickets to all point* West a:.
west, via all routes, for sale Ly I.kwi- >
GEO. h. YVANS.
Agent, Belfast.

|
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Vice President and tfenerai Mar.atier,
F. E. Boothby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticker A_rmt.

digests

body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucou*
membranes lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh

of the Stomach.

After eating, my food would distress me by maldnf
my heart palpitate and I would become very weak.
Finally I got a bottle of Kodol and it gave me immediate relief. After using a few bottles I am cured.
MRS. LORING NICHOLS, Penn Yan, N. Y.
I had stomach trouble and was in a bad state as 1
had heart trouble with it. I took Kodol Dyspepsia
Cura for about four months and it cured me.
D. KAUBLE, Nevada, O.

Digests What You Eat
Dollar bottle bold* 2^
time*

A Fearful Fate.

BELFAST.

7 2'
Belfast, depart
City Point... 7 2'

one

even

Kennedy’s

'A---A

follows:

AM

leathers—for

sk ing, for all other
I.et your
services.
choice be a sensible

AAvX

run as

FROM

run.

length sleeve. This mode was too dressy
and too becoming to he given up, and is
now seen

all

Boston, will

ever

SLEEVES, PLASTRONS AND CUFFS.
A style that has survived the summer and

ourlv

in

On and after Oct. 9, 190ft, ttains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Per: and and

at

dress, for street, for

1

to the fore but
If you aat a
ara caused by Indigestion.
sort, thus a waist or
little too much, or if you are subject to
gown of “Baby Irish Net" will have garattacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
nitures of tucked silk muslin edged with fhad shortness of brea:h, rapid heart beats,
heavier and often darker toned lace, and '.heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
the collar, plastron aud all sorts of frivolous ,. Indigestion causes the stomach to
swell, and puff up against the
frills will be of Valenciennes, and not infre- ♦expand
heart This crowds the heart and interquently embroidered motifs will be used as feres with its action, and in the course of
well. Lace is edged w ith fur and fur with
time the heart becomes diseased.
lace for trimmings on gowns and hats, but
fur outdoor garments are usually trimmed
only with other furs or the heavier brocad-

rarely

than

:„/

| \

neeked shape, with full-length or shorter
sleeves, aud with or without the liehu
bertha. The skirt is in seven-gores, tucked
or cord-shirred, with three graduated tucks
at the bottom.
more

can
give a woman
genuine pleasure than
perfectly fitted stylish boots?
And what can be more stylish
than theshoethat sets the style?
“Queen Quality” boots come
more

This charming evening costume, the illustration of which is supplied by The Delineator, is of dotted net with lace decoration and fancy ribbon belt. The waist is
tucked or cord-shirred in high or any round

Lace is

”

.. .....

......

the list of difficulties subject to its control is astonishing. It is conceded that Dr. David Kennedy's
Favorite Remedy is the most effective preparation
now in use for all diseases arising from a foul or impure state of the cir< mation. A persevering use of
Dr David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy according to
directions, wiil soon relieve and ultimately cure
when no other medicine or treatment ie of any
permanent benefit.

Prepared

Moody & Co.

[BELFAST, MAINER

Purifies the Blood

|I

HigiFSt.';

Next Door to Masonic Temple,

medicine that will cleanse your system of the
impurities that clog life channels and restore vigor
and health. Medical science proves that diseases,
no matter how great a variety, seem to proceed from
comparatively few causes, it is for tins reason that
pome single medicines relieve or cure so wide a
range of complaints. When a medical preparation
acts at. once upon the digestive and urinary organs
and also

Is

—

to

--THE-FASHION.

which stimulates and strengthens the digestive
organs, restores the secretory functions and speedily casts out the gathered impurities in the organs
affected. If you Lave bad breath, sluggish bowels,
pain in the back, discolored skin,nervousness or dizziness, you may be certain that your vital organs
are sadly out of condition and that

beginning to count up points industriously, and see victory ahead. In
the 220 yards hurdles first went once
more to the Juniors, the Sophomores
got second, and the Freshmen contented
themselves with the one the third place ed
trimmings.
TOUCHES OF SOLO AN1) SILVER
brought. The two mile run was a long,
heart-rending event, and the eight re- in rather dull tones, aud olten of copper
sulting from the first and second places as well, appear on all sorts of hats aud
in the event. Second in the following costumes, but as a rule are employed so
220 yards dash also added three points discreetly that no garishness results.
were

or more

'pace where the grass looks greenei
»nd ranker than elsewhere. One won
hers if the forgotten dead are not dis
‘rhed in their long sleep by the inces
‘ant din of bugle calls and martial mil
he from the adjacent barracks, and the
Pver-ending clamor of bells in severa
'"•iglihoring churches.
Fannie B. Wabd.

MARY ELIZABETH CANDY

help you sensibly to decide “what to give.” You buy the
beautifully engraved Certificate and present it as a gift.
The person receiving it may come in at her convenience,
be fitted with just the style and size which best suits her
and exchange the Certificate (see below) for the shoes.

ensues; the kidneys
become clogged with impurities that impair or stop
their secretory functions; the blood is vitiated and
actually poisons the whole being. Let this go on to
its natural ending and the sure result is—death. The
one medicine that will arreBt this fatal progress is

point

Freshmen occupying second place in
heats, while the 440-yards dasli
brought joy to the hearts of the Soplio
mores, as tirst and third were taken by
them and second by a Junior.
The
mile run, which came next, was the
event in which you were most interested, and your heart was beating almost
as fast as was Jack's as lie threw aside
his bath robe, in which he had resembled a dignified Indian chief, and steplied out to line lip for the start. It was
a close and interesting event, and the
outcome was in doubt every second, as
some of the new men passed some of
the old stagers, who only regained their
places with difficulty to lose them
again. At the beginning of the list
lap Jack crept slowly but steadily up
until lie was well up with the leaders,
and you were so excited that the man
beside you was black and blue for days
as the result of the pounding you gave
him. The Senior who held the college
record clipped two-filths of a second
from his own time and finished first,
while, to the almost frantic joy of the
class, botli second and third went to
Freshmen, and Jack and his classmate
were cheered until ttie throats of their
supporters ached.
The 100 yards dash brought in one
point for the Freshmen and eight for
the Juniors, while in the 120 yards
hurdle final, first went to a Junior, and

icia al Exmo Goherino del Estado
uenos Ayres, A no 1855.”
my mind the prettiest monument
the place is a very modest one of
while marble with no decoration
a wreath of immortels and only
Espero” inscribed upon it.
ose to the cemetery, whose wall
os
the dividing line, is the alms
-e, surrounded with gardens gay
flowers; and just here begins the
tiful Plaza de la Kecoleta, which
'•sits name from theadjacent burial
e.
It is a long and narrow park,
a driveway
through its entire
-th. which is always thronged with
i.iges near the sunset hour.
older by far it seems to me than
Kecoleta show place for the dead is

■Ty, or more than an unsatisfactory
j'-t-p through a broken bit of the high
*ali;that encloses it, into a weed-grown

brought

,

'if it Is, indigestion naturally

both

de
debido a la rnuni-

■

New Lot Of-

Gift Certificates

Is Your Stomach Disordered ?

for the afternoon. The triai
heats for the 120-yard hurdles found
tirst

“Repulcro

propspeaking, for foreigners of any
or of no faith at all.
It is known
fe
El Cemcterio de los Estrangeros,
is situated at the end of Potosi ami
eiio streets.
The neat enclosure is
klv planted with the conical pine,
ess and “Paradise” trees.
A small
reh for the performance of funeral
ices occupies the front of it; and,
rding to the headstones, a good
y representatives of the great famof Smiths and .(ones and Browns,
other well known Northern names,
e wandered to Buenos Ayres—and
i| there. There is an old cemetery
foreigners near the Plaza Marte,
i it has been closed for half a ceilThe old slave
y, being over-full.
•irket, established in 170:5, stood close
ide it and became an ampitheatre
: t hull
fights. Now the old slave mar
Pt is occupied by barracks for iufan
h> and in front of it stands a fine sta
‘He of Gen. Sail Martin.
It is impossi
•
to gain admittance to the old ceme

ChristmasCandies

which looked

tion to the man who

pom tea out to
not been

Protestant cemetery,

Fancy Groceries,

Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Cut Glass, China,
Clocks, Watches and Xovelties.

that is suitable for any occasion from an
The tramp was insolent, saying
strangely afternoon reception to a dinner dance, chif- any.
be came in for some supper and be was
pinched and wan in the brilliant settings fon broadcloth with a well cut, very fur going to have it, too. Tom had read all
of red, blue, green and purple stripes,
skirt, long all around, but longer in the back ; the Russo-Japanese negotiations at Kitplaids and figures. The referee was the two or three waists of high necked, demi- tery, and is something of a diplomat
himself, so lie said, “Well, if you insist
physical director, the judges two mem- sleeved silk muslin to match the ctoth, one there is an old woman
upstairs, I will
bers of the faculty and a Senior, and low necked elaborately embroidered and go get her, and perhaps she will
give
the timers were also laeulty members. garnished with velvet and lace, the third you some supper.”
Tom skipped up
The scorers, announcer, clerk of the a little dinner coat of chiffon velvet, and the stairs and returned promptly with a
“Here’s the
woman is ready for any gaiety with a suit- loaded shotgun, saying:
course, marshal and measurers were all
old woman, with a cold lunch inside,
able gown.
from the Senior class, and things were
which you will get in the mug directly
FOR WEAR WITH TAILORED SUITS
unless you leave.” The tramp, liungi r
carried on in as brisk and businesslike
trim well fitting waists of albatross made in and
all, vanished directly into the silent
a manner as if it was an intercollegiate
becomlingerie models are pretty, modish,
night.
instead of ail
on

since tne dear one d'ed,
than forty years before.
the centre of the Kecoleta is asinr open sepulcher, with a number of
eoflins inside of it, and the inscrip1

|

-ALL KINDS OF-

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

the.light has

11poii the outer wall:

Toilet Soaps,
ALL OF THE BEST VARIETIES

EVENINGS beginning

those of Montevideo,
and Peru, do not employ mural
to any extent, the popular faslie being to use vaults dug below
face or tombs elevated above it.
neral plan of procedure is as
A lot is purchased eight or
:eet square, and the finest chapel
ipon it that the owner's purse
old—an ornamental structure of
e
or granite
with a miniature
inside of it.
Underneath the
a square well is dug, the sides
eh are concreted, and strong iron
rts fastened in, a few feet apart,
which to rest the cottin.
The
ihove ground in front of the altar
open-work grating of iron, which
'ed to admit each new arrival, and
uii which the tiers of decaying
in the well can at all times he
In many of the older
y seen.
the brackets below have all been
and
the overflow, so to
ccupied.
is
ranged on other brackets set
the walls of the chapel.
There
liter door of iron filigreework,
uind it generally another of glass,
..e latter is left open for ventilaso that any passer-by may count
•tins above and below and note the
of time and decay.
It is
res
hoped that the caskets are herall
the diseases
ally sealed, since
n to
materia medica have bail
turn in Huenos Ayres. There are
very costly and beautiful statues
aonuments in the Heeoleta, among
■••nds of less pretentious tombs of
conceivable shape and design,
of several different colors are
employed in the same tomb, a
ite style being alternate black and
like gingham. The altars of all
ttle chapels are covered with flownatural and artificial, and the ugly
rh wreaths of black and white
abound. .Some of the altars have
les or lamps burning continually

[them,
iguished

Perfumes,
Toilet Waters,

—

unlike

I

35 CENTS PER PACK.

With all the New and Latest Goods

—

interclass affair.
ing and practical, since they wash like linen,
The first event was the half mile run, and have the coziness of wool. Then there
when the college record was lowered are all sorts of mercerized cotton fabrics that
As a rule
2 minutes 9 2-5 seconds to 2 min- make up well in such waists.
from
■•es and flowers, green sward and
these should be very simple in style as they
8
3-5
utes
seconds
walks
a
which
by
gravel
every poor
Sophomore,
under the
town in the United States gives while a Junior came in second, and the should launder well and fit snug
outer wrappings.
fineteries. The people of Huenos Freshmen
gave ail enthusiastic recep

|

Cards

—
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LOCKE’S
Christmas Window
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uncommonly high seat in
be buried in the Recoleta
,'i'v.
For many years this tasli(iod's acre bits been more than
d and it holds the dust of many
lebrities. Situated at the nortlixtremity of the city, readied by
the new broad avenues, it is enwitliin high brick walls, with an
ate iron gateway, prefaced by a
Harden. Just inside the gate is
■. wherein sits the clerk behind
with a pen behind his ear and
ledger before him waiting for
ts:
while opposite is a bare
impel, wherein the black tressels
,ul> placed to receive tire next
mil a priest in a black gown with
in his hand, looks as if a funeral
momentarily expected. At lirst
the Recoleta cemetery reminds
l’ere la Chaise. You enter at
quin a labyrinth of narrow walks
ointments, set in rectangular
>o close together that the place
appearance of a stonecutter’s
-for here space means money, a
leal of it to the square inch,
the progressive city of Buenos
which lias spent millions in
streets
amt
nog
improving
could not have afforded its dead
< nt
room to lie peaceably side by
ustead of being piled up in layers
flier of the unexplainable things
is
land of paradoxes.
Such a
yard as our Mt. Auburn, Greendak Hill or Woodlawn does not
anywhere in South America. Xo
how much waste land there
he on all sides, the dead are alj.acked into the smallest possible
In the rich and aristocratic
ta there is a fountain or two,
e few cypress trees whose roots
mil upon graves, but nothing like

1

Agnew’s Liver Pills, 40 doges, 10c.

-LOOK

_Now

,ne an

I

satisfactory to both parties. Only two
important chairmanships were vacant,
appropriations and public buildings and
Mr. Tawney of Minnesota
grounds.
was chosen chairman of appropriations
and Mr. Bartholdt of Missouri, chairman of public buildings and grounds.
The minority committee places were
decided on by Mr. Williams, the minority leader. Shackelford of Missouri

and Lamar of Florida were succeeded
on the interstate
and foreign commerce
committees by Bartlett
of
season over, and the base ball
Uncage
Georgia and Russell of Texas.
derwood of Alabama and Granger of
practice not taking up a great deal of
ready for Exhibition,
Rhode Island were named for the
time, felt as if you could revel in your Fads and Fancies of Madam La Mode Seen
Democratic vacancies on ways and
at
all
Places
Where
Fashionable
Women
idleness for the brief space between
means.
The appointments of Maine
Congregate. Chiffon Broadcloth. Waists. members to the various committees
seasons, half wishing the while that
Lace and Fur. Sleeves. Plastrons. Cuffs. were as follows:
you had made a try for the hurdles or
Judiciary—Charles E. Littlefield.
dashes or jumps—for it really seemed
LCorrespondauee of The Journal ]
Banking and currency
Llewellyn
Pnarorc
as if you might have done
Some one or two or three dressmakers
something.
-IJVMerchant marine and fisheries
After your recitations were over in announced a few weeks since that the fur
the afternoon you often joined the little worn by the fashionable woman here Charles E. Littlefield.
Territories—Llewellyn Powers.
would consist only of a huge uulined, or
group in front of the big echoing grandElections, No. f—Llewellyn Powers.
rather unstuffed muff, and behold as soon
and
watched
Census—Edwin C. Burleigh, chairthe
stand,
pole vaulters or as Jack Frost
really appears womeu are man.
jumpers, while Jack was keeping up his
carrying not only the laTge muff hut every
Expenditures in the department of
weary round on the cinders.
Class sort of a scarf, stole or neckpiece that they agriculture
Charles
E. Littlefield,
spirit was running high, for the two can sport, especially sable. To look at a chairman.
Prices as low as reliable goods can be sold for.
District of Columbia—Amos L. Allower classes had tied in the indoor crowd of women thronging the Avenue or
chairman.
ENGRAVING a great feature this year on Watches, fobs, Lockets, Signet
meet, and each faction had made up its “teaiug” in the Palm room of the Waldorf, len,
"Alcoholic liquor traffic
Amos L.
mind to do its best to make the outdoor one would think that sable grew on bushes, Allen.
Rings, Cuff Buttons, Hat Pins, etc. We do first-class engraving and suggest
or was to be had for a song at bargain
affair a decisive victory.
Reform in the civil service—Amos L.
goods to be engraved be purchased early.
Ermine also is very Allen.
The day of the meet was an ideal one; counter rushes.
so
and
chinchilla, though
perishcool enough, with little or no wind, and prevaleut,
“Cold Lunch” lor a Tramp.
OPEN
able, is eagerly bought and becomingly
the track in surprisingly good condition
worn.
SATUKDAY.
DECEMItKK 16.
If
all
could
be
subjected to
tramps
for the time of year. The classes were
EVENING the same treatment one
CHIFFON
BROADCLOTH
FOR
rerecently
are here to show goods whether vou purchase or not.
J3f”We
grouped together, as much as possible,
ceived at a tVaklo county farmhouse,
WEAR.
in the grandstand, but a number who
The
home of the smartest gowns seen at the they would not be so “sassy.”
family were all out for the evening
were usually in evidence in the cheer- opera and other functions are built of chif
with the exception of a boarder whom
ing section were huddled under brilliant fon broadcloth, and, be it whispered, this we will call
“Tom,” when in walked a
bath robes out on the benches, awaiting fad is not without its economical possibili- big tramp and demanded
supper. Tom
a gown
who
wants
ties.
To
the
woman
informed him that lie couldn’t have
their turn with ill-concealed anxiety
his

■

u

Dr.

Congress
Playing

Im ii Bill 111 l« fin

Assignments of the Maine Congressmen.
The addition of a Republican member
to all the committees of trie House enabled Speaker Cannon to solve the difficult problem of committee assignments in a manner which appears most

faint or Dizzy Spells
and Nervousness

XXIII.
As the winter term

la

Pere

Argentina.

of

Cliaise

the
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,erles

COMMITTEES.

THE HOUSE

a*

much

as

tin
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Prepared at the Laboratory of E.O.DeWltt
& Co., Chicago, U.8.A.
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FOR SALE IiY K. H. MOODY.
rOLLI5TER S

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

Busy Medicine for Busy People.
Brings Goldenr‘ Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific*for
-Lstipatblh, Indigestion, Live
A

anti Ki.in* y Trouble.-. Pimples, Eczemn. Impure
Blood. Pad B"oa,l1. Sbiurgish Bowels. Headache
and Badracle-. 1.- Rocky Mountain Tea in tabim> a
let form. 8*1
box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Dnr Company, Madison, Wis.
••
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who will have full charge ct our Undeitaking rooms,
where will be found a complete line of

Book Binding
_\\!»

i

#

REPAIRING.

Caskets, Robes and Burial Goods, £$
three years with A. E. Mann of Bosof the best Undertakers in Massachusetts.

Mr. Jones

ton,

one

was

MAGAZINES MUD.
| Rooks loose
cents up.

i
*

.in the

rivers

,'X.
jWfft,
10
replaced,
in

JOHN S. FERNALD.
26 Miller Street, Si lie Door,.Belfast

SPENCER & EATON,
.DEALERS

I

FOR SALE

z

j

J

IN.

Parlor, Dining Hoorn and Chamber Furniture, Etc,

i

50 h. p. engine. SO Ii. p. hu'dev. feed p-.i
f.
lynuin Heater ami complete eng ni
ment. Also otln r bai g;
new mi
hand wood w orking ami ii on w o; k n,u m •iuim v.
We art also headquailer■* lor ship
>p|
stuns, chocks, eleai• am! ail kind* of !
> :i*t-.
l.et us
mgs for vessels, both iron and and b:a**
figure your requirement *.
AL15KK1 ui ssbl.b & SON* (O.,
1 yr3
> « w l.iir-j port.
»-

<

IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT

E

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
1!. H.

MooliV

WANTED
A man to represent us and sell our teas, coffees,
extracts, spice, baking powder, soap, etc., in Belfast and vicinity. A good, live, hustling man.
Only those who can give the best of references
need apply. For terms, address
GRAND UNION TEA CO.,
4w49Bangor, Maine.

The

City
OK

Edison Standard Phonograph
Price $20.00. EASY terms
_ALSO

GEM,

Honey

Belfast, December G, 1905.

5w

THE....

Stable.

FOR RENT

SIO OO

-

Livery
tf42;

1 have

nice rent of 7 rooms and bath
with stable and garden spot if
wanted.
No. 23 Cedar street. Inquire
°f
F. S. HOLMKS.

....AND....

National Bank

BELFAST.
The annual meeting of tiie stockholders of the
for the choice of directors
Bank
City National

-APPLY AT THE-

Belfast

a

room,

HOME,

-

S30 00

tf_

CALL—YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME.

F. A. Follett & Son,

ACRO“^FROM

HOLIDAY GLOVES
at

i

J. H. HOWES.

The

Republican Journal.

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.

Every Thursday Morning by

Published

F. Langill, 31 Congress street, to-morrow',
Friday, afternoon.

the

The dates for the Epworth League lecture
course will be Jan. 12th, Jan. 26th, Feb. 9th
and Feb. 23d.

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

PII.SBUKY,} Bus“sfManager

CHAEL1 8 A.

Mrs. Fred A. Knowlton fell on the sidewalk Tuesday forenoon in front of Dr.
Flanders’ residence and injured .her right
wrist.

Tkrms: In advance, $2.00 a year;
$1.00 fnr six months; 50cents for three months.
AnvKRTistM: Tkrms: For one square, one inch
length in column, 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
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Save

Constitution

the

and

Suffered from Seres

save

place in the store.
The

To all the readers of The
home and abroad,
Christmas.

Journal, at Miss
wish a Merry
sold,

we

“Sullivan defeated Stein” is the cap-

having driven

Hyde Park, Mass.,
of

out

’04,

wind and weather conditions

JJ’hen

right we can hear the trains of the
Northern
Maine
Seaport railroad
whistle :n and out of Searsport and are

are

glad

Searsport neighprovided with this long de-

know that our

to

bors are

i i;i;.

;s

coming home and

going

he is

nowadays

than

formerly

of

below at Veazie and 11 above at Portland. Saturday morning was not quite so

cold, and Sunday

was clear and pleasant.
It continued to moderate until a thaw set
in Tuesday
The sleighing was never better, as the snow had not drifted and soon
packed down hard and smooth,

Santa

long the children’s patron
The bricking up of the old lire-

(ha i',

-o

saint.

ud the installation of furnaces

places

am; steam

from my knees to my feet, and could
find neither doctors nor medicines to
help me, until I took Cuticura which
cured me in six mouths. (signed) M.
C. Moss, Gainesville, Tex.”
Cuticura Soap, ointment, and Pill9 are Bold throughout

heat made it rather difficult

the world. Potter Drug & Chern, Corp., Boston, dole
Props.
»r- Send tor How to Cure Every Humour.”

old ■'iinta

!

present crusade against patent
medicines in general, and the recent issue ot a ■■fraud order” against the IXutriola Co. in particular, recall to mind
another phase of the patent medicine
industry that is of local interest. In
7

to Bangor.Steamer Tremont
i
was laid up last week at the railroad wharf.
_The James T. Morse of the E. S. S. Co.
has been hauled out by the Camden Yacht
I
Building Railway Co. for the winter_The
Penobscot made her way through the fields
of floating ice, Dec. lath, to the Bangor
The
landing, preceded by the tug Bismarch. She
had few passengers but a large freight and

going

e

Piano Kecitai.. At the recital given bysix of the piano pupils of Mrs. Clarence E.
Head at her home last Friday evening the

his lecture here on “Fools” some years
ago I)r. P. S. Henson of Chicago spoke
of ‘.he tulip mania in Holland and of

t.

Flossie Ileal.

ucucim

iippiuiiuiaicu.

! Hop, Skip and Jump,
Marion Knowlton.
it to be not less than one million dol-

might exceed that sum.
was mainly from those who

lars and that it

I Going

dred dollars, the

savings

safely invested

erwise

banks or oth-

provision

o'd age and infirmities.

aga.: ~t

Incentive for all

main

in many cases
by hard labor
as a

these

to

Church,

Smith.
Heller.
Gurlitt.

March of the Tin Soldiers,
Lewis Gannon.
Hondo Militaire,
Bielii
Isabell Smalley.
Parade of the Guard,
Van Gael
Albert Healey.
Behr
Duet, Snow- Bell,
Isabell Smalley and Marion Knowlton.

The money
could ill afford to lose even a few hunof years—money earned
and <-1wsited in savings

unprofit-

hiu*

iiuii'tuj

ami

.Mi.aini

.uia,

n.

nvestments, the germ of hundreds ( base remind their customers and the pubof n
-hruuin medicine companies, was lic in general that there are only three more
!
before Christmas_F. A.
the luma Sarsaparilla Co. of this city. shopping days
Follett A Son are prepared to equip all who
It •>ed tti be said that its establishment
take up the new popular fad of snow shoehere was a good tiling for Belfast, that
ing witli snow shoes and moccasins for
It bio ig 111 money here and gave employ- ladies’ and
gentlemen_C. L. Wright,
of
That was true
men' to our people.
Opera House block, has the well known Atthis company while it lasted: and when lantic ranges.... It. 1’. Hills, Sr., and R. P.
it was sold out its stockholders made Hills, Jr., and family publish a card of
Ticket No. 178 takes the music
But. for every dollar that was thanks
money
Gold Rond hats are sold by William
made in this enterprise some one lost a box
A. Clark, Clark’s Corner—Carle & Jones
dollar :n companies established later.
offer special inducements to visit their
This city and county is strewn with the
this week. Don’t forwhich crockery department
wrecks
medicine

j

—

—

companies

of

never

paid

a

from a few hun-

ranging
dred to £25,000. An attempt to float a
real estate scheme on the strength of
tlie liana success was equally disastrous
to the promoters and stockholders.
THE CAIN WILL CASE.
lfecirioii

in

Favor

of

the

Executor, Mrs.

Manchester of Camden.
a

decision of Associate Justice W. P.

Whitehouse, made Bee. 12th, Mrs. Clara
Manchester, of Camden, wins a ease ou

a considerable sum of
money depended. Mrs. Manchester was executor of
the ... Mrs. Eunice A. Cain of Palermo,
who died in September, 1842, leaving no diThe estate inventoried
rect descendants.
about £18,000, mostly in savings bank deher wiil, Mrs. Cain
After
making
po-lis.
made a gift to Mrs. Manchester of her desavings bank,
posits m the Hallowed
amounting to several thousand dollars.
The heirs disputeil that it was actually a
gift, and Judge Johnson, of the Waldo Probate court, made a pro forma decree to that
effect and ordering the executor to account
for the money as part of the estate. Mrs.
Manchester appealed, and the case was
tr,“d before Judge Whitehouse, at Augusta,
October 4, who decided for appellant as
stated.
The case was tried by R. I.
Thompson, Esq., of Rockland, counsellor
Mrs. Manchester, with whom Judge L. R.
Campbell of Rockland, was associated.
Hon. Wm. P. Thompson of Belfast, Mr.
Freeman of Portland, and Mr. Fernald of
Boston were counsel for the contestants.

which

—Rockland Opinion.
jack

get their 25 cent bundle sale....Prices re
on Victor records by F. A. Follett ASon
Harry W. Clark & Co. are offering
special values for the three days before
Christmas in initial handkerchiefs. ..James
H. Howes, Odd Fellows’ block, offers great
inducements to Christmas shoppers. Mail
orders receive prompt and careful attention.
_G. W. Madden has something to say
to the man who changed fur coats at his

dividend and which ab- duced

sorbed sums

London

in

Ellswortn.

—

stable—Christmas candies, nuts, Florida
cigars, etc., for sale by R. J.
Mayo & Co., Pythian block_Harry A.
Furbush has sufficiently recovered from
his recent severe injuries to resume work
in his blacksmith shop on Washington
oranges,

street.

Shipping Items. Sch. Sally li, Bangor
for New York, with lumber, which put in
here some time ago leaking, had the remainder of her cargo discharged and was
taken out on Gilchrest’s marine railway
last week, for refastening and general repairs. Sch. Methebesee has chartered to
load phosphate at New York for Stockton

Springs, at §1.10 per ton, loaded and discharged— Sch. Scotia of the Pendleton
Bros’, fleet, which sailed from Mobile in
September for Porto Rico and has been reported over due, is at Arroyo, P. R., loading
for Bayport, Miss. She had a long, hard
passage to that port from Mobile and as
she was not spoken it was feared that she
was in the list of
missing vessels. Capt.
Patterson is a brother of Mrs. John S.
Fernald and Mrs. L. E. McMahan of this
city.Capt. E. S. McDonald has taken
command of a schooner owned in Connecticut and is to load stone at Stonington for

Jack London, novelist, lecturer and war
correspondent, spent a few days in Ellsworth last week, the guest of Miss J. A.
Thompson. He was accompanied by his
wife, a bride of three weeks—a California
girl by birth, but a daughter of a son of
Maine. .She was Miss Charmian Kittredge,
daughter of Willard Kittredge of Town
Hill, Eden, who went to California with
the forty-niners. Mrs. London herself is a
writer who has won flattering recognition
Mr. and
as a contributor to magazines.
Mrs. London, accompanied by Miss Thompson, left Sunday for a short visit at Miss
Thompson’s home in Trenton. They are
spending this week among relatives of Mrs.
London on Mt. Desert island. Mr. and Mrs.

New York—The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.
loaded sch. Harriet Rogers last week with
hay for Stonington and she sailed Monday
morning, but returned to port in the afternoon to await a more favorable chance. Sch.
Good Intent, which sailed the same day for
Vinalhaven with staves, heading, etc., also
returned.. .The three-masted sch. Brigadier
arrived at this port Sunday from Stockton
for repairs and will go on the railway when
the vessel now on, sch. Sally B., goes off.

London will sail soon from New York for
Jamaica, W. I., for the remainder of the
winter. After returning to California in
the spring, he will have built a yacht in
which it is his intention of taking a cruise
around the world which will occupy six
years.—Ellsworth American.

Steamer Notes. The New York and
Penobscot Steamboat Company management has secured a landing on Atlantic
wharf, Rockland. They now’ have the
freight steamer Westover on the route and

Doan’s

DENTS'

|

||

GLOVES

|

Holiday

Pills

never

I

on

with the

medicine and 1

soon

cured.

used

it, and since then they have

was

It is several years ago since I first
never failed to
bring satisfactory results when used. My Inis"
band has also used them for backache and he
thinks there is nothing to equal them. We both
endorse Doan’s Kidney Pills as a remedy which

FURS and BLANKETS make splendid

JAMES H. HOWES j
ODD FELLOWS’

I

coming fad with stylish
people. There is no more exhilarating sport or better exercise.

!

! Gent’s

Shoe, 14x42, $4.00
3.50
Ladies'
12x37,
4.75
Gent's Canadian
14x42,
Indian

per pr

Clothing

OUR SPECIALTY AN

USER I

and

Furnishing

are

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

i

:

The Duke of York Plush Lined
Trimmed Coat for Men,
!

JM> THE

Prince Henry Plush Lined
Trimmed Coat for Ladies.
These are the most popular medium price coats
by Ladies and Gents today. We are going to make
Christmas Present money buy l-> more than you
bought before.

FROM POSTOFFICE.

\

William A. Clark
TAIN SHALLEY, Salesman.

Clark's Con

UNDERTAKE

MEXICAN HAND
DRAWN LINEN

R.H, Coombs &

Aguascalientes anrl Encarnacion,
Mexico.
Telegraphed for big line of

From

FIFTY CENT numbers last week—will
be here tomorrow. Come in and see them

^Holiday Neckwears
of the Necktremendous
novelties, one in a

are having the cream
See oui
wear business.

We

each.

NOTICE.

purchase.

OF

WE ARE SHOWING A BEAUTIFUL
ASSORTMENT OF

Fred A. Johnson,

in former times. The county as a
whole is very free from liquor selling at
this time. Much liquor that is now consumed comes from out the State by private

j

FOR BOVS, MEN AND LADIES.

i

25 and 50

as

||

Warm, Durable and Handsom

I

stock of Christmas
it strange that the officials do not succeed
box
cents
in getting larger quantities of liquor, but in
no place where liquors are supposed to be
107 boxes sold last Saturday.
sold are there any large amounts kept in
stock. The dealers do not know when to
expect a raid on their premises and in
every case have but a few bottles at a time.
Their supply is kept up as sales demand by
THE ADVERTISER OF FACTS
a second person, who brings in the supply
MASONIC TEMPLE.
from some other building. It is also arranged in all these places to have a “dump”
under a faucet so that all liquors may be
spilled at a moment’s warning, and the
water turned on to remove all traces of
liquor or odor. All of which proves that
We are very glad to learn that our popular and
those who sell are having some trouble to efficient blacksmith of Washington 8t., Harry A.
who received severe injuries from a
Furbish,
keep from being caught, and why the officers I horse four weeks ago, will be able to resume his
Iw6l*
are unable to get such large quantities of full duties Tuesday, Dec. 26.

liquor

a

Store in Belfast that

Ladies' and Gent’s
Shoes and Moccasins

I

i

|

BLOCK, BELFAST.

Ever carried in

We have both

i

The same evening Sheriff Carleand Deputy Drake searched the Hillside House in Frankfort. This new hotel
is owned by W. S. Edminster, who has in
bis employ as clerk Robert Evans, the well
known driver of trotting horses. The of- j
ficers were successful in finding a small |
i
quantity of whiskey and a well arranged !
bar, showing that recent sales had been
made, and upon this evidence Edminster
was taken before the police court Monday,
He was sentenced to
and found guilty.
pay $100 and costs and to GO days in jail,
from which he appealed. Some may think
ton

,

George W. Burkett

THE LARGEST LINE

I

liquors.

{

*»♦*»♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«»•♦♦♦♦«•»♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«<

F. A. Follett&Son

Sheriff Carleton took out a warrant and
searched the premises Wednesday evening, I
Dec. 13th, and was assisted by Deputies
The officers found a
Ellis and Cuddy.
small quantity of rum and whiskey and
evidence that the same were being sold by
the glass as well as by the bottle. Logan
was taken before Judge Rogers Dec. 18th
and sentenced to pay $100 and costs of
I
prosecution and in addition to 00 days in
j
which
he
to
from
the
appealed
jail,
supreme
court. Thursday evening Deputies Ellis,
Hurd and Cuddy again
searched the
Phienix House but found no intoxicating

gift j

Mail orders receive careful and prompt attention.

|

Liquor Seizures. Believing that liquor
being sold at the Phoenix House, now
under the management of Robert Logan,

unusually good assortme
alwavs acceptable cifts

assortment

everyone should know about.’’
1
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosterPresident Tuttle of
!
Milburn
N.
4.25
Co., Buffalo,
Y., sole agents for the Ladies'
12x37,
the Boston & Maine says the B. & M. has
United States.
!
not a dollar of ownership in the Eastern S. *
Shoes
Fine
and
Gent's
Ladies'
Remember the name—Doan's—and take no
S. Co. and no intention of investing. Cal- other.
Grade, (they will not stretch) 5.00
vin Austin, vice president and general
Ladies'and
Gent's Caribou Fillmanager of the Eastern Steamship Co.,says: I“Mr. Morse, who has been in control of the
ed Shoes, warranted not to
company, possessing more than a majority
5.00
stretch,
of the stock, has increased his holdings by
shares
each
from
Ransom
purchasing 1,000
B. Fuller and Eugene Carver. The stock
of these two men not taken by Mr. Morse
has passed to the directors of the First National bank. This transfer of stock does
not mean that any material change in the
ACROSS SQUARE
company’s policy will follow.”

was

Umbrellas.

Is the

steamship company.

j

j
j

An

|

got

aged that I kept

Goods.

Handkerchiefs.

ji

Holiday

^

The trouble grew worse and my father
! who had used Doan’s Kidney Pills with the best
of results advised me to use this remedy and I

!

Holiday Leather

j

j

j GLOVES

enormous

count.

j

»

*

Shoeing CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

St., Belfast,
Me., says: “My kidney complaint started with
just a slight backache, then I noticed that there
was some irregularity of the kidney secretions
and I was caused much annoyance on this ac-

a box at the City Drug Store.
1 am pleased
to state that Doan's Kinney Pills was just the
remedy I needed. I noticed a marked improvement in a very short time and L was so encour-

|

Snow

fail you.

Read this Belfast case.
Read how they stood the test.
For six years.
Mrs. William H. Keene, of 81 Cedar

1

♦

$*

| DENTS’

There isn’t any kind of handkerchiefs
wants that can't be supplied iromour

1*

You Know Them The Better
You Like Them.

Kidney

♦

{

..

Reliable
Xmas Gifts,

*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Belfast people know this.

is announced that C. IV. Morse has increased his holdings in the Eastern Steamship Co., and that L. Cass Ledyard, a director in the Boston & Maine railroad, will
serve upon the board of directors of the

New Apvektisf.ments. Chase’s Christmas Corner is specially attractive just now

The

able

11 \

Sunday morning and leaving ou the return
at the usual hour Monday_The City of
Bangor has made her last trip for the season.
She arrived at Bucksport Friday and
landed her Bangor freight and passengers
there and left Saturday at noon for Boston
to haul up.
The Penobscot is now running
on the two trips a week schedule_Steamer Golden Rod, which has been running on
the Bucksport and Brooksville and Brooksvi lie and Rockland routes, has gone into
winter quarters at the railroad wharf_It

This year more dainty designs than
ever.
You will need to see to appreciate these attractive goods. One
in a box.

I

J

Longer

Neckwear I

«♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<

X

—

there was a large freight awaiting her. She
left Bangor at the usual hour Thursday, and
the port has since closed.
She was detained at Boston by a northeast snow
storm and did not leave for her trip east
until Saturday afternoon, arriving here

following program was given :
various visionary ventures in this coun- Duet, “Parade March,”
Kuhler
have
well
He
Mrs. Head and Flossie Ileal.
and
elsewhere.
might
try
!
The
Van
Skaters,
Gael
included the patent medicine mania
Marion Knowlton.
wh oh had so many victims in this Moonlit Ocean,
Holst
Isabell Smalley.
With a little investigation the
Stale.
Behr
Kindergarten Waltz,
amount of money lost by Maine people
Edna Sheldon.
in patent medicine enterprises might Queen of the Mist,
Engelmann.
Ut*

on

Ribbons
on

♦

I

Mrs. S. A. Parker.

is

*:

Holiday

ceptible presents.

:

!

o’clock a line supper was served. The entertainment which followed included a
piano solo, Miss Bartlett; soprano solo,
Miss Chamberlain; reading from Longfellow, Mrs. Leavitt, illustrated in pantomime
by the young people of the church ; solos by
Miss Savery and Bert Davis and reading by-

course some one

1

Mrs. May Mitchell of Liberty village is
one
of the heirs of the late Haggles
Cunningham who lost two vessels with
their cargoes, they being captured by
French war vessels a century ago.
Ju
the settlement
between
the
governments it was agreed that each was to
reimburse its citizens for losses sustained
and the French spoliation commission has
at last allowed the claim of the
Cunningham heirs and they are to receive the value
of the vessels and their cargoes. Just what
Mrs. Mitchell's share will be is not yet
known,

j!

Holiday

your list for
a gift of Hose, you will find the right
kind of hose. SII.K HOSE make ac-

];

to

of Santa's reindeer team on the roof.

Of

Jhat

I

j

splendidly prepared to meet the demands of all gift seekers who wish
quality, reliability, courteous service and low prices.

!I

}

!

This store is

< >

probably next season she will be supple- j
mented by other freighters if the patronage I

g kThe sale, supper and entertainment by

THE PLACE FOR XMAS SHOPPERS

li Holiday
|| Hosiery

An article, in Saturday's Bangor
News,
whose caption is Definition Wanted,
says
the State highway commissioner, ,,
through the governor and council, has
asked the attorney-general to construe the
law in regard to the re-embursement of
towns for money expended on
permanent,
State highways. It further says that the'
question at issue is: shall towns be reembursed for the amount they
appropriate
or for the amount
they expend. A definition of the word appropriate is, “To set
apart or vote a sum of money for a particular object." The definition of the word expend is “to lay out; to disburse; to spend ;
to consume.” The law
upon the subject
seems very plain to an old
fanner, if it does
not to our State
commissioner, and is as
follows:
Chap. 125. Section 100.
Towns establishing State roads as aforsaid may, on
complying with the conditions hereinafter
set forth, receive from the State one-half
of
the amount actually expended in
permanent improvement of said
not
exroads,
ceeding three hundred dollars a year.
Sec. 101.
The county commissioners
shall inspect the roads so
improved and if ♦
they are satisfied that the provisions of the
preceding sections have been complied ♦
with, they shall certify to the governor and
council the sum which said town is entitled
to receive from the State.
How can county commissioners
certify,
that they have examined a road and that
the town is entitled t<» so much, when no
road has been repaired?

perform the chim- the ladies of the Methodist church in Memo- of the new line should warrant. The comis also planning to put ou passenger !
ney am. but the open lireplace is com- rial hall, Wednesday afternoon and even- pany
boats in the spring running from New York I
was
a
Dec.
social
and
financial
ing,
into
13th,
!
ing
vogue again and we may hope
to Stockton Springs and touching at Rockto stL; near the pattering of the hoofs success. There was a large sale of useful
and
Camden
Belfast
and
also
land,
!
possibly
and fancy articles in the afternoon and at ti
for

JAMES H. OWES’,

::
J!

A. H. Blaekington of Rockland has a
crew of men at work on the
Abby E. C.
Wright lot, near Little River, cutting logs
and wood and will bring a portable saw
mill to saw the lumber, staves,
headings,
etc.

“For over thirty years I suffered
from painful ulcers and an eruption

24

windows on Main street. This
inds us that one hears much less

I want to

AND STILL ANOTHER

Last w eek’s snow storm was followed by
“cold snap.” Friday morning the thermometer indicated 1C below at Burnham>
and in this city it was at 2 below in some
localities, and in Searsport 1 above. It was

shoe
ren

grateful

..m

a

tin- -amt- age as they were inspecting
the contents of one of the attractive

am so

Mr. H. J. Spalding of T04 W. 104th
St., New York City, says: For two
years my neck was covered with sores,
the disease spreading to my hair,
which fell out, leaving an unsightly
bald spot, and the soreness, inilammation, and merciless itching made
After a few applications of
me wild.
Cuticura the torment subsided, the
sores disappeared, and my hair grew
thick and healthy as ever.”

the iron

to b ;y me lots of things,” a little girl
remarked to tier companion of about

I

Neck Covered With Sores, Hair
Fell Out, Wild With Itching

the outer

a.

says:

I

The chicken supper at Walter
Mahoney’s
last Friday evening was largely attended
and was in every way a grand success, owing, in great part no doubt, to the fact that
it was advertised in The Republican Journal.

STILL ANOTHER CURE

The proposition to close all business
all day Monday, Christinas, did not
places
world. Next year we expect
carry, but the grocery and provision stores,
horse to bring them over to Pelfast and
probably most of the other business
and tae whistles of theN.M. S. H It. places will close at noon. As it is a
legal
to wake the echoes along the Passagas- holiday the banks and public offices will be
closed all day and the factories will shut
saw uukeag.

communication with

sired

Capt. II. VV. Chapman has hauled up his
vessel ju Camden.
He has bought and
moved into the William Drinkwater house
at the Cove.
Mrs. Oren Whitmore lost a valuable
horse last week.
Her son was hauling
wood and the horse laid down and in a few
minntes was dead.
Quite a business is being done in shaving
hoops for the Rockland market. A singular
thing about shaving hoops is that beginners turn out the best
work, so says a captain who carries them to Rockland.

suffered for a long time with sores on
my face and back. Some doctors said
I had blood poison, and others that I
had barbers’ itch. None of them did
me any good, but they all took my
motley. My friends tell me my skin
now looks as clear as a baby’s, and I
tell them all that Cuticura Soap and
Ointmentdid it.”

Uniform Rank, K. of P. and the Rathbone
Sisters at the Opera House next Mondayevening, Dec. 25th. The play will be “My
Uncle from Japan,” with a strong local
cast and music will be furnished by Keyes
The cast was published in The
Orchestra.
Journal last week.

__

on

thank God that a friend recommended
Cuticura Soap and Ointment to me. I

Victor
Weill, editor of The Sentinel, a local
graduate from the High school.
paper, believe that all’s well that ends
Don’t forget the ball and drama by the
Weill.
town

Mrs. Harriet Estes has been visiting her
mother, Mrs. Arietta Chapman, who is
quite feeble.

Graham, 13*1 Eoff
Captain
St., Wheeling, W.Va., writing June 14,

The game of basket ball between the Belfast High and Guilford High teams, announced for last Thursday evening at the
Opera House, did not come olf, Guilford refusing to play as the local team insisted on
playing Holmes of last year’s team and a

those who tackled them.

William I. Beckett has been drawn as
juror for the January term of

W. S.

The Journal is indebtea to James I’attee
A Sou, insurance agents, Masonic
Temple(
for some handsome 1906 calendars.
We
have also received some handsome calendars for 1906 from Swift & Paul, grocers.

tion of a press despatch; but steins
have been known to get the best of

The citizens of

hardanger waist, embroidered by
Helen Bird, for which tickets were

or

traverse
! court.

ANOTHER CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES

-Will be drawn at Fred A. Johnson’s
store this, Thursday, evening at 7.30.
Those interested are invited to be present.

Oh, dear! Seven killed and 12
wounded is the record in Maine during
the hunting season. Men, not deer.

Fine sleighing, and everybody is,'
should be, hauling their year’s firewood.

Face and
Back—Doctors Took His Money
But Did No Good —Skin Now
Looks Clear as a Baby’s.

Miss Carrie Greenlaw, bookkeeper for
Whitten Bros., had her left eye severely injured Sunday by a hot iron while dressing
her hair. Mrs. L. F. Gannon is taking her

Niagara falls.

>

CAPT. GRAHAM’S
GRATITUDE

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. \Y.
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HORTHPORT HEWS.

DENT’S GLOVES FOR

LADIES

-AT-

JAMES H. HOWES’

CASKETS,
ROBES and

shoes, tie, cravat,

GLOVES,
collar and shirt

are

of dress which count for
little unless your hat be becoming and correct.
“Gold Bond” $2.oo Hats
are correct in shape and shade,
in band and binding, in fit and
finish. The forms are extreme
or

conservative,

as

your

dictates.
“Gold Bond Hats are
as the Government.”

as

fancy

good

WILLIAM A. CLARK,
BELFAST, MAINE,
CLARK’S CORNER,
Next Door to Phenix House.

BURIAL G

details

Established im-j

TAIN SMALLEY, Salesman.

at

Eastman's Cameras and
supplies always in stock.
A line line of

Send for Catalogue, or call and allow
to show you the goods.
We do

developing and printing for

Prepared
ING and FUNERAL WORK.

72 Main Street, Bellas

ama-

CHASE & DOAK, Belfast
LADIES

-AT—

JAMES H. HOWES’

IIAXD PALMED.
THE TOWNSEND ART VIEWS are colored with water colors, and absolutely will
not fade. What will make a more beautiful
Cliriatmas gift than one of our Hand-Painted
Platinums of

some

well known

spot?**

THE CITY DRUG

I '■

Connected by telephone both day

us

NOTICE

teurs.

DENT’S OLOVES FOR

all hours to do

STORE.

The party who lioUls Mo 17N
music box sold by ticket by Mr-

Knowltou, Head of the Tide, cm
box by culling at the house

the

lw51*

M. K. KNOW I "

CHRISTMAS SI I t

of
HANDKERCHIEFS
at

J. H. HOM ES.

Card of Thanks.
1 wish to thank the members of
Grange and all who assisted in my benem
and dance in the hall, Dec. 14th.
KVA TIBBK1 1

*

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.
THE CHRISTMAS FEELING.

There's a frosty inspiration in the bracing
atmosphere,
There's a holiday sensation, as the Tweutylifth draws near,
\ud though it’s indefinable, you know it,
anywayfeeling more like Christmas every day.

streets and shops are crowded, and the
people rush about
,\ th mysterious bundles, shrouded from
tlie view—and in and out
ng the crowds, excited children rush
and shout and play,
1 it’s feeling more like Christmas every

I lie

day.
bile ago my pocketbook felt fairly flush
and fat—
think I’ll have to hock it when it gets ena

tirely flat,)
quite empty yet, but it is losing
weight—and say,
feeling more like Christmas every day!
not

—Cleveland Leader.

I lie Chauning
League will meet this,
hursday, afternoon at the home of Mrs.

marge W. Stoddard.
wo

on the subject of
for the terminal of the N. M. S. K.
published on the tith page.

interesting letters

The East Belfast basket ball team went
to Searsport last Monday evening and defeated the local team wi th a soore of 12 to 3.
Those who have inspected the
shop
windows about town must agree that
they
are more attractive than ever before, and it
is quite safe to say that the various lines of
holiday goods are equal if not superior to
any ever offered here before.
They include both the useful and the ornamental
and prices are reasonable. To the readers
ol The Journal, in city and country, we
advise consulting our advertising columus,

I The Most Prominent Location in Belfast. If
k

merchandise as good as any and better than
we offer a few gift suggestions.

/w Ladies’ Christmas Neckwear

aie

Conner is having a good sale of
ate prison sleighs, which are better this
■axon than ever and are sold at the old
K.

Liquor
County.

COMFORTABLES

The County Commissioners are holding
ir regular session for the auditing of
!s n their room in the county building,
-1 wish all bills presented as soon as pos-

S50c.,

ile.
seaside Hose Company No. 2 lias elected
•pis as follows:
Capt., Alfred Shute;
••man, Asa Sholes; assistant foreman,
sholes; clerk and treasurer, llert L.
he weather and travelling conditions
far have been very favorable for the
day trade and sales have been large. It

'.oped they

may continue

until after

istmas.
the assignments of the
-reme Court Judges for the coming year:
•ti«*e Frederick A. Powers, first Tuesday
luuuary; Justice Albert R. Savage,
1 Tuesday of April; Justice Albert M.
third Tuesday of September.

allowing

are

of corn at Swift A Paul's
cli was grown in Albion more than :;o
It was found by E. R. Conner
ago.
:ig his effects, and was brought to Bel•: from Unity.
The kernels are as per: as if grown the
present year.
Imre

is an

ear

I--

aimed letters remaining in the Belpost office for the week ending DeceinHiih: E. 11. Rates, E. G. Browne, M. 11.
ley, T. J. Connolly, C. G. Coombs, J. H.
w. J. E. Miley, J. A. Pierce, W. R. Tay\V. \Y. Wiley, J. F. Wright.

Baptist

Admission, potatoes.
showing how railroad freight cars get
altered over the country we noticed at
im Belfast station the other day cars oi
.m
Vermont Central, Baltimore & Ohio,
ansylvania, New York, New Haven &
! art ford, St. Louis & Southwestern (eotn
t line,) and Boston A Maine.
■

Mayhew caught a turtle in the Lily
1, Montville, in 1880, and cut the date
:hr shell.
In 1887 Frank Mayhew
ght a turtle with 1880 on his back, and
h

'•aired 1887 under the first date. Late
fall W. S. Davis caught the same old
.<>w in a muskrat trap and cut 1905 under
■nner dates and released him.
A- Lioak nave

quite

a

^?fe best time

watches, including some quaint speciu
gold, silver ami enameled cases,
immg them is a Swiss watch
bought of
mmhy Clinse, Mr. Chase’s grandfather,
Mm di, 1 h;;Ci, and which for more than
f a century was a most accurate time-

Evening Concert.
Last
Saturday evening Fred A Johnson gave a
incert in his dry goods
store, Masonic
Temple, with an Amphion piano player
the store was thronged with people who
istened to the following program :
March, Toreador
Caryall
< iverture, I’oet and Peasant
Von Suppe
Goddard
lance of the Butterflies
Verdi
Fantasia, lirilliante “La Traviata”
ake Walk, “Delia”
Wathall
Baron
Strauss
Jypsy
Moret
ntermezzo, “Hiawatha”
March, “selected”
satlrday

Belfast, Georgia. There is a new
•hipping port down South which has
given our marine reporter quite a little
rouble, as the big dailies sometimes report
vessels arriving from or sailing for Belfast, without the “Ga.” The latest U. S.
'Costal Guide at hand does not contain any
Belfast, Georgia, but there are no less than
leveu Belfasts in different States and
territories, including North and South
Cannot some of
arolina and Virginia.
■nr seafarers or shipping merchants tell us
about Belfast, Georgia?
Mr. fernery
r.
Recital.
unite, tne
the Madison Square Baptist church
:n New York, will give a recital in the
Baptist church in this city, Wednesday,
Uec. 27th. Mr. White is successful in New
York music circles and with Homer Bart-

l)oak,

send you

e

lett, the organist of the Madison Square
church, one of the best known composers
and organists in this country, will make a
trip in Central New Yrork the middle of
•January, and the middle of February will
far east as Brunswick. At his recital here next Wednesday Misses Helen
llunton and Gladys Pitcher will accompany
him.

come as

The December bulletin of the Departof Agriculture is devoted to the
brown-tail inoth in Maine and tells what
has been done toward exterminating this
The list of brown-tail moth nests
pest.
in
destroyed shows that 20 were destroyed
Belmont Corner, 3 in Liberty and five each

ment

in Belfast, Searspcrt, Swanville, lslesboro
and Searsmont. The agent of the department for Waldo county, John O. Johntou
of Liberty, was very thorough in his work
of examination and instructing farmers
and others how to discover and destroy
The
these insects, and in communication to
Journal he has given much useful information to the
I

public.
£'

|

I

:

evening

Schools
Opening song, Hail this Day,
Gem, The Christmas Cake, Primary school

Kec., Grandma

s

Stocking,
JliUStUCli

.MViriouii

Over,^^,^

After the exercises remarks were made
and the teachers,
some of the visitors
vacation.
and school was dismissed for the

by

In the latter part of the forenoon a grab
basket was greatly enjoyed by both schools.

DENT’S GLOVES FOR

LADIEg

-AT-

JAMES H. HOWES’

CERTIFICATES
DATE

OF

DEPOSIT

ISSUE.

OF

at
of securities of

Treasurers, Executors,etc

FRANK R.

CLARENCE 0.

WIGGIN, Secretary

Swan,

our

Safe Deposit Boxes

C. W.

Thomas W.

Dun ton,

Prices

Pitcher,

Elmer A. Sherman,
('has. 1*. Ha/.eltine,

Ana A. Howes,

and Treasurer.

^ -pj. ^ .p

superior in the State-, and

DIRECTORS:

Vice President.

POOR,

no

oui

WM. B. SWAN, President.
Robert F.

President.

ACCOUNTS.

$$.00 per year.
Wm. 15.

KNOWLTON,

CHECKING

call your attention to

Peirce, Geo. E. Maeomber, Chas. E. Knowlton, Win. A. Mason, R. P, Chase,;Tilestou Wadlin

CHAS. E.

SOLICIT^

A. G A. I 3NT

which has

for Ladies.

protection

BONDS

private.

Burleigh, J. Manchester Haynes, C. O. Poor, F. S. Pendleton
Joseph Williamson, Byron Boyd, Edward Johnson, A. I. Brown, J. C. Durham, Albert

Reduced

WESCOTT,

Cashier.

Clarence E.

Mdntire,
Shea,

Thomas E.

Winfield S, Pendleton.

Victor

on

Records.

A Watch Christmas?
•Tvfdging

from five

is to be

unusually large number of Watches

..A WATCH
We

are

Nickel,

showing

we

have already sold, this

CHRISTMAS..'

line of all the leading makes of American
Silver, Gun Metal, Gold Filled and Solid Gold.
a

Watches,

cased in

Prices From SI to 850 Each.
We h ave collected several Very Quaint and Curious Old Watches, which (by compari
son with the modern ones) show the wonderful advance in watch making since
our house was Established in 1826.

CJpAVe invite

you to call and see both the old and new.

-O H A. S IE3

tfc DOAK.“HIS

CARLE&JONES.

Hueksport, where
Deputy Sheriff Leach
to

lie was turned over to
of Hancock county, who took him to Ellsworth and put him in jail to await trial.
He had been employed in liar Harbor and
it is alleged that w hile there he endorsed a
check made payable to his employer and
after obtaining the money came to his home
A warrant for his arrest was
in Belfast.
sent to City Marshal McDonald, but ho
found he was not authorized to act in the
aud the warrant was given to
matter
Sheriff Carleton. The Bar Harbor correspondent of the Bangor News says:
Jerry Staples, who has been wanted in
this town for forgery for the past three
weeks, was apprehended in Belfast Thursday aud taken to Ellsworth, where he is
now awaiting trial for forging the name of
C. A. Weaver of this town to a chock of
David B. Ogden’s which he had cashed at
the store of Nathan Hilson, a clothier.
The amount was for $114.00. Staples had
been at work at Weaver’s blacksmith shop
all summer and when Weaver went to Ellsworth for the winter Staples was still in
Weaver had been wondering
the shop.
why the check had not been received by
him as he understood that it had been seut,
and after sometime began to surmise that
something was wrong and when the matter
was looked up, it was found that the check
had been cashed at Hilson’s and upon
examination it was found to be a forgery
centered
was
at once
and suspicion
upon Staples, as he had left, town shortly
He
was
the
alter
money.
getting
given a preliminary trial Friday, but pleaded not guilty and waved examination, aud
Daniel
was held for the superior court.
Hurley of Ellsworth was retained by him
as counsel.

MASTER’S

VOICE"

F. A. FOLLETT &

lyon’s

French Periodical Drops
sure to accomplish DESIRED
remedy. Price, $1.50 per bottle.

Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless,

RESULTS.

In Our Two Stores-Five FIoors==
WE HAVE THE BEST DISPLAY OF

Holiday

Goods

In

Belfast

AA||T|A||
WHUIlwn

visit

our

25 Toilet Sets,
“
“
5
“
10
“

“

H.

in

paste-board Car*
r»rr.

MOODY.

MAINE.

BELFAST,

WILMER J. DORMAN,

HERBERf T. FIELD.

Treasurer,

Asst. Treasurer.

on

thirty=eighth

fiscal year December 1, 1905.
The last statement of the State Bank Examiner give-; the

es>

$1.98 timated market value of its assets
81,532,932.31,
|
2.98 ! showing safety fund regards the depositors of $203,3.10 709.42 over and above all its liabilities.
1.63
interest
deposit will
6.95

$2.75
4.25
4.50
2.25
10.00

“

only

SOW

WAS

I

R.

Depart- This bank commenced its

ing
following prices
Sets, Decorated and all 10-piece Sels.

“

BY

ment this week. We are mak-

the

“

SLAK

President,
Crockerv

up

Belfast Savings Bank,
EDWARD JOHNSON.

—-

8

Beware of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine is put
with fac-simile signature on side of ttie bottle, iDus:
to WILLIAMS MFG. Cu.. Sole Agents, Cleveland. Ohio.

ton

FOR

are

SPECIAL INDUCEMENT*0
Toilet

Greatest known female

Send lor Circular

here to show the goods.
Won’t you come in and look.

We

friendship, and the pleasant
long to he remembered.

forgery and took him

I

Bessie l.enson
Rec., In Sweden,
four boys
Dialogue, The Evergreen frees,
Song, In Bethlehem,
Marian Bowen and Myrtle Larrabee
Rec., A Frown and a Smile,
Margie Marshall
Schools
Song, The Truth or Not,
Janet Giottou
Rec., Invitation to Santa,
limes
Louise
Rec., The Sohemer,
Ada Laue
Rec., The Dead Doll,
Schools
Song, I Love Him,
Rec., Christmas Everywhere,Minnie
Dickey
Francis Robbins
Rec., Father Christmas,
Royal
City,
David’s
Song,
B’ Once in
Grammar school
a song,
Rec., Christmas Hymn, followed byMarshall
Gladys
Grammar school
Gem, School Motto,
Primary school
Gem, School Motto,
is
the
Now
Day
Closing song,

one

SEMI-ANNUALLY

Constantly on hand tor sale, or we will assist you in the pur-*
chase ot any security desired which we do not own.

DIRECTORS —Edwin C.

Sheriff
FOti
Forgery.
Aukested
Farletou ai rested Jerry Staples in this city

Xmas
Story, llow Uncle Sam Observes
Six children
Light,
The
Christmas
Song,
Margie Marshall
Janet Nickerson
Kec., Long, Long Ago,
Christmas Gem, from each pupil,
Song, Sweet Summer is Ended,
Minnie Hickey

uttu»u

the dining room, which was prAtily decorated in red and white with evergreens,
and cigars were furnished the gentlemen.
The many beautiful presents received will
Mr. and Mrs. Wight as
ever be held by
tributes of

D E PART M ENT

shade,

on while life shall last,
He united then as now.
And find each day a holier joy
In that well kept wedding vow.
Refreshments, consisting of sandwiches,
cake, tea, coffee and fruit were served in

the

lenor ot

SAVINGS

FROM THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH

we

Fireproof SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

Sates with TWO KEYS for

|

May you journey

Pearl Street
YORK
NEW
50c. and $1;
all druggists

pupils

Proof and

Separate accommodations

May time, the enemy of all,
ltest lightly on your heads.
And a store of blessings unto you
liring with the silver threads.

409

Christmas
“Brick School.”
exercises were held at the Brick school
Friday, many of the mothers and friends of
the
being present. Following is the

OUR

COMPOUNDED

That come from hearts within.

CHEMISTS

*'*

Burglar

on

friendships for you is of gold,
Though our gifts are only tin,
And our lips but falter o’er the words

BO WN E

ouiif;

sun or

special Rates

Our

sure

SCOTT CEl

program

storm, in

Genaral Banking Business,

a

Time Deposits.
ACTS AS EXECUTOR, Administrator and Trustee of Estates and Guardian.

May the measure of your life he full,
All happiness he yours;
We wish you health and length of days,
And the plenty wealth insures.

that this
picture in the form
of a label is on the
wrapper of every
bottle of Emulsion
you buy.

at

or

You walk life’s pathway down.
Together bear life’s heavy cross,
Together wear its crown.

■!
Be

IN

You are welcome at our offices and your accounts are welcome,
whether large or small. Every man’s business with us strictly

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO CHECK.

Half a score of years have passed
Since you, dear friends, joined hands,
On that Thanksgiving eve made one
In matrimony’s holy bands.

Semple free.

I

PER CENT

3 INTEREST

YOUR

age 15

Through calm

required

^WE

occasion

than Scott’s Emulsion.
It nourishes and builds
up the body when ordinary foods absolutely
fail.
Wr %>ll!

in every instance.

impair.

or

-AM)-

FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST.

Transacts

no

of Today but of the Future is

l|

Waldo Trust Company

years:
From the back of the sheep to the back of
a boy the Widow Jones’ brand of clothing
is made with that great attention to quality,
style ami fit which lias made this name
famous from the Atlantic to the Pacilic,
from Alaska to Panama. In any city ask
the leading clothier.
In Belfast, ask Harry W. Clark A Company.
A very
A
Wedding Anniveksakv.
pleasant party was held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. W. 1! Wight on Lincolnville
Avenue, Nov. 28th, when about fifty of
their friends assembled to celebrate the
A
tenth anniversary of their wedding.
short program was given, consisting of
songs and a short recitation by Mrs. King
of Hallowell.
The following original poem
was written by Mrs. Mary Wood for the

to reme-

Foundation, which

HIGH GRADE

The steamers Penobscot from Boston and
Rockland from liucksport, and the morning
train, all whistled in at the same time yesterday, making rather a complication for
the local haeknien.
The Winning Advertisement. Harry
W. Clark & Co., the Main street clothiers
some weeks ago inaugurated an advertising
writing contest for boys, the prize a suit of
the Widow Jones’ clothes. The advertisements as written were published in The
Journal, and this week they were given to
a committee, who
decided that, from a
business point of view, the best advertisement was the following, written by Marthon

the Solid

Our full list of SeAbsolute Sa'etv not only,

g

All members of the Rathbone Sisters are
requested to he present at the meeting next
Friday night, as business of importance
will come before the order. M. C. Lane,
M. of K. and C.

should be taken imme-

lie benefit social and dance in Seaside
mnge Hall Dec. 14th was a success in
The Grangers and their
i; particular.
vited friends report a delightful evening
id the sum of §81.93 was realized for Miss
Miss Tibbetts was
va Tibbetts’ benefit.
ible to be present hut appreciates what
er neighbors and the grangers have done
>r her in her illness, as will he seen by her
tid of thanks in this issue.

being built on
Adversity can fracture

FROM

The repairing of the building at the f oof
of Main street near the railway station for
ttie new creamery has begun. A platform
has been built in the rear extending to the
railway track.

diately. There is nothing that will repair
wasted tissue more
quickly or replace lost
flesh more abundantly

:

mORNER

Deposits since February 21)

curities may be examined at any time.

S
Phase's
■ HRISTMAS

to dll mail orders.

in

increase

structure is

wn

Scctt’s Emulsion

neper.

I

our

Financial

^

conditions in
the human body is before the evil is too deep
rooted. At the first evidence of loss of flesh

"iis

(Over $150,COO

ON

dy wasting

collection ot

Offers every opportunity for the Safe Investments o your earnings and the careful handling of your Commercial Transactions.
Though our business is increasing by Leaps and Bounds,

MA MRS. R. P. CHASE.

“®e experienced farmer
has learned that some
grains require far different soil than others;
some crops need differenthandling than others.
He knows that a great
deal depends upon right
planting at the right
time, and that the soil
must be kept enriched.
No use of complaining
in summer about a mistake made in the spring.
Decide before the seed
is planted.

:a:ament.

i-e

Ladies’ and Misses Coats, furs and Mufflers.
P. 0. Box 1040. Telephone 39=3.

Sunday

As

■

May Manton Patterns all I Oc., by mail 12c.
Priscilla Undermuslins, Hosiery.

'"I

lav away for the future,
renewed energy and de-

to

or

PROGRESSIVE YET CONSERVATIVE,

Waistings...

Portieres, Aprons, Umbrellas, Handkerchief
Boxes, Gloves, Gilt Belting, Holly Ribbons,
Wrappers, Royal Flannels.

DRESS YOKES and CHEMISE.
Initials for the same.

Special attention given

today

for New Resolutions

termination.

Bath Towels, Table Covers,

Stamped Corset Covers, Night

TIME

school will have
Christmas
entertainment in the
in h, Friday evening, Dec. 22nd, at seven
■■lock. It is to be a “Giving Christmas,”
h class in the Sunday school making an
'•ering of some sort and furnishing the enhe

AND COVERINGS OF ALL KINDS.

SEED

■

_

Down Pillows, Floss Pillows

and Sheriff Carleton makes this statement: “At the present time there are only
four tax payers who hold a retail liquor
dealer’s receipt ami each of these is now
serving sentence in the county jail. This
receipt is the only one on which indictments are taken by the Grand Jury and the
only one on which the U. S. Government
allows the so-called “hard liquors” to be
sold. The other form of tax receipt allows
the sale of beer only, and is paid by a per;
son wishing to sell malt beers, the so called
“Uno” beer and hop beer, and as some of
these drinks are claimed to be lion-intoxicating, it would be useless to take a case
to a jury on the evidence of this
receipt
alone; lienee the reason for not indicting
this class of tax payers, while indictments
are
invariably taken against the former
class.
There are nine tax payers of the
latter class, including John A. Gilmore of
lielfast and Knowltou A Truudy of Sears
port who paid this tax, it is claimed, for
the purpose of selling “Uno” beer at the
Waldo County Fair grounds last fall, while
the other seven were for the Dalian camps
along the route of the new railroad, three
of which were located in .Searsport, two in
Stockton Springs and one each in Frankfort and Prospect. These camps are now
practically all vacated.”
''

ana PUFFS.

_

a season

mrar

Bigelow Wilton and Brussels
Rugs in Carpet Sizes,
Lowell Extra Super Carpets.
Bissell’s Carpet Sweepers

our

BLANKETS,

cently stated that there are thirteen liquor
tax payers in Waldo county.
There has
been considerable inquiry as to whom they

this is

busy; bJ

so

today,

Crops in
History repeats

Napkins.

lc., 5o., I0o., 12c., 15c., 17c., 25c., 38c.,
75c. and $1.00.

The trade wifi not miss it to look at

Tax
Payers
in
Waldo
The Civic League Record re-

Man
e

as

Table Linens. Tray Cloths and

Galore for everybody and anybody.

fW1

are

l lans are being made for a private danc
party in Memorial Hall Wednesday,
rung, Dec. 27th, with music by Keyes,
••bestra.

...Shirtwaist and

mhANDKERChlEfS

junction against the postmaster of Chicago,
has denied the Nutriola Co.’s petition, deciding that the fraud order as issued by the
Postmaster General has to stand.

good demand, the Laboring

so

itself, and it behooves the peop

Below

some.

The UNITED STATES was never as prosperous
Capitalist’s A onev so wel emp oyed, the Farmers’

HEADQUARTERS FOR

The largest and most complete assortment
in Belfast today.

MB

aW:

shopping days left until Christmas. To those who have procrastinated we wish to remind them that here you can find

Bui

in which the leading stores are represented.
The Nutriola Company. In our issue
of the 7th mention was made of the issuing
of a fraud order against the Nutriola Co. of
Chicago, E. F. Hanson, manager, by the
U. S. postal authorities, whereby all mail
addressed to the company is withheld. We
are now advised that the United States District Court for the Northern District of
Illinois, after hearing the arguments of the
Nutriola Co.’s attorney, in favor of an in-

name

K.

X

A. D. Chase & Son. | j$iS

the

as

a

as

All moneys received on

go on

the

FIRST DAYS OF EACH AND EVERY MONTH
4®“DO

NOT

FORGET

OUR

and on the first days of June and December of each calendar year there will be
dividend of interest made up, which in the past has not been less than 3 per
cent per annum, payable the first Mondays after the same. All dividend interest
will be immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and if uncalled
for at the time, will bear interest, the same as the principal sum.
a

25c

BUNDLE SALE

Every bundle worth 25c., and
amount. Your choice, 'JCp

some

bundles

Yours

25c.
10

times that

truly,

CARLE & JONES,
MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

Deposits in this Bank

are

EDWARD JOHNSON, JAMES H.
ARTHUR I. BROWN, FRED G.
Belfast, December 1,1905.

exenpt from taxation.
HOWES. ROBERT
WHITE,

Trustees.

F.

DUNTON,

Washington.

letter from

Three Strenuous Weeks in
and

Mrs.

R. F.

Burleigh

at

Congress.
the

Gov.

Richmond.

Washington, D. C., Dec. 18. Congress
“is just closing the initial stage of its session,
comprising three strenuous weeks. Its
members, i^pluding most of those from
Maine, are hurrying away for the holidays.
Nearly everybody seems glad to have the
little vacation, which will be for about ten
although the working period has been

and little expense.

Order to-day.

THE NEW RAILWAY TERMINAL.

To

officious in the matter.
It would seem as if either of the
above suggested names might give rise
to confusion or misunderstanding, from
the fact that the town of Waldo is only
a few miles away, joining Belfast on
the northwest; and the town of Penobscot lies just across the river from
Stockton. Each of these towns have
borne their respective names for a very
long time, and neither would be ready
for a radical change, nor could it be
annexed. Why not call it Port Stockton, leaving off the “Springs,” which
never meant anything and only added
length instead of strength to the name?
If the object of the change is to get all
of the Terminal in one town, or under
one name, it will call for concessions
from one or both of the towns. This
object could be attained by changing
the western boundary of Stockton so it
would be a continuous straight line
with the western boundary of Prospect,
the same as it is and always has been,
to a point nearly one and a half miles
south of the southwest corner of Prospect and the northwest corner of Stockton. This would strike the shore at
Mack’s Point a little, west of the docks
and coal pockets, and thereby place all
This
of the Terminal in one town.

Lawyer—On the day the crime was committed you say you were working in a
lumber yard. Tell the jury what you saw.
Pumpernickle—Vat 1 saw? I saw wood,
py golly! Vat you tink I saw, stone?
La

Grippe and Pneumonia.

Pneumonia often follows la grippe but
never follows the use of Foley’s lloney and
Tar. It cures la grippe coughs and preAsk
vents pneumonia and consumption.
for Foley’s Honey and Tar and refuse any
substitute offered. Mr. G. Vaclier of 157
Osgood St., Chicago, writes: “My wife had
a severe case of la grippe three years ago,
and it left her with a terrible, cough. She
tried a bot|tle of Foley’s Honey and Tar and
it gave immediate relief. A 50 cent bottle
cured her cough entirely.” Refuse substiR. II. Moody.
tutes.

they

the assembling of both houses.
The Republicans came together for Confound
gress this year in tine spirits. They
Washington enjoying the finest kind of
weather, it being almost as balmy here in

Gov. Cobb has re-nominated Stephen W.
Carr as State insurance commissioner,
nominated Franklin A. Wilson of Itangor a
director of the Maine general hospital, and
W. G. Hootliby of Augusta, William P.
Hubbard of Bangor, Willard K. Overlook of
Razorville, Charles N. Ross of Portland,
Frank Puriuton of Bowdoinham and W.
Kdwin Stone of Biddeford a committee to
examine the accounts of the State treasurer.

uouo.nj

But before^bngress adjourned for the holiof
days the Capitol was enveloped in one
the roughest snowstorms of years and
sleighbells were jingling through the

and broad avenues. The President
has contributed much to the activity by
pressing to the front matters in which he
is interested. Congressmen visiting him at
the White House offices have found him
w ith well defined ideas about policies he
streets

Croup, Coughs, Colds, Whooping-Cough,

etc., have no terrors for children or adults
who evacuate the bowels with Kennedy’s
Laxative Honey and Tar. This remedy expels all cold from the system and strengthens the throat, lungs and bronchial tubes.
The Original Laxative Cough Syrup and
Liquid Cold Cure. Sold by K. H. Moody.

wishes put into execution.
The Maine members all called to pay
their respects, or as some say, their duty
call, soou after arriving in Washington.
Ex-Gov. Burleigh, the dean of the Maine
delegation in the House, had a pleasant
chat with the President the first week of

the

nal:

cold from the system by acting as a cathartic on the bowels. Sold by R. II. Moody.

During the last few days
many members have found their forenoons
also occupied w ith w ork on committees at
the Capitol. The sessions of committees
are almost always held in the morning, beginning along about 10 o'clock. As a rule
come to an end ac noon, the hour for

j

-AT A FINE LINE OF-

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has home the signature of
and has been made under his per-

—^
r JzL

The December American Boy is replete with all the enjoyable reading
matter that the boys demand at this
There are the conholiday season.
cluding chapters of Mr. Hawkes’ splendid animal story, The Tripod Fox, and
of My Four Years at West Point, the
latter of which has fired many boys
with patriotic fervor. Mr. Lisenbee’s
story, The Joy Claim, is continued, and
the editor gives another of his boyhood
experiences in Hank and the Walnuts.
A Boy’s Christmas Gift tells how one
boy brought Christmas joy to a friendless little girl. When the Dyke Went
Down is the story of a Canadian boy’s
In
rescue from drowning by a cow.
The Prize Offer Frank II. Sweet tells of
how a boy, altho’ confined to his bed by
sickness, won a prize. On the Wings
of the Wind is a story of the frozen
North and relates the pluck and courage of a boy in order to bring assistance
to famine-stricken and sick villagers.
This does not half tell the story of the
contents of this Christmas number,
which has 83 illustrations.

know what this means.

shore front that lies between Stockton
and the bay. This strip of territory,
which extends nearly to Stockton village, became a part of Searsport when
that town was set off from Belfast and
Prospect in 1845, and has always remained so. Had Stockton been setoff
from Prospect at the same time, instead of twelve years later, it might,
perhaps, have been different, and the
whole harbor been placed in one town
with a straight line for a boundary.
However, it is to be hoped that whatever changes of names or boundaries
may be called for from the next, or any

Nothing will cure indigestion that doesn’t
digest the food, itself, and gives the stomach rest. You can’t expect that a weak
stomach will regain its strength and get
well when it is compelled to do the lull

work that a sound stomach should do. You
wouldn’t expect a sick horse to get well
when it is compelled to do a full day’s work
Kodol Dyspepsia
every day of the week.
( ure is a pertcct digestant and digests the
of your
the
condition
of
food regardless
Kelieves Indigestion, Belching,
stomach.
Sou: Stomach, and all stomach disorders.
Sold by K. II. Moody.

GENUINE

expressed the hope that Governor Burleigh
would call again soon w hen there would be
further opportunity to discuss Pine Tree
affairs.
Gov. and Mrs. Burleigh are living this
w inter at the Bichmond Hotel, where they
have a very comfortable suite of apartments. It seems more like home to them
than an\ other place in Washington, bebtate

Medford, where the rum used to come
from, is still for no-license by a vote of 2i
to 1.

The Richmond was not open
Congress.
last winter, which necessitated their living
elsewhere, and they took apartments at the
Raleigh. While that is a very commodious
hotel, the noise and bustle incident to the

—

conduct of a hotel in the heart of a city
made the location less desirable for them.
Accordingly this year, when the Richmond
was reopened, the Governor and his wife
decided to return where they could live
After the busy days be puts
more quietly
in here at Congressional work the Governor generally prefers to spend his evening
at home and their apartments this winter
have been made as attractive as nossible

Furious Fighting
To the Editor of The Journal:
“For seven years,” writes (ieo. \V. HoffThe increasing attention given to the
man, of Harper, Wash., “I had a bitter
battle with chronic stomach and liver subject of a suitable name for the
Railway
trouble, but at last 1 won, and cured my Northern Maine Seaport
w ith that end in view.
diseases, by the use of Electric Bitters. I : Terminal leads the present writer tt
Rural free delivery routes, which have althem
to
and
all,
unhesitatingly recommend
| avail himself of your courteous invitaways commanded close attention from Gov. don’t intend in the future to be without tion, and, with all seriousness, aek one
are certainly a
in the house.
them
They
extended
are
throughout
i
being
Burleigh,
not the
wond-ifiil medicine, to have cured such a pertinent question, namely—Is
the counties of his district. He lias just
had case as mine.” Sold, under guarantee Seaport Terminal already named?
A careful examination of any govern
received a letter from the Fourth Assistant to do the same for you, by H. 11. Moody,
Postmaster General stating that a new druggist, at 50c. a bottle. Try them today. ment chart of Penobscot bay, a conof the maritime activity al
route nut of Belfast lias been ordered to
Shake off the grip of your old enemy, templation
the Terminal, surpassing any thing evei
< atari'll,
Cream
Balm.
Nasal
have
one
using
next.
It
will
1st
Ely’s
by
February
begin
seen at any point between Bangor anc
He lias also introduced about Then w ill all the swelling and soreness be
carrier.
driven out of the tender, inllamed mem- Rockland; and a consideration of sucl
of
them
some
bills
this
at
session,
twenty
branes. The iits of sneezing will cease and other utilitarian features as relate tc
bills which lie was working for at ttie last the discharge, as 'offensive to others as to the matter combine to force the con
yourself, will be cured when the causes viction upon the candid observer that
session and which failed to become law.
that produce it are removed. Cleanliness,
Shipping matters, in which Maine- is comfort and health are renewed by the u.-eol the Terminus is already adequately
much interested, have been considerably to Cream Balm. Sold by all druggists for 5C named and that current discussions are.
the front in the last two weeks. Mr. E. G. cents, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren iu reality, concerning the changing oi
the present name. One is thus movec
Street. New Y'ork.
l'lummer of Bath, who spends the winters
to inquire from whence arises this de
Failed.
here looking after the interests of sailing
maud for a change? Can it be from the
All efforts have failed to find a better railroad officials?
vessels along the. North Atlantic Coast, is 1
Obviously not, jusl
located at the Oxford. He will have some remedy for coughs, colds and lung troubles at this juncture when every energy is
than Foley’s lloney and Tar. It stops the
to
the
turned
matters of legislation to press as the sesproblem'of moving
cough, heals the lungs and prevents serious being
Can it be from the owners
sion progresses. Maine men generally are results from a cold.
.J. N. Patterson, freight.
of
It is hardly
1
and
“Last
winter
had
masters
vessels?
writes:
Iowa,
disappointed in the provisions of the Mer- aNashua,
bad cold on my lungs and tried at least probable that any general feeling exists
chant Marine Bill, now before the Senate half a dozen advertised
cough medicines
the perennial desire for good
for action, because it has nothing that will and had treatment from two physicians except
and safe liar
A friend freights, quick dispatch
be of benefit to the sailing vessels along the without getting any benefit.
this matter the office of the
recommended Foley’s Honey and Tar and bor. In
the
Atlantic Coast. However,
disappoint- two thiids of a bottle cured me. I consider TJ. S. C. & G. Survey is undoubtedly
ment is not very keen, because it is recog- it the greatest cough and lung medicine in quite disinterested. And of course i 1
is not to be supposed that the inhabinized that the bill cannot become a law at the world.” K. H. Moody.
tants of the town of Stockton Springs
this session of Congress. Even if it passes
Novelist—They say the dialect business
Mortal—That's what. Hut advocate any change. Moreover then
the Senate, the opposition to it is so strong is dying out.
who cares? Novelist—I do. I don’t know capacity for such folly was exhausted
in the House that it will not pass there.
some years ago when they acquired
grammar enough to write plain English.—
The tariff situation in Congress is very Atlanta Constitution.
their “Springs.”
This process of elimination leaves
satisfactory from the Maine point of view.
Clear thinking, decisive action, vim and
Soon after he arrived here for the session vigor of body and mind, the sparkle of life, but one logical source of the nameGov. Burleigh, in response to a request comes to all who use Hollister’s Rocky changing propaganda, and with this
Mountain Tea. 35 cents. Tea or Tablets. source no one should quarrel because
from file local papers for his political views,
R. 11. Moody.
of a normal expression of native indiscussed the inadvisability of revision
stinct.
“Here, Willie,” cried the boy’s father,
from the standpoint of Maine’s interests.
Man dearly loves a precedent, and
mustn’t behave that way. Every body
“There is no sentiment in Maine, so far as “you
such is not wanting in this case. ConDo you
wi 11 be calling you a little glutton.
I have been aide to ascertain,” said he, “in know what that is?” “1 suppose,” replied sider, if you please, the reported mafavor of tariff changes. The people of our Willie, “it’s a big glutton’s little boy.”— rine arrivals at New York which may
Philadelphia Press.
be docked at several places in New
State were never so prosperous as they are
For Over Sixty Years.
Jersey or in Brooklyn, until recent
at the present time and naturally do not
An Old and Wei,i,-Tried Remedy, years a separate municipality.
look with favor upon proposed changes of
Too great to be resisted is the incliMrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
existing law, which, in their judgment, used for over
sixty years by millions of nation to ask right here, why not
would only work to their disadvantage. mothers for their children while teething,
ignore the rights of priority and sugwith perfect success. It soothes the child,
For about 150 miles Maine borders on the
gest “Port Hudson,” “Port Emigrant,”
all
cures
softens
the
gums,
pain,
allays
nonunion of Canada. There is scarcely an
or “Tammauy Haven” in place of such
wind colic, and is the best remedy for Diarindustry that contributes in any great de- rhoea'. Is pleasant to the taste. Isold by an insufficient name as “New York?”
If the practical demands of the Tergree to our prosperity, which is not dupli- druggists in every part of the world. Twencated upon the other side of the line. A re- ty-five cents a bottle. Its value in incalcu- minal situation are satisfied by the
lable.
present long existing and widely known
duced tariff on any of the products of our
name, what valid reason can be adducindustries would simply subject them to an
Rural aunt—Gracious! why doesn’t some ed for an alteration other than sentiincreased Canadian competition.”
one tell that pretty girl over there that her
ment? Granting the potency of sentiSince then Gov. Burleigh has had op- hair is mussed up and needs combing? City ment as a factor in human affairs, what
fashionable
that
is
the
niece—Sh!
portunity to discuss the tariff situation with “automobileaunty;
ground is there for demanding, in this
tousle.”—Chicago News.
“It is
instance, the sacrifice of the sentiment
representative men in Congress.
Torture of a Preacher.
of the people in possession to gratify
very certain,” said he today, ‘that this ConThe story of the torture of Rev. C. D
If the
that of another community?
gress will not take up a revision of the Moore, pastor of the Baptist church, of
Light House Board establishes a new
The leaders in the Senate and
tariff.
Harpersville, N. Y., will interest you. He station
on Squaw Point it may with all
“I suffered agonies, because of a
House are opposed to it. They have as- says:
Jellison
cough, resulting from the grip. reason be designated “Cape
surances that Dothing will be done to dishad to sleep sitting up in bed. I tried Light,” and if in the course of human
to
make a
I
turb the present status.”
it
until
took
events
without
relief,
many remedies,
appears expedient
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption, change, what can be more logical and
Coughs and Colds, which entirely cured my less confusing than Port Jellison.
A CARD
cough, and saved me from consumption.”
When President Cram of the Seaport
A grand cure for diseased conditions of
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to Throat and
railway promulgates an opinion that
At
R.
II.
Moody’s,
Lungs.
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
and $1.00, guaranteed. the interests of his great enterprise
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails druggist; price 50c
would be better subserved by a new
Trial bottle free.
to cure your cough or cold. We also guarname, then will it be the duty of every
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
but
A lazy liver makes a lazy man. Burdock one to give hearty acquiescence,
or money refunded.
A. A. Howes & Co.
Blood Hitters is the natural, never failing until that time this question should
Poor & Son.
rest more lightly on men's souls.
remedy for a lazy liver.
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Yitialhaven is the first in the State to
select a Memorial Day orator for 1900
—the first, at least, to report such action. The address will be delivered by
Rev. Alan Hudson of Malden, Mass.,
chaplain of the Ancient and Honorable
Artillery of Boston. Mr. Hudson is a
personal frieud of Col. Thomas G. Libby, and on the occasion of their meeting at Norfolk, Va., a few weeks ago

Col. Libby pressed upon the pastor a
cordial invitation to be the speaker at
Vinalhaven Memorial Day. The invitation has just been formally accepted.
Rev. Mr. Hudson, who is ail orator of
much ability, will deliver the Memorial
address in the afternoon and a lecture
in the evening.

Ordinary household accidents have no
terrors when there’s a bottle of Dr. Thomas,
Eelectric Oil in the medicine chest. Beals
Instant
burns, cuts, bruises, sprains.

furkier,
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Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge

quickly.
Cream Balm i9 placea into the nostrils, spreads
Relief is imover the membrane and is absorbed.
mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.

BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.

one-half of the
Coburn Store, Journal
Building, Church Street,
and am prepared to take
orders for
taken

Ihave

Wrappers, Shirt Waist Suits,
Shirt Waists, Gowns and
Night Shirts, Special at-

In the matter of
Walter F. Brier,

>

Bankrupt.

In

Baukrv,

»

To the Hon.Clakkm
Hai.e, .Judge.':
riot Court of the United States t<>
triet of Maine.
ITTALTEK F. BRIER of Knox, in the
Vt of Waldo and State of Maine, in

triet, respectfully represents, that on
day of June last past, he was duly
bankrupt under Acts of Congress n
bankruptcy; (hat he lias duly surrender
property and rights of property, ami
complied with all the requirements!.:
and of the orders of Court touching
ruptcy.
Wherefore he prays.

That he may

by the Court to have a full discharge tr<
provable against his estate under said t.

Acts, except such debts as are excel*
from siu*h discharge.
Dated this 10th dav of December. A !
WALTER F. BE
I:

tention given to out-sizes,

ORDER OF NOTICE TIIERU
District

1 also carry

a

good

line of

PRINTS,

HOOD RUBBERS

GINGHAMS,
FLANNELETTS,

NOT M ADEBY A TRUST

OUTINGS.

/F FOU CAA/AfOT OFF FHFSS/fUB-

Notice of Foreclosure.

1

DUNTON &
Attorn -.vs at
Savings

Bank

Mrs. F. H. BLACK.

Maine

Any size from a few hundred f<et to 175 acres
All have shore fronts. Anywhere lit m l-elfast t
Saturday Cove. Fine view of bay and islands,
also have a large list of city property and larm
all sizes and prices. Send for book.
F. S, HOLMES,
Real Estate agent- hellast, Me.

HOLIDAY APRONS
at

J. H. HOWRS.

J
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BELFAST

Gas & Electnc_Li olii

WINTER SCHEDULE.

Electric Wiring ol All K

-TWO

THU'S

A

WEEK-

Electric, Gas Fixtures j Sup;
OFFICE WASHINGTON STREE 1
TELEPONE NUMBER 44

Steamers leave Belfast f(weather permitting)
for Boston via Camden and Rockland, at about
2.30 p. m., Mondays and Thursdays.
For Winterport, via way-landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 8 a. m.,or upon arrival of
steamer from Boston.
RETURNING.
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p m.
From Winterport at 11 a. m., Bucksport at 1.30
p. m., touching at way-landings, Mondays and
^

COTTAGE LOTS.

A11 est:

REDUCED RATES.

Law,

Office hours 8 to 12 a. m.; 1 to 4 p m.
41tf
Evenings by appointment.
Rai.ph I. Morse,
Robert F. IHinton.
Notary Public.

ss.

of the said Court, and the seal thereof
land, in said District,on the 16th dav of
her, A I). 1905.
JAMES E IILAM A
[L. 8.]
A true copv of petition and order thereon
*

EASTERN STEAMSHIP CO.

MORSE,

Building, Belfast,

Maine,

On this 16th day of December. A. 1>
reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a heaii:
upon the same on the nth day of Jai
D. 1906, before said Conn .t Eortlan
District, at lo o’clock in the forenoon
notice thereof be published in The I.
Journal, a newspaper printed in said luv
that all known creditors, and other p
interest, may appear at the said time a.
and show cause, if any they have, why tN
of said petitioner should not be n ranted
Audit is further ordered by the Court
Clerk shall send by mail to all known
copies of said petition and this order. .*
to them at their places of residence as si ..'
Witness the Honorable Clarence Ha

BFfts F/ioAfyou/tBFAie/f-ty/r/rsus

Whereas. Charles Fowler and Lydia A. Fowler,
both of Palermo, in the county of Waldo and
State of Maine, by their mortgage deed dated
February 26 a. I). 1873, and recorded in Waldo
county Registry of Deeds, book 160, page 162,
conveyed to Thomas Dinsmore, .Jr., a certain
parcel of real estate with the buildings thereon
situated in said Palermo and bounded on east by
land occupied by one Plummer, on the north by
land then in possession of Alvin Sylvester, on
the west by land occupied by said Sylvester, on
the south by the Spiller place, so called.
And whereas, on the 16th day of October A. D.
1905, said mortgagee sold and assigned said mortregage to me, tlie undersigned, by assignment
corded in said registry, book 276, page 225, and
have
whereas the conditions of said mortgage
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof, I claim a toreclosure of said mortgage.
MAUD L. FOWLhR.
3w51*

of

Thursdays.
All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this company is insured against lire and marine risk.

FRED W. POTE, Agent.Belfast
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and Gen’l Manager, Boston

HOLIDA r HOISERY
*

at

J. H. HOWES.

-2-

MELVIN CLARK,
The well known MAGNETIC HEALER
will be in Belfast and open Ids (Hi
Cedar street, October 2d. Office days m
days, Wednesdays and Fridays. .Mi
gives no medicine, nut simply takes aw
trouble with Ins hands. He will diagnos.
disease on receipt of lock of hair and ag*
sex, and will send Ins magnetic HaimII- can
which hardly ever fail to cure.
cun
you names of hundreds that he has
thcuni.it
and
tumors, cancers, lumbago
trouble. Hut prices are very small one
lar for treatment, one dollar lor a oiagn-*and treatment with flannels. Call and
MELVIN < I .\ B »\
wonderful healer.
155 High Street. Belfast
611149
IAI

A AlTTH

WAN I tU

Men

;
j

»1 shall >■<
A nm- fur makes a limBeim inlu 111»- plane,

1. V. MILLER.

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the hea<*

ELY

OVER

I

regularly.

67 C.Tiureh St.,

Ely’s Cream Balm

I

I IN

3^-'Don’t forget tli

sell

present.

tbe Pensioners.

Lafayette Carver Post, G. A. R.,

MILLER,

...COMMKNdNL

“Itching hemorrhoids were the plague of
my life. Was almost wild. Doan’s Ointcured me quickly and permanently,
after doctors had failed.” C. F. Cornwell,
Valley Street, Saugerties, N. Y.

Orator.

Belfast, Mam

Front 5t.f

...IS T<

MAINE.

E E I.

]

TELEPHONE S-*>.

Bushing Cohpany
Duplex Roller FAST,

ment

Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup seems
to the needs of the children. Pleasant to take; soothing in its inis
it
the
remedy of all remedies for
fluence;
every form of throat and lung disease.

33, 35, 37

TACKLE BLOCK,
SNATCH BLOCK DIAMOND “D”

Telephone 1H4

j

Tie Swan & Sihlir Ci.

U. S. STANDARD
“WELLMAN” BUSHING

ACID PROOF
“DUPLEX BRONZE”
DIGESTER PARTS.

George G. Davis Post, Xo. 64, G. A.
j R., of Brooks lias elected ofticersfor ti e
ensuing year as follows: Commander,
Lorenzo Jones: S. V. Commander,
True P.
Cilley; J. V. Commander,
Amos F. Kendall; (j. M. John Johnson:
Surgeon, Eli Cook; Chaplain, Willard
F. Kendall; O. of D., Percia B. Clifford;
(». of G., Albert H. Rose; Installing
Officer, Percia B. Clifford; Delegate to
Department Encampment, Amos F.
Kendall, Alternate, Eliab S. Steven's.
This Post was organized December 11,
1882, with 13 charter members, nine of
alive. The foljI the number being still
lowing named were the original members: Albert H. Rose, John Johnson,
William C. Rowe, Benjamin Johnson,
John W. J.ang, Samuel Foss Jr., Lorenzo D. Cilley, James F. Howard, Augustus H. Curtis, Francis M. Forbes,
John W. Bachelder, Xoah G. Johnson
and Leonard Rowe.
The deceased
members are John W. Lang, who removed from Brooks to Bowdoinham,
where lie died, James F. Howard, who
removed to Augusta before bis decease;
Augustus H. Curtis and Leonard Rowe,
both of whom died in Brooks. One of
the survivors, Samuel Foss, Jr., removed to Cordervilie, Mass., where he now
resides. Two others, Benjamin Johnson and Noali G. Johnson, are now living in Xew Hampshire. The rest of the
survivers are living in this vicinity.—
Waldo County Advocate.

1

grades of Coal
supply the proper thing a
same price you have been paying

SHAFTING.

BELTING,

■

of inferior

use

CANDY

■

will

Frotn 10c t0 40c-

GALVANIZING AND BLACKSMITH WORK, SHIP SUPPLIES.

especially adapted

j

^

Fancy Boxes From 25c Upwards.

|

relief.

r^=DON'T FORGET

YOUR HEATING

«•

Day

ALWAYS

sSWIFT & PAUL

aware.

Vinalhaven’s Memorial

nwest prices.

since

F. W. Brown, Esq., of Brooks, says
in the last issue of the Waldo County
Advocate:
East Monday was pension day and
we executed 20 pension vouchers." The
pensioners are fast passing away. Only
a few years ago there was about fifty
vouchers we executed each quarter. We
miss many familiar faces from among
them, but none more so than the always pleasant and smiling countenance
of “Aunt” Nancy Roberts. We had
executed her vouchers for about 19
years, but last summer she passed over
the river aud went to meet tbe spirit of
her soldier husband who starved to
death in a rebel prison, and to whose
memory she was always faithful, for
she died his widow although forty-one
years intervened between the dates of
their deaths. Don’t you think she deserved the small pension his country
gave her?
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Penny Candy and Salted Peanuts a
pecialty. New Nuts just received of ait
I inds. Soft Drinks, Tobacco, Cigars, amt
1 he largest line of Pipes in the city,
ilso carry a large iine of Stationery ai
!

THE CENTAUR COM RAN V. TT MURRAY STREET. NEW YORK CITY.

Fighting Nature.
Dr Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy does
of that kind. It acts tenderly and
I nothing
I in sympathy with what Nature is trying to
Do you have trouble with
accomplish.
your digestion, your liver or kidneys?
Does rheumatism pain and rack you? Is
yom head thick ami heavy? It will charm
away these ailments almost ere you are

Passing

jonfectioneryof

In Use For Over 30 Years.

The season of indigestion is upon us.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for Indigestion and
Dyspepsia will do everything for the stom- succeeding session of the legislature,
ach that an over-loaded or over-worked i
will be settled in the interest of those j
stomach can not do for itself. Kodol dimost concerned in the future grow th of i
gests what you eat—gives the stomach a ;
rest
relieves sour
stomach, belching, that section, and to the satisfaction of i
heart-burn, indigestion, etc. bold by It. 11. | the public. It is to be hoped, also, that
Moody.
j nothing will ever come up to disturb ;1
1
that old friendly relation that has alThese ollieers were elected at the reeent ;
existed between the two towns,
annual meeting of the Maine State poultry ways
on as one in the
and pet stock association: bilas Bartlett of ! and that they will go
Lewiston, president; Sunnier \Y. Johnson rapid growth and great prosperity
(1 x,
of Portland, vice president; A. I.. Merrill promised to them.
of Auburn, secretary: T. II. Sclater of Au- I
Pittsfield, Me., Dec. 11, 1905.
burn, treasurer; E. E. Peacock of Kent’s
Hill, auditor; II. I- llunton of Oakland,
ANOTHER VIEW OF THE QUESTION.
chairman of executive committee.

they lived there when the Governor
to Washington as a new member of

!

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Use

BROOKS G. A. R.

I ALSO HAVE A FINE LINE OF

Successor to Stephenson & Sargent

^Naturally, women authors
quite notable fordoing their writing on a pad held in the lap—after the

no

Fancy Box Candies.

j

D. F. STEPHENSON

are

Tlieie is

-ALSO A FINE LINE OF-

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep*
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

hour he went to his desk, and there he
remained a certain set period, whether
the inspiration to work came to him or
not.
Meanwhile he spent the time
scribling on the sheets of paper before
him.
The venerable Edward Everett
Hale, one of the most indefatigable
literary workers of the day, works
everywhere and anywhere. He wrote
much of his “Lowell and his Friends,”
while waiting for trains in railway
stations, on his lecturing trips. Joel
Chandler Harris has no settled library,
no definite desk, no special place for
work.
He writes “all over the house,”
wherever and whenever the mood or
the idea confronts him, and this accounts for much of the freedom and
spontaneity of his work. The histories
of literary workers are full of quaint
accounts of the conditions under which

women

\pollo Candies.

■cotc*u/v.

What is CASTORIA

The popular idea of the author portrays him seated at desk or writing
table, in the seclusion of a library, or
in some nook especially selected because of its appropriateness for literary
composition. The real fact is, that
nearly every writer has an industrial
method of liis own. Dickens was very
methodical about his work, at a certain

immemorable custom of
they began to write.

j

—

sonal supervision since its infancy*
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but:
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infonts and Children—Experience against Experiment*

The kaiser has just ordered a new automobile, which is ro be one of the speediest
built, and is to have 70-horse power, with a
speed of 120 kilometers and searchlights il- would, of course, meet with stong opluminating 200 meters. If the metric system were in general use in the United position from Searsport, as it would-be
States—as it ought to be—everybody would
shifting to another town miles of her they work.

The President talked with
the session.
him about affairs in the Pine Tree State
and showed an interest in the Governor’s
plans for the session of Congress. l\ hile
their talk at that time was of but a few moment’s duration, as the President’s mornings are always busy ones with callers, he

came

Five choice flavors of each. A
\rial will convince you how easy it is to
have the finest desserts with no labot
cents.

Requisite of Beauty.

Epitor of The JourSuggestions and opinions havUnder the law the pay of the men of the ing been called for concerning the
Nantucket south shoal lightship stopped
of the name of Stockton
when the vessel went down; steps already changing
taken to ask congress to correct this appar- Springs to Port Waldo or Port Penobent injustice.
scot, or something else still more
of that litThe most pleasant, safest and best reme- appropriate, we, the natives
dy to use for Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whoop- tle town, feel prompted to respond,
ing Cough, etc., is Kennedy’s Laxative
we do not wish to seem too
lloney and Tar. This remedy expels all though

plans for them.

cause

The New England Magazine for Decembershows the vigor and raciness of
and
new
enterprise.
management
Many of the articles are on New England themes and there are numerous
excellent illustrations. The crisp -and
timely comment on affairs in New England, by “The New Englander,” the
Editor’s Table, the news and notes of
the National Society of New England
Women, and other interestipg matter
make up a most interesting and instructive number. America Company,
Publishers, 8 Dix Place, Boston.

D-Zerta

The -first requisite of beauty is a clear
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
clears a sallow blotched complexion as it
stimulates the liver and bowels, and the
eyes become bright and clear. You owe it
to your friends to take it if your complexion
is bad. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does
not nauseate or gripe and is very pleasant
to take. Refuse substitutes. R. H. Moody.

than
paces and he has demonstrated more
ever before the capacity of a Republican
majority for transacting business when it
is working under a full head of steam.
Climbing Capitol Hill daily at noon, after
jogging around down town, visiting Departmental chiefs on errands for their constituents, they have found the Speaker had

it

Quick Pudding and D-Zerta Perfect Jelly
Dessert at 10c. per package, and D-Zerta
Ice Cream Powder, 2 packages for 25

complexion.

brief. But nearly everybody came here
after a busy summer and found a lot of
work to do in the Departments. Besides
that, the sessions of Senate and House
have been long ones about every day. The
debates have been energetic. Democratic
orators have had full swing, especially in
the House of Representatives, where they
have washed their dirty linen and engaged
in general criticism of their Republican
opponents, much of which the Republican
leaders did not deeiiRworthy of answering.
“Uncle Joe” Cannon, the Speaker, has
been putting his leaders through their

as

President and Mrs. Roosevelt announce
the engagement of their daughter Alice
to Con|ressman Nicholas Longworth.
The First

days,

iniu-iJeceuiuei

the new Quick Desserts that grocers are
now selling?
They are justly termed
“Easy to Make” as nil ingredients are in
the package. Three complete products-*

Literary News and Notes.

HAVE YOU TRIED

kidney

The Tariff Situation.

D. Routes.

Doctors Coaid Not Help Her.
trouble for yfears,” writes
“I had
Mrs. Raymond Connei of Shelton, Wash.,
I
“and the doctors could not help me.
tried Foley’s Kidney Cure, and the very
now
am
first dose gave me relief and I
cured. I cannot say too much for Foley’s
Kidney Cure.” It makes the diseased kidneys sound so they will eliminate the poiUnless they do this,
sons from the blood.
good health is imoossible. R. H. Moody.

or women,

!«><;■*

representatives Jo
*

<
high class magazine. Large Commission*. W
80 Fast
prizes. Write J. N. TKA1NKK.
tfs
Y.
N.
New
York,
ington Square,
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GRANDJANYON.
Impressions

A Woman’s

and

Description

of The Journal.]

Fort Apache, Arizona, October,
The next morning after a shower
I saw a most wonderful effect produced
as the mist rose and formed in little
cloudlets, drifting and wandering in and
out among the turrets and pinnacles,
uch as though it possessed a will of its
wn, and on some errand intent. Many
were tlie cameras in evidence attemptng to catch some small portion of the

inusual sight.
A drive of two and

a

half miles along

to Rowe’s Point,
the 'rim” took
where the most advantageous view can
lie obtained.
It is a huge peninsula
utting out a half mile into the canyon,
md some places but a few feet beyond
the carriage wheels at each side was a
sheer declivity which made a cold chill
run up my spine as I anxiously watched
every movement of the well trained
horses. From this point one has an
minterrupted view of 70 miles up and
iown the canyon. Lying below at the
us

ight

was

the battleship Iowa,

a

stone

formation of
striking resemblance.
Then there is Vishme’s Temple, Sentilel Point, Point Havi Supai, Powell’s
lateau and many promontories, named

ind unnamed.

the rim in front of the
lOteis, and looking across, it is almost
impossible to believe it is a view of
burteen miles, and over a mile straight
to the bottom, along which the great

Standing

heal & wood,

p“r8'h®

ot that Natural Wonder.

[Correspondence

““yon at a point which still
hlfLVfi “ame,
“Vado de los Padres.”
than eiBhty years after the
hiwr<*^°Je
“
? canyon remained unvisited except
miiH»r»anS *and traPPers; then, after
po?tsTTwere established in New
atVtah> tllethegovernment
td exploriI>g
Colorado to
navigation.
An
expedition
nfubr i “
started out but was
,lves
t0 abandon the river and
lit
tlle country to civilizatmV.
™ ,tCt'ac.l0.S8
Dehance. That is the his*£
y
°, thp f olorado river and canyon
up to about forty years ago.
Major J. \V. Powell underIs,'°
to
the river with nine
;, PP and explore
men
four boats and landed some
one thousand miles
from the place of
starting minus two boats and four

on

'dorado, resembling a tiny, yellow rib■iin, zigzagged on its course, where it

as slowed and roared for ages—the
■oho "f that roar reaching us in a dull
w-here we stood—a body of
nurrmir
cater ten times the size of the Nile,
mil with power enough it' it could lie
tilized. to feed manufactories without
nmher. This is the mesa country,—
he "Lund of Tables.'' Nowhere else
ip thaw-footstool is there such an ax
imple of deep-gnawing water, or waterid i.parvinff

I he air is so clear in this region that
■very tiling is magnified until it appears
ut .1 'holt distance away, and one can't t illy realize distances until one deII ds the wall to tlie plateau and from
’•
I'iateau down to tlie river. When
day is spent in once making that deem it. then the mind more fully grasps
tlie ii'inensity of it all--tlie multitude
't winding canyons in tlie depths of the
.ran
Canyon itself. Why. twenty Yo-j
■n: tes might he
unptirceived any where
a dozen Niagaras he but trout
rivai.tlie whole mass of the Alps
be scattered through the .T)0
milt..f tins chasui in Arizona without
dug it up.
I made the descent one day in company with a party of young people
rum Holbrook.
We started early in
Ik morning on strong, sleek mules and
mums,
other parties were ahead of
s.
md a pack train of tiny burros
brought up tlie rear, loaded with provisions for the camp below,
lust over
vim is a photographic studio, where
lhe enterprising artist stands and takes
sl ot” at each descending party.
When we came up tlie trail at night lie
'resented tlie finished pictures, and
'.aturally all parties are glad to purlins.which must make that tiny
studio a small gold mine to its owner,
these pictures selling at :>o cents each.
bright Angel Trail was built in 181)0
md '1, and reaches from tlie hotels
three and a half miles to tlie camp at
bright Angel creek, across the plateau,
md droops 1200 feet to the river below.
A strong person accustomed to walkng can easily make tlie round trip on
foot, tiut women rarely undertake it.
< in toot one can loiter and drink m all
the beauties of tlie place at length and,
i.n.
lie cannot be as weary at tlie foot
h the. trail as from the steady strain
■f m,Hiding in the stirrups, bracing
mm's seif all tlie long distance.
Were j
I to go over it again I am sure 1 would |
much prefer tlie walk down; a horse for
ipward climb is almost a necessity. !
i c trip from the mesa to the river I
s
.i trip to
tlie underpinning of tlie
Hi
the trail winds down the side I
■

?JmXmoHand

Probate Court held at Belfast, within an*
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day ©T
December, A. D. 1905.
J. RANDALL.guardiannf Ruby Randall,,

At a
for

CLARA
minor

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

Si

Glenwood
Parlor Stoves?

fprt

men.

Cater

he

Biliousness, dyspepsia, loss of appetite,
disturbed sleep, nervousness, headache,
giddiness and drowsiness, wind and pain
or fullness of the stomach after
meals,
cold chills and flushings of heat, shortness of breath
these are the blank
cheques of physical bankruptcy.
The man who suffers from these disorders and neglects them will soon be in
the relentless grasp of some fatal disease.
If he is naturally narrow chested and
shallow lunged, it will probably be consumption; if his father or mother died of
paralysis or some nervous trouble, it will
probably be nervous exhaustion or prostration. or even insanity; if there is a
taint in the family blood, it will be blood
or skin disease; if he lives in a new or a
low, swampy country, it will be malaria;
if he lives a life of exposure, it may be
rheumatism. There is one safe course for
a man to follow who finds himself "out of
sorts” and suffering from the symptoms
described. It is to resort to Dr. Pierce’s
Bolden Medical Discovery.
This medicine makes the appetite keen, corrects all
disorders of the digestion, renders assimilation perfect, invigorates the liver, purifies and enriches the blood and builds
firm, healthy flesh and nerve tissue. It
cures almost all diseases that result from
b'lsufflcient or improper nourishment of
the brain and nerves. Bronchial, throat,
and even lung affections, when not too
far advanced, readily yield to it.
A man or woman who neglects
constipation suffers from slow poisoning. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets euro constipation. One little
Pellet" is a gentle laxaiive. and

?,“d

gash

miles in length and

a mile in depth,
is Mowing a stream of lifethe Colorado.”

but

one

Grand

Canyon.

the world has its like been
been here in all its
exactly as it is, for what to

has

grandeur,
us is an
eternity, unknown,

unseen

I'-uvui’

iv»

wffo.
■

sit

They are
bi

CURBING,

mat birtvci

more difficult,
journey rum rail
being made by the old stagecoach. 1

wonder

how many of our eastern
I iiends—away down east, as we
sayknow or realize that out here in \ ri/oua. only a few days’
journey from
them and at small expense to see, are
so
many wonderful things—yes, wonders ot the w orld, not to lie
equalled on
all the globe.
1 am sure 1 knew very
little of this until coming west, and
oiten now 1 ant amazed and wondering
as some new point of interest is discussed in my presence, or meets my eye
in a local paper or magazine.
I believe
there is and can be no dispute that no
other equal area on eartli contains so
many supreme marvels, so many as-

ALL

KINDS

OF CEMETERY

Probate Court held atBellast, within a and
for the County of Waldo, ou the 12th dv of
December, A. I>. 19« 5.

S. STILES, administrator cf the estate
of Charles W. Lord, late of Br >oks in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that the actual rna ket value of
the property now in his hands, subject to the
payment of the collateral inheritance rax, the
persons interested in the succession tberoto, and
the amouut of the tax thereon, may be determined by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be
published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper i*ih!ishe<l
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, withiu and for said
County, on the 9th day of January, A. D. 1906,

MARK

Nickel Piated

WORK.

the time to

call,

Bridge Street,

as we

have

a

{fct&EN

Belfast, Maine.

We carry a full line of
these standard goods.

STOVES,
RANGES,

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

PAINTS, OILS,
VARNISHES, BROSHES,

Great Chrictmas Sale at Stockton Springs
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦ m«

found

a

our

You must not think beit is in Arizona that it will he

All oui Ladies Coats and Furs will be sold at to
per ct, discount from now till Xmas.
Great Bargains in Men’s Readymade Clothing, Overcoats,
Raincoats, Fur Coats & Suits.
We have a Fine Line of Rugs for 79c to $2.00.

very hot- no, not even in the months
of July and August. The altitude is
about T.ooii feet and temperature in consequence is as cool and refreshing as by
the seaside.
If this poor description will persuade
but one more person to make the trip,
1 am satisfied. Come and see it.
It
"ill be the grandest episode in your
life
Vesta Davis IIiooins.

the next 2 weeks we shall mark onr stock of
Millinery at or below cost.
Here is a chance to get a stylish hat at a low
price. Customers are invited
to make our store their headquarters. Bundles can be left here free of

C()I>

charge.

STOCKTON

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

Mitchell & Trussell.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on
ie 12th day of
December, A. D. 1905.
E. CLARKE, executor of he last will of
Eastman Clarke, late of Prospect, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, havi ig presented *
petition praying that lie may be icensed to sell
at private sale and convey certain real esrate of
said deceased, described in said peti ion. for the
purpose therein named.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copv of tiiis
order to lit* published three weeks
in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that the;, may appear at A Probate
Court, to beheld at Belfast, within ami for said
Couutv.on the 9th day of ,i nn. ry. A. D. 1906,
at ten of the clock before noon.an show c.
-t\ to
any they have, why the prayer of mid pensioner
should not be grantee
GEO. E. JOH> SON, Judge,
A true copy. Attest.
Cii vs p. Hazkltjne, K glster.

successively

At a rrooate court neiuat Heitast, witmn aim tor
tlie County of Waldo, on the 12*. h day of De

cember, A. D. 1905.

GENTNER, daughter
VI. Clements, late of Waldo, in said
FAUSTINA
of

R.
of Lydia
County
Wahl'-, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that .James H. Wentworth may be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a news]taper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at. ;t Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of January, A. D. 1900,
at ten o
the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner shoul l not he granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge,
A true copy. Attest
Chas. p. Hazf.ltine. Register.

E STONE, administrator of the estate
of Abner C. Green, late of Troy, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that the actual market value of
the property of said deceased, now in his hands,
subject to to the payment or the collateral in-

RUFUS

SPRINGS.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltive, Register.

JOHN

ETC.

At, a Prohate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of Decern her. A. D.‘ 1905.

W. J. Creamer Co.,

JHL LAW COURT.

A true copy.

FURNACES

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦•

Vaveofalmost everything in the line of Xmas goods. Below will be
\V7E few
specialties: Toys, Games, Handkerchief and Glove

at ten of the clock before noon, at d sli<>w cause.,
if any they have, why the prayer oi said petitionshould Dot be gran

er

W. J .Creamer Co

m—aa——m—irn ’■MMV-w

Ware

Copper

large stock of finished work.

should

At a

<tt.

THE BEST OT WORK AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
2EP“N(hv is

any time.

cause

not only ornamental

the greatest heaters on tht

mai

Cases, Cal
depths below, to ride down a trail into endars, Gift Books, Stationery. Jewelry, Collar and Cuff Boxes, Shopping Bags,
it, to spend a night on the plateau with- t mbiellas, lable Linen, Xapkins, Dress Goods, Shirt
Waists, Dainty llandkerin its walls, and ttie memory of it will
c.iiefs, Gloves, Belts, Ladies Collars, Stock sand Scarfs, China, Glass, Decorative
never fade.
Ware.
Come and see it! Summer, winter,

was

*

of the clock before noon, ai d sh< w cause,
they have, why the prayer of said petitionnot be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
('has. P. Hazeltine, Register.

at ten
if am
er

-AND-

two a mild cathartic. Don’t let a
selfish seller over-persuade you io
acei pt a substitute for these Original i .title Liver Pills, first put up
b\ old Dr li.V Pierce ewer Id years
nuch imitated but never equaled.

by

human eye.
It is only within a
quar
ter of a century that the ■Grand
Canyon
lias been known to the civilized world.
It is scarcely known now.
The Santa
Fe built its branch road in lie re to the
*-•

HEADSTONES,

—

made

several more
trips, as did other adventurous travelers, many of w hom lie buried at intervals along the course of the
Colorado.
1 lie Colorado is one of
the greatest
nvers
of North
America. Formed
in
l tali bv the Green and
the Grand
it passes
through the northwest cor
ner of
Arizona, becomes the eastern
boundary of Nevada and .California,
flows Soutb until it reaches the
Gulf of California, Mexico.
The “little silver thread" as it
looks
from the rim of the
canyon, when
reached is a wild,
raging, roaring torrent. In places the channel is narrow
and very swift
and, with 520 rapids,
dangerous falls and cataracts, is a pathway terrible to contemplate.
John T. Stoddard in his illustrated
lectures on travel and
scenery, speaks
ol tiie Grand Canyon as "a
mighty gash
m nature’s bared
200
breast; a
from whicli
blood called
1 here is
Nowhere in
found.
It

child of Willis R. Randall. Iat9 or
Montville, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
a petition praying that she may
be licensee to sell at private safe and cor ve.v certain real estate of said minor, described iri said
petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy « f this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a I n bate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of January. A. D 1 906„

having presented

j

At

.i

Probate Court held

the County of Wabio.
cember, A. 1). 1905.

at Belfast.within and for
■
..n the 12th -I
De-

Elizabeth hcdsox, gUar
n.
of
Harriet K Huc.soti, Margaret L. Hu
uid
Helen A. Hudson, minors, having presf a-' a \ etition praying tint she niav be licensed
s.-,l at
il estat: s;ud
private sale and convey certain
minors, described in said petition j0r
e
parposes therein named.

Mary

••

Ordered, That the said petitioner gn noticeto
d
1111*4
persons imeiestcd i»y causing' a cu]
order to lie published three weeks
.•e.—.ivelv
in The Republican Journal,;! new-tupei t.i INhed
at Belfast, that they niav appear at
I’m.bate
Court, to be held at‘Belfast, within and for said
County,on the Ptli day-d January, A. Jnl'tiid,
at ten of the clock before noon ami show cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
HE!». K. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy,
Yttest:
Chas. 1*. Hazei/iine, Register.
an

tounding sights, so many masterpieces
of Nature’s handiwork, as is included in Rescript by Judge Spear Relating to Sale
of Malt Extract An Important Decision.
Arizona and New Mexico, or the Grand
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
heritance tax, the persons interested in the
for The
cession thereto, ana the amount ui the l.ix rh
Canyon region. The largest and by far
County of W.i do, on the !2:li dav -f
A decision, sweeping in its effect, was
Decembet, A. i). lPO.->.
the most beautiful of all petrified
on, may he determined by the Judge of Probate.
handed down by the lawcourt Dec. 12th,
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to OARAH A BA RKER, widow of Joseph. K. A:
forests; the largest natural bridge in relating to the sale of malt extract in
all persons interested by causing
Waldo,
copy ot this O ker. late of Troy, in said County
the world, 200 feet high, over 500 teet
this State, and makes another phase to
order to be published three weeks successively in deceased, having presented a petition p; <vh.g t,.r
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published an allowance out of the personal esraii o|~saul
span, and over non feet wide up and the mooted
of
the
enforcement
question
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
deceased.
down stream, with an orchard on its of
the prohibitory liquor law. The reCourt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
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For Nervous Children

fitting climax to the most wonderful
week in my life.
“I was so deeply
interested in the
Grand Canyon that I naturally desired
to know more of it, and have searched
for and read up what history of its
past I could find. Perhaps a little from
that history may not be uninteresting
to others.
Pedro el Tovar came to Arizona with
C'oronada, the Spanish explorer, and
thus what is now known as the Grand
a

Canyon of Arizona was discovered by
Europeans. Last January a quarter
of a million dollar hotel was opened
near Bright
Angel Trail, named El
Tovar, to commemorate the early disIn 1770 a Spanish priest travcoverer.
eling from Utah made a crossing of the

Dear Sirs:—
I have used “L. F.” Bitters for about
two years and have found it very beneOne of my neighbors has a
ficial.
small boy who had a very nervous
trouble. "L. F.” has almost completelycured him in a very short time.
Yours truly,
MRS. JEDEDIAII SEAVEY,

Eases nerve pressure by nature's
method. A healthy liver and well
regulated bowels. You can depend
upon "I,. F.” Atwood's Bitters, 35
own

intoxication.

very

plaintiffs must when they sold
these large invoices of goods have understood the purpose for which they
were bought.
It is, however, immaterial whether
the plaintiffs had any knowledge for
that the

what purpose these extracts were purchased, if they were in fact intoxicating liquors and intended by ttie purchasers for illegal sale in this State.

Knowlton, in review
Me., 518.

versus

Doherity.

87

Motion sustained.
New trial granted.

Verdict set aside.

cents at all stores.

Kodol

Dyspepsia

Cure

Digest* what you eat.

two o’clock p.
3w5l

m.

A. U.

NICHOLS,

Cashier.

WEBSTER

HOPKINS, late of Winterport,

in the

County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said de-

ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
NOTICE.
The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator with the will annexed of
the estate of
MINNIE M. ELLIS, late of Belfast,

ADMINISTRATOR’S

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mauds against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

ALVIN H.

Belfast, December 12, 1905.

ELLIS.

Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

of

JOAHNAS. HOPKINS.
Winterport, December 12, 1905.
NOTICE. The subscriber
ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apof the estate of

pointed administrator

THOMAS P. LOGAN, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted tl ereto are requested to make pay-

immediately.
CHARLES A. LOGAN.
Belfast, December 12, 1905,

ment

_

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
December, A. D. 1905.

Belfast, within and
ou the 12th day of

f.

spaulding, niece of wniiam f.
Dora
Fletcher, late of Lincolnville, id said County

of

EDWARD

BRIDGES, late of Liberty,
County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate ot said de-

in the

ceased

are desired to present the same for setano all indebted thereto are requested

tlement,
to make

of

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that Joseph S. .viullin may be appointed

administrator of the estate of said'deceased.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be belt* at Beliast, within and for said’;
County, on the 9th day of January, A. D. 1906,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, I
if any they have, why the prater of said petitioner should not be granted.
%
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
i
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

payment Immediately.

SAMUELS. BRIDGES.

Montville, December 12, 1905.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

Tnc* subscriber

hereby gives notice that he has been »*uly
appointed administrator of the estate ot
SIL

\

S P. G AMMAN’S, late of Hi Hast,

in the County <•! Waldo, deceased, ami given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said decea.-ed are desired to present the same for settlement, ami all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediateh.
ALBERT G A M MANS.
Belfast, December 12, 1905.

A MATTER OFHEALTH

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Miss Alice Hicliborn spent Saturday in
Belfast.
A merry

greeting

to one and all for the

happy yule-tide.

Miss Auline Crooker returned from Win-

terport, Dec. 13lb.
Mr. aud Mrs. Carleton were with Mrs.
A. M. Gardner last week.
Mrs. A. G. Nickels of Searsport was in
town with relatives Dec. 13th.
Miss Tate and friend of Frankfort visited
Mrs. Amelia West and daughter last week.
Mr. Foster has moved his family from the
brick bouse on upper church street into the
Barrett place.
Mrs. Angie Mudgett retnrned last Friday
night from a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Crocker in Belfast.

Miss Vettie Twiss is clerking for Mr. J.
G. Lambert for a week, during the holiday
rush, beginning last Monday.
Mrs. J. M. Ames and daughter, Mrs.
Chas. Devereaux, returned to Katahdin
Iron Works the last of the past week.
Miss Harriet D. Hichborn has been confined to the house for sometime with a seattack of inflammation of the stomach.

Ayer’s I People

Miss Flora M. Gardner left Dec. 14th for
South Framingham, Mass., where she has
employment in the straw shop for the win-

HAS HO SUBSTITUTE

Hair Vigor
the dandruff, saved your hair,
and added much to it. If
not entirely bald, now is your
opportunity. Improve it.

for over 40
I have used Ayer’s Hair
years. I am now 91 years old ana have a heavy
growth of rich brown hair, due, I think, entirely to Ayer’s Hair Vigor.”
Mrs. M. A. Keith, Belleville, 111.

|

\

I

_

gj.00 a bottle.

co.,

AUdrugriitj^^ fOI* ■■MiH3S«sibwsii5a«i

A Cream of Tartar Powder
free from alumorphos-

phatic acid

! Bridgeport, Conn.; D. A. Jones, Boston;
John Flannery, Portland; Joseph Bradford, Boston ;'Ralph Philbrook, Bar Har-

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Newell White of Ilalldale

was

in town

Friday.
Isaac E. Wallace has his house up and
*
boarded.
C. E. Adams
business.

was

in

Bangor Friday

on

Mr. French arrived last week from Guayaquil, S. A.
Miss Fannie E. Smith is visaing friends
in Iiucksport.
Miss Guida Ilomer
from Bueksport.

returned

(apt. R. E. Sargent
Waterviile Friday.

Monday
from

returned

Mrs. Stuart and daughter Marian
iting friends in Bradley.
1’ike Bros, have a crew of 20
the Houston wood lot.

men

are

at

vis-

work

on

C H. Monroe has put in a full line of
jewelry for the Christmas trade.
Isaac H. Havener left Wednesday on the
’..50 train on a business trip to Bangor.
Mrs. 11. J. Payne is having a good run of
business at ber restaurant on Main street.
i>. C. Reid of Boston was in town Friday,
the guest of Capt. and Mrs. Amos Nichols.
Mrs. Philbrook of Shelburne, N. H., is
the guest of Rev. T. P. Williams and wife.
*

Mrs. Charles Boulier and two children
went to Uoulton last week to spend the

holidays.
Willard Whittum, wife and two children,
of Camden are at Melvin Whittum’s fora
few days.
Misses Jessie Morrison and Etlielind B.
Havener are at home from Boston for the

holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. James 11. Sweetser left Friday for Brooksville, where they will spend
the winter.
Mrs. G. A. Robertson of Augusta was in
tow n last w eek, the guest of Capt. and Mrs,
J. T. Erskiue.
Miss Elizabeth Nickels is at home from
the Moody school at Northfield, Mass., for
the holidays.
of

Mrs. Jennie B. Myers and son Cleveland
Thorndike are the guests of Mr. and

Mr.

1

1

lln.imii,

Mrs. Clara Leonard of Boston is visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Hamilton
on Steamboat avenue.
Miss Emily Whittum left Dee. 13th for
Boston, where she has employment lor the
as a stenographer.

winter

There will be an important meeting of
Fieeman MeGilvery Tost, G. A. It., this,
Thursday, afternoon at 2.30.
Miss 0. J. Lawrence left last week for
where she will spend the winter
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Sheldon.

Boston,

Alexander Sweetser and wife returned to
tlieir home in Lynn, Mass., Thursday alter
a two weeks’ visit with relatives in town.
Mrs. A. B. Nickels will leave Thursday
for Marion, S. C., where she will spend tlie
winter with her daughter, Mrs. J. Beverly
Dubois.
Master J. C. Dutch, who has been at
work for Cobb, Butler it Co. in Rockland
the past year, arrived home Tuesday for
the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood A. Pride and
an ived Saturday night
are the guests of Miss
L. W. Edwards.

daughter of Houiton
by the 8.30 train and

C. C. liayford of Presque Isle visited Mr.
and Mis. C. P. Ferguson last week. Mr.
liayford is one of the largest potato raisers
in Aroostook county.

Oapt. John \V. Sweetser left Friday for
New York, where be 1ms a position as shipkeeper oil the ship 1. F. Chapman, recently
arrived from Hiogo, Japan.
(.'apt. l hineas B. Blanchard has taken

command

of

steamer

Pedro, Calif., running
<

liermosa

on

ataline Island and return.

a

daily

at

San
line to

Mrs. J. M. Whittier and daughter of Fort
Fairfield arrived on the 8.30 train Saturday
night, and is with her husband, Conductor
J. M. Whittier, who is stopping at Captain
and Mrs. A. T. Whittier’s.

Thirty-seven new books have been bought
for the Congregational Sunday school
obrary and 22 lor the Sears Public Libiary,
lrom the funds left for that purpose by the
w

ill of the late Cyrus True.

The Christian Endeavor will entertain
the parish children at the social rooms of
the Congregational church Monday afternoon, Dec. 25tl), at 2 o’clock. It is hoped
there w ill be a full attendance.
H. M. Fairbanks of Portland, General
Manager of the X. E. Tel. and Tel. Co., has
secured the required number of subscribers,
and the central office at Searsport will have
continuous service day and night.

Monday afternoon, Dec. 25tli, there will
be a Christmas tree in the M. E. vestry.
All the children of the Sunday school and

members of the cradle-roll and their mothinvited to come and put their presents on the tree.

ers are

The Christmas cantata entitled “The
Prince of Peace'' will be given at tne Congregational church next Tuesday evening.
A chorus choir has been rehearsing lor
some weeks and some satisfactory effects
may be expected. This service promises to
be the best of its kind given here for several years. All are cordially invited.
The hoisting tower and frame work for
the Sprague Coal Co’s wharf at Mack’s
Point, were put up last week and the two
engines to be used arrived Wednesday.
Seven lines of tracks have been laid to the
track scales, which were finished Dec. 13th,
and one track has been laid to the wharf.
A large crew of men are still at work ballasting the tracks from the station house to
the coal wharf.
town guests registered at the
Searsport House last week were as follows:
W. Rhodes,
1. L. Belyea, Portland; R.
Rockland; H. G. Parley, Boston; A. P.
Getchell, Dover; A. P. Bigelow, Springfield, O.; E. P. Pendleton, Stockton Springs;
Fred Huse, Bangor; W. A. Winchester,
Brooks; P. A. Darling, New York; C. V.
Hussey, Bangor; S. N. Under, Boston; W.
B. Hague, Gorham ; U. R. Buzzell, Bangor;
.1. L. Leonard, M. Patterson, Portland;
Charles Sullivan, Bangor; SI. A. Davis,
Out of

bor.

Obituary. News was received Satur-.
day of the death in Daytona, Fla., Dec.
13th, of Sarah F., wife of Joseph A. Clement of this town, after an illness of a few
Mrs. Clement was
days with la grippe.
kindly cared for in her last sickness by
Mrs. Annie Wentworth of Searsport, and
Mrs. M. R. Knowlton of Belfast, who are
spending the winter at Daytona. Mrs.
Clement was the daughter of the late Oliver
and Prudence (Baxter) Johnson of SearsShe
port, where she was born in 1836.
taught school for several years and June 18,
1864, was married to Joseph A. Clement of
Searsport by Rev. Samuel W. Avery, pasShe
tor of the Baptist church of Searport.
is survived by her husband, who is ill nowin Davtona, and a brother, James Johnson
of Alabama, who will arrive here with the
remains Wednesday. The interment will
be in the family lot in Elmwood cemetery.

Following is a list of the new books re*
cently bought for Searsport Public Library:
Conquest of Canaan, Booth Tarkington.
Bteath of the Gods, Sidney McCall.
Princess Passes, C. NT & A. M. Williamson.

My Friend the Chauffeur, C. N. & A. M.
Williamson.
At the Sign o’ the Jack O’Lantern,
Myrtle Reed.
Ben Blair, Plainsman, Will Lillibridge.
N’edra, George Barr McCutcheon.
Return of Sherlock Holmes, Conan Doyle.
Red Fox, C. I). G. Roberts.
Rose o’ the River, Kate Douglass Wiggin.
Concerning Belinda, Eleanor Hoyt Brainerd.
The Reckoning, Robert Chambers.
Garden of Allah, Robert llickens.
I be Gambler, Katherine Cecil Thurston.
.shipwrecked in Greenland.
Constance Trescott, S. Wier Mitchell.
The Madigans, Miriam Miehelson.
The Bars of Little Arcady, Harry Leon
Wilson,

The Debtor, Mary Wilkins Freeman.
Pinkie Perkins—Just a Boy.
Rebecca Marv, Kate Douglas Wiggin

Riggs.

At the M. E. church next Sunday morning tln-re w ill be a Christmas sermon w ith
appropriate Christmas music. In the evening, following the 6 o’clock League meeting, Presiding Elder Hayward will preach.
Mr. Bryant, with his cornet, will accompany
the pianist during the praise service and
Mr. Porter will sing Face to Face.
flOK lH M. .\ list'lll. 1

Miss Ruby Larrabee of Prospect is working fur Miss Theodate A. Meritliew.
M i.-s.Hattie Larrabee has returned to her
home in Prospect, where she will attend
school.
Charles E. Nickerson has bought a span
of horses of Fred Fames of North Stockton

Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tripp of Frankfort,
were in town Sunday visiting her
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Smart.
Mrs. Enckstrom of Islesboro is in town
taking care of her daughter, Mrs. W. K.
Thompson, who is laid up with a lame
ankle.

Miss Theodate A. Merrithew has returnfrom a visit in Revere, Mass. She beteaching the winter term Of school at
Park last Monday.
Miss Lillian Grant of Prospect, who has

ed

gan

been at work lor Miss Theodate a. Merithew for several weeks, is now at work
for Mrs. Marion Mathews.
Miss Winnifred Mathews is teaching the
winter term of school at this place. Mrs.
W. L. Mathews of Searsport village, who
taught the summer and fall terms here, is
teaching the Lane school in Frankfort.
PROSPECT FERRY.

Miss Lulu Avery is at home from Winto spend a three weeks vacation....
Miss Hannah lleagau, who has been visit-

throp

ing relatives in liangor and Brewer the
past two months, arrived home last Saturday— Mrs. Everett Pierce entertained the
H.

II. club Dec. 20th
Mrs. Emma Luke
went to Massachusetts last week to spend
tlie winter—Will Harding is at home
from sorthfield, Vt., visiting his mother,
Mrs. Jessie Harding—Frank E. Harding
is at home for a vacation of several weeks.
The many friends hereof Mrs. George
Gruby, who has been very sick at her
home in Boston, are glad to hear that she is
improving and all hope for her speedy recovery— L. D. Berry and Mrs. Vira Harriman, who are on the sick list, are somewhat improved.
—

—

MONROE.

The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Lizzie
Haskell last Friday to observe peace
day.
The program included a talk on peace and
arbitration, select reading, etc.The L
T. L. met Dec. lfith at the home of the
•Snpt., Mrs. Evie Twombly, and the parents
were present by invitation,
making over CO
in all.
The meeting was opened in due
lorm and peace day was observed in a
very
able manner. The meeting was conducted
by the president, Miss Geitrude Conant,
who, with the aid of the efficient officers,
managed everything finely. After the program, which consisted of music, recitations,
speeches, etc., cake ami coffee were served,
and all went home feeling the
day had been
well observed
Friday evening, December
16th, a free dance was given at the town
Hail by Mr. Lewis Ritchie in honor of his
recent marriage.
Many fine presents were
received....Misses Linda and Ethel Chase
have gone to Farmington to resume their
studies at the Normal school for the winter months, after a vacation at home of two
weeks... .Mr. Edwin Jenkins,the master of
Morning Light grange, his wife, and some
others, are attending the State Grange in
Bangor this week
Mr. Chas. Kenney of
Foxeroft, a student from Bates College, is
teaching the winter term of High school in
this village. ...Mr. George Palmer, our
postmaster, had quite an ill turn last week.
The trustees of the Waldo and Penobscot
Agriculture Society met in the Town Hall
Dec. 16th. It was voted to have four stake
races at the coming fair, which will be held
the week following the Waterville fair-2-14,
2-20, 2-26 and 3 minutes, with purses of
$600
each.
The society
will
offer
$3,000 in trotting purses the coming year.
—

—

OABTOntA.
E«n th*
_/) The Kind You Han Always Bought

Mrs. Amelia West is occupying the Mrs
Frank Lancaster house, having rented botii
floors of her own home; the lower to Mr.
and Mrs. Verrill and the upper to Mr. and
Mrs. Hunting.

25 HEN’S and YOUTH’S

!

$5 95, regular

BKUUK.S.

Charles Ryder’s folks have an addition o
their family."
Miss Myrtle Forbes is at home from Boston for a vacation.
Mrs. A. It. Payson visited Mrs. R. B. llall
in Waterville last week.

Miss Clara Mudgett reached home Friday night by rail from Presque Isle, where
she is teaching, to spend her Christmas vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Mudgett.

Francis M. Forbes lias gone to Boston to
spend the winter with his children.

Lapt. C. A. Sprague is offering attractive
foot wear to the public, as well as fur coats
and other apparel for gentlemen. All our
merchants are exerting themselves for the
Christinas holidays.

The holiday trade is fairly good here this
season, merchants reporting good sales.

Mrs. A. E. Chase and daughter Marie
Waterville Tuesday, shopping.

went to

The selectmen made a trip over the proposed new road to Jackson last Monday.

OVERCOATS, mostly in the medium lengths,

at

#7-50 values.

f

Commencing today we shall offer a 10 % DISCOUNT on all olt FUR COATS.
Buy that man a present of a Fur Coat, nothing will please him more. Buy it

|I

Good Hair, 1
THE NEWS UP

f

at any Other Store.

1

I

E

During this Month that Cannot be Equaled

W place on sale today 50 MEN’S and YOUTHS’ OVERCOATS at $9 75
These are the regular #12.50 value, made in the long belted style that is so
fashionable at the present time.

i

I

Vigor

J. c. AYER

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR

WHICH 18 NOW IN FULL BLA8T

Here You Will Find Values

ter.

Dr. Isaac P. Park of Revere, Mass., arrived by train last Thursday evening to
spend a week with his lather and mother,
Capt. and Mrs. C. C. Park.

TIHt YEAR.

Bald? Scalp shiny and thin?
Then it’s probably too late.
You neglected dandruff. If
you had only taken our advice, you would have cured

vere

Absolutely Pure

Buying Useful Presents!|

are

of

|I

and

us

we

will

save

you money.

35 BOYS’ KNEE PANTS SUITS
MEN'S and LADIES’ Fur

cn

sale

today

at $1

95, ages

4 to 16.

MARVvRi[!tE

Caps, Gloves, Caps, Fancy Braces, Arm Elastics, Ties,
everything a man or boy needs most.

Umbrellas, Mufflers, in fact,

I

I

QPFMAI
°r

I
I

R.J

We can save you money if yon will do your
Christmas shopping with us.

VAI IIP

THE

next

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
The Main Street Clothiers, Tailors and Outfitters, Belfast

“"T1-""151'

I

IWIT'AihSIEF5'

Charles Fogg has been visiting his sisters
Colon, Nov. 23. Ar.sch. Murk Pendleton,
here, Mrs. W. 0. Estes and Miss Inez Fogg
Darien ; Dec. 6, in port schs, C. P. Dixon,
Miss Blanche Hall of Fairfield is visiting, from Philadelphia; Augustus H. Babcock,
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Win. C. Hutchinson, for New Orleans.
Rowe.
Turks Island, Nov. 27. Ar, bark Rebecca
Almon S. Forbes went to \\aterbury Crowell, Porto Rico, and sailed Dec. 4 lor
Sirs. Hattie C. Hicliborn returned from
Providence.
Brooklyn, New York, Slonday night by Tuesday to spend the winter with his
Bermuda, Dec. 16. Ar, at St. George’s,
train and is again with her nephew, Sir. daughter Cora.
sch. YYm. E. Downes, Newport News.
Flitner Staples, in the second floor rent of

Sir. Hunting of Camden, who has been in
town the most of the time for some months,
has rented the second floor of Sirs. Amelia
West’s house aud he and wife are housekeeping there.

the Sloulton house

on

west

Slain street.

While Mrs. F. R. York and a friend were

driving in Monroe the horse was thrown
Harry Shute closed his season's engage- and badly injured.
ment with the Rockland & Bar Harbor
J. G. Stimpson and Hale Hail are still
steamboat company last week and arrived
They
home Dec. 13th for his usual two mouths’ running their threshing machine.
vacation. He will rejoin his steamer some- were at C. E. Lane’s Monday.
time in February.
Eben Miller and wife will go to houseSir. and Sirs. Geo. Demuth and little keeping in Waterville, where he is located
daughter Eva, who have been spending a at present as a special firemen on M. C. R.
fortnight or more with Mrs. Demuth’s H.
parents, Sir. and Sirs. .Sylvester Pendleton,
Mrs. Jasper Webber of Monroe has made
left for their home in Thomaston the latter her husband
doubly happy this lime. It is
part of last week.
twin girls, weighing 7 and S lbs. They are
named
Doris
M. and Dorothy R.
Capt. John Lewis Panno suffered a severe shock of paralysis last Thursday afterM. J. Dow lost a valuable mare last week
At the present writing he is somenoon.
by being injured in the stable. She was a
what improved, being able to talk a little
family pet, used only as a carriage horse,
and move his hand and arm some. He has was as slick and fat as
any horse in Brooks,
the sympathy of the entire community as the without a scar or blemish, and no
money
case seems specially hard, his wife being could have
her.
bought
Twenty-six years
quite an invalid most of the time.
of age, everybody knew her and the wonMr. E. II. Doyle of Houlton returned to derful intelligence of Old Nell will long be
that place Monday. He had been in town
for some months during the construction of
Goon Fortune of a Brooks Hoy
the N. M. S. R. R., upon which he was en- Millard F.
Chase, son of A. E. Chase and
gaged with Engineer Holmes’ party. We a graduate of Bowden College, has recently
realize more fully that the construction of been
appointed General Manager of the
the railroad is about completed as the enpublishing house of Dodd Mead A Co.,
gineers aud their assistants leave one by Boston. Young Chase entered their seroue.

vice about one year ago, since which time
his salary has been raised three times, lie
now has entire charge of their business in
Millard has hosts of friends who
Boston.
were pleased to hear of his good fortune.
Every young man who starts out in life for
himself should remember that honesty and
laithfulness are sure to bring success.

Sunday was a most charming day, disproving the truth of the old saying, “if the
first Sunday be stormy, all the Sundays
will be stoi my throughout the month.” The
two days since have been nearly as line
and have given an exceptional opportunity
to our citizens to do Christmas shopping.
Pleasant weather, like
pleasant faces,
Obituary. The many friends of T. A.
makes things move mere Smoothly.
and Mrs. Elliott sympathize with them in
of their
A merry party attended the Ladies’ Aid their heavy affliction in the death
son Lewis, a lad 17 years of age, which
Society meeting last Thursday afternoon at only
as the result
last
occurred
morning
Sunday
Mrs. S. F. Kills’. It being very snowy under foot and a long distance to walk thev of an injury received in Bangor, where he
had Lancaster carry them up and come for was a student in Shaw’s Business College,
them and return them to their several lie came here and lived only about a week
homes. It was tine sleighing,and with the alter he was injured, lie was a bright, loveoidial reception and kind entertainment of able fellow and a favorite with his associthe hostess and the beautiful sunset color- ates everywhere. He was born in Brooks,
lived in Presque Isle
ing in the sky as we came home, it was a but the family have
most pleasant afternoon.
The lingers flew I for several years and he was a graduate of
lie was early trainthe
school
there,
High
merrily, too, and many articles were com- ed in
the principles of music and had bepleted. A special meeting of the Aid was
held Monday afternoon with Mrs. James come especially proficient with the cornet.
Treat, completing and marking the articles He played in the band and his services
for the Christmas sale, to be held Tuesday were much in request at private entertainafternoon and evening at Treat’s drug store. ments. In fact, his talents in this direction
At this writing (Tuesday forenoon) no par- were of a high order and he was known in
Eastern Maine as the wonderful boy coruetticulars can be given.
ist. No pains or money were spared to make
him an educated and distinguished man, and
NORTH STOCKTON SPRINGS.
his death is a great shock to the bereaved
Mr. Charles Lindsey has been ill with a
parents.
sore throat.
Truman Latbrop is hauling wood to parties iu the village."
There will be a Christmas tree at the

AMERICAN PORTS.

H. R. Partridge was in Sandvpoint on
business last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Hatch were in Searson business recently.

port

Mr.

Fred Lane

Grange

at

will

attend

Bangor this week.

the

State

Little Christine Partridge burned her
hand quite badly one day last week.
Miss Flora Haley is teaching the Centre
school and Mrs. Sarah J. Clifford the Robert’s.
1 here was a dance at the schoolhouse
iast Saturday evening. F. Percy Partridge

played.

Miss Hattie Partridge has gone back to
Castine to attend the winter term of Normal school.
Mr. Jefferson Clark has had a fine Christmas trade in his rustic picture frames.
They
are very artistic and attractive.
G. B. Marsano, fruit dealer of Belfast,
bought M r. Ivory George’s apples recently
and will bring barrels and put them up
soon.

“Mischief Maker,” a kitten bred at the
Evergreen Cattery of this place won first
prize for the best blue long haired kitten at
the Castle Square Poultry and Pet Stock
Show in New York City this year.
Mr. Hiram Ladd, stevedore, is at home
from Cape Jellison wharf owing to a temporary shut down of the work of the American Shipping Company on account of the
illness of the manager, Mr. Eugene Carver.
A picture entitled “Work on the new
railroad” won the 1st prize in a New York
photographic contest recently. It was
taken by Bertha Partridge and shows the
work of filling in over the culvert in Arthur
Doekham’s pasture.
A musical family from Prospect visited
at Freeman Partridge’s last
Saturday evening, Albert Larrabee with his violin, Worth
Larrabee who plays the cornet, and Miss
Hattie Larrabee, who plays the organ.
Worth Larrabee sings a large number
of popular songs and the family also sing
Besides the three members of
together.
the family above mentioned, Miss Bertha
Larrabee was present.
The quarrymen at Mosquito mountain
have stopped work and Mt. Waldo workmen have all left their work for two weeks
owing to trouble with one of the large boilers and also to the fact that
many of the
workmen like to have the holiday week.
Several men in this vicinity have employment at the granite quarries, including the
boss of the stone cutters crew, Emery Calderwood, and the boss of the carpenters,
Luther Ames.
HAIXDALE.
There is to be a Christmas tree and concert at the church Monday evening, Dec.
25th..... Rev. Mr. Brown preached here last
Sunday, and expects to remain until after
Christmas and will preach next Sunday_
Frank E. Toby of South Dakota is visiting
his mother, Mrs. Addie Plummer_Mr.
and Mrs. fi. F. Foster are in Bangor this
week attending the State Grange meeting.
M r. and M rs. G. S. Small of Thorndike
took dinner with Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hall
last Sunday.
....

New York, Dee. 18.

Holiday Goods

marine miscellany.

Delaware Breakwater, Dec. 16.
Schr.
Star of the Sea, Savana-la-Mar for Boston,
sea
a
launch
at
Dec.
9.
reports losing
Montevideo, Nov. 11. Ship Dirigo, Goodwin, from Philadelphia for Honolulu (before reported), is discharging part of cargo
in order to turn same over and cool.
Schr. Edward II.
Nassau, NP., Dec. 13
Cole. Rodgers, from Philadelphia Nov. 22
for Santiago, Cuba, with cual, arrived here
today with her rudder head carried away.
Scii. Pendleton Sisters Ashore.
The wrecking tug North America, which
arrived at Lewes, Del., Monday, reported
that the sea was breaking over the Pendleton Sisters, stranded six miles north of
Methomkin, Va., and that the prospects of
The Pendleton
saving her were slight.
Sisters is a four-masted of 704 tons net and
was built at Belfast in 1900, hailed from
New York, and was owned by the Pendletons of New York and Islesboro.

In Men’s Furnishing Goods
We offer Hosiery, Gloves, Mittens, Suspenders,
Bath Robes, Pajamas. Shirts, (all kinds) Silk
Umbrellas, House Goats, Hdkfs,, Mufflers, Etc.

In

Fancy GoodsCH
Dainty China and Japanese Ware, all the Novelties in Leatht

C1EEKM.

IIEUA8T 1’KICE

Produce Market.

Goods, Toilet Goods of all kinds, fine Gift Books, Books for
Boys and Girls. Baskets of all kinds
Standing Work and Faney—a fine line.

Prices Paid Producer.

the Children, Books for

50* 75;IIay p ton,
Apples p bu.,
B.OO* il.ro
5 Hides p lb,
dried, p lb.
9*94
Beans, »ea.
2.00^2.25 Lamb p lb,
H
2.50 Wool Skins,
Yel’eyes,
l.00@l.25
Butter p lb,
a
20f*_>2 Mutton p lb.
6*8 Oats p bu., 32 lb,
40
Beef, sides, p lb-.
Beef fore quarters,
5 Potatoes p bu.,
50
60 Bound Hog,
64
Barley pbu.,
15 straw p ton,
Cheese p lb.
7.0o
14 Turkey p lb,
Chicken p lb,
25*28
13 Tallow p lb,
Calf Skins, per lb.
24*3
Duck p lb,
I4ctif?! Veal p lb,
8aio
36
30
Wool,unwashed.
Eggs p doz.,
12 Wood, hard,
Fowl p tb.
4.00@4.50
l i Wood, soft,
Cleese p lb,
3.uo

I call special
attention to

as

this

is a

new

parture I'm

■

Retail Market.
8{*i0 Lime P bbl.,
90*l.‘ 0
18a20 Oat Meal p lb,
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
4
66iOnions p lb,
! Corn P bu.,
3
| Cracked Corn, p bu, 63 Oil Kerosene, gal.,14615
Corn Meal, p bu.,
^5
63| Pollock r T-,
10
17*18 Pork p tb.
| cheese, p lb,
Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.60 Blaster p bbl.,
1.13
Codfish dr\, p lb,
3
8*9 Rye Meal p lb,
14 Shorts p cwt.,
1.15
Cranberries, p qt.,
16 Sugar p It-,
6
Clover Seed,
40
Flour, p bbl., 5.50a0.75 Salt, T. I., p bu.,
1.75 Sweet Potatoes,
H. (4. Seed p bu.,
34
11 Wheat Meal.
3a4
Lard, p lb.

D. P. PALMER,

lb,

BORN.

Hall.

In Vinalhaven, December 11, to Mr
and Mrs. I. L. Hall, a son.
Hutchinson. In stonington, December 7, to
Mr. and Mrs. Namon Hutchinson, a 8on—Namon

Fllsbury.

Stickney. In Libertyville, November
Mr. and Mrs. C, L. Stickney, a son.

25, to

MARRIED.
In Belfast, December
Ames-Littlefiki.d.
14, by Rev. E. S. Philbrook. William H. Ames
and Carrie E. Littlefield, both of Searsport.
In Vinalhaven, November
Barton Clark.
29, James E. Barton of Vinalhaven and Freda A.
Clark of St George.
Nichols-Cunningham. In Belfast, December 16, by Rev. K. S. Philbrook, Laurision A.
Nichols of Belfast, and Ida L. Cunningham of
Swanville.
Pkndlkton-Dobge. In Islesboro, December
13, by Joseph A. Sprague, Esq., Freeman K. Pendleton and Miss Hattie E. Dodge, both of Islesboro.
Richardson-Cain. In Clinton. December ie,
Frank Richardson and Gertrude M. Cain,
Smith-Kittrkdge. In Vinalhaven, December 12, Benjamin Kimball Smith and Miss Florence Van Ness Kittredge, both of Vinalhaven.

Newcomb.
In
winterport. December 14,
Baltimore, Dec. 13. Cleared, sch. Herald, William Newcomb, aged 79 years, 10 months, 14
Port au Prince; 17, sailed, sch. Sallie I’On, days.
Ridley. In Belfast, December 19, Florence
Jacksonville.
Mae (Kelley) Ridley, aged 16 years.
Portland, Dec. 14. Ar, sch. Mary A. Hall,
Jacksonville: sld,sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames,
Wilmington, N. C.; 16,arrived, bark Globus,
Barbados (to load for Bahia Blanca).
Camden, Dec. 14. Sailed, sch. Theoline,
Brunswick, Ga.
Stockton, Me., Dec. 14. Ar, stmr. Westover, New York.
Stonington, Me., Dec. 14. Ar, sch. Frances
Hyde, Connecticut river; Henry Weiler,
Clark’s Island, to finish loading for Norfolk; Harriet C. Whitehead, Boston; Annie
& Reuben, do.
Port Tampa, Dec. 10. Sld, sch. John E.
Develin, Baltimore; 18, sld, bark Frances,
Gulfport; sch. Harold C. Beecher, Mobile.
Brunswick, Ga., Dec. 13. Cld, sch. Willfield S. Schuster, Colon.
Port Reading, N. J., Dec. 13. Ar, sells.
Ilumarock, New York; Empress, Clark,
do.; Seguin, Cole, do.; Alice Holbrook,
Ellis, do.; 14, eld, sch. Ilumarock, Charleston.
Fernandina, Fla., Dee. 13. Ar, sch. A. B.
Sherman, Johnson, Savannah.
Gulfport, Dec. 15.
Sld, sch. Fred M.
Aver, Havana.
Norfolk, Dec. 14. Sld, sch. Gov. Powers,
Guantanamo; 15, ar, schs. Annie Lord, New
York; Celia F., New York for Georgetown.
Charleston, S. C., Dec. 17. Ar., sch. S. G.
Haskell, New York ; 18, ar, sch. Clifford N.
Carver, New York.
Darien, Ga., Dec. 18. Ar, sch. George V.
Jordan, Dodge, New York.
Port Angeles, Cal., Dec. 10.
Ar, bark
Mark L. Cushing, Batch, San Francisco
(for Sydney, N. S. W.)
To the man that changed fur coats at my staCarteret, N. J., Dec. 18. Sld, sch. Laura
M. Lunt, Hunter, Wilmington, N. C.
ble on Dec. 4th: If you wish to avoid trouble
and expense return before the week is out and
Portsmouth, Dec. 18. Cld, sch. Jacob M. there
will be no trouble, but delays are dangerHaskell, Newport News and Galveston.
ous.
1

Christmas

Candies

Nuts, Cigars, Etc.

R. J.

1

..-

NOTICE.

By guessing

twice

|
I

ORGANIZED 1874.

^

^

3

<•

^

..WITH

I SEARSPORT
§
§

INSURES

TH K..

SAVINGS BANK

ABSOLUTE SAFETY AND

THE PRACTICE OF ECONOMY.

£

i

i

One Dollar

1

:

•)

—-

<¥

•>

Ayn UPWARDS TAKES.

•)

INTEREST

%
•)

begins first of each month,
pounded May and November.

com-

•)

WE SOLICIT

%

&

your deposits of any amount and
offer you FREE of charge any

»

assistance you may leant.

•)
(•

I

NO TAXES

§
t
§

paid

on

deposits in this bank.

—--

-1

FRANK I. PENDLETON,
President.

JAMES P. NICHOLS.
Treasurer.
•

,(•

’•*.

7
—

W

— -w

—

w

VS

—/VS

w

v—/'* W V2' *

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December, A. I). 1905.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament of Eiuma 1>. N. Colcord,
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, de
ceased, having been presented for probate.

Ordered, That notice be given t«- all persons interested by causing a copy of this order t<* be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they

may appear at a Probate Court. !<• be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten <*f the
clock before noon, and show cause if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap
proved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltine, Register.

EVERYTHING IN Till

estate

nl

Fruits

Nixed Nuts

STAPLES, widow of .James H.
Staples, late of Stockton Springs, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for au allowance out of the personal

1.1 VI

Fancy Groceries

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
December, A. D. 1905.
E.

AMi

Broken Candy

of said deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The nepublicau Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be lield at Belfast, within and for said
county, on the 9th day of January, A. D. 1906 at

ten of the clock before noon, and show cause if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A tree Copy. Attest:
!
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

-—AT-

MASONIC

TEMPLE.

NOTICE.
The subscriber here
gives notice that she has been duly ap
executrix of the last will and testainen’

EXECUTRIX’S
by
pointed

locate the coat all
G. W. MADDEN.

of

right.
Belfast, Me., Dec. 18th.—lw*

FREEMAN, late of Lincolnville,
County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the esrate of sai de
EMMA

in the

HOLIDAY NECKWEAR
*1* H* HOWES.

Me

•)-—----

can

at

Masonic Temple. Beitast.

V*__J

Mayo &. Co.’s GLADYS

Florida Oranges 20,25,30 and
35 Cents per dozen.

ship Great Admiral, forBuenos Ayres, Dec. 14. Ar, bark Penobscot, New York.

f’CAATC

CUnlo

Don't forget that with every twenty dollars’ worth you purchase
get a BUSY BEE GRAPHAPHONE FREE. Ask for coupons as you tain
get the Graphaphoue without tliem.

Colon.

Victoria, B. C., Dec. 12. Ar, ship Abner
Coburn, Honolulu.
Newcastle, N. S. W., Nov. 10. In port,

|_|AI TCt?
I IV/LOC

Retail Price.

I Beef,corned, P

Arrived, sch. Young
Brothers, Philadelphia for Salem; sld,schs.
Cli fford N. Carver, Charleston ; Annie Lord,
Norfolk ; Carrie A. Bucknam, Wilmington,
N. C.; 14, ar.schs. Charles H. Triekey, Stonington; David Faust, Bangor; 15, ar, schs.
Marcus Edwards, Bangor; Rebecca J. Moulton, do; J. M. Harlow, do; Grace Davis,do;
l(i, ar, sch. Annie L. Henderson, Bangor;
17, ar, schs. George Nebinger, Bangor ; Nat
Ajer, do via New Haven ; American Team,
Bangor; L. S. Levering, Vinalhaven; Oliver
Ames, Long Cove; Willie J. Maxwell, Stonington, Me.; Metinic, Rockland, Maine, for
Annapolis, Md.; 18, ar, schs. Fred B. Ilalano, South Amboy for Rockland; Filieman, _DIED._
Tottenville for Boston; steamer David,
Clough. In Rockland, December 9, Fiances
Stockton, Maine; sld, sch. W. S. & W. L.
Caroline, daughter of Arthur B. and Nellie W.
Tuck, Stonington.
(Carter)
Clough, aged 4 months, 9 days.
Boston, Dec. 13. Sld, schs. Brina P. PenClement.
In Daytona, Fla
December 13,
dleton, Georgetown, S. C.; Daylight, Phila- Sarah F., wife of Joseph A. Clement of Searsdelphia ; 15, ar, schs. Otronto, Bangor; Stony port, aged 69 years.
Elwkll. In Waldo, December 19, George L.
Brook, do; Loduskia, do; 10, ar, sch. C. B.
aged 45 years. 6 months and 8 days.
Wood, Bangor; stmr. Foxhall, Stockton for Elwell.
Hunt. In Thorndike, December 16, Louisa,
New York.
widow of the late Daniel Hunt of Thorndike.
Philadelphia, Dec. 16. Ar, sch. James W.
Mudgktt.
In Albion, December 18, Mrs.
Paul, Jr., Portland; 18, cld, sch. Nimbus, Lydia C. Mudgett, aged 89 years.

FOREIGN PORTS.

I

_

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

SHIP NEWS

Centre this year.

>

And

repairing done at reasonable
No. 7 Union 8t., Belfast
prices.
2w50*
(Upstairs.)

ceased

are

desired to present the

same

tor

set

tlemeut, and all indebted thereto are requested
payment immediately.
EDNA RACKLIFFE
Lincolnville, Dec. 12,1905.

to make

